House & Garden
25 Pages of Do-It-Yourself Ideas
Gayelord Hauser's 10 Day Diet • Complete Summer Cook Book
Today's Modern

Introduction to happier living!

FOR A BEDROOM YOU CAN
LIVE IN AND WITH—

This new conception of modern bedroom furniture—contemporary, if you please—is styled for today, tomorrow and the years to come. In harmony with provincial, traditional or casual surroundings, the various combinations of pieces will fit any size bedroom. Note the exclusive ebony and brass hardware which gives the final touch of elegance to the deep-toned Tropic Tan Mahogany finish, also a United exclusive.

Many decorative hints for the modern bedroom by Reginald Syers, A.I.D., are contained in our colorful booklet "Your Bedroom and You", describing fully these and other Today's Modern Bedroom Suites. Sent with name of dealer nearest you for 10 cents.

United Furniture Corporation
LEXINGTON, NORTH CAROLINA
Royal Jackson
FINE CHINA

Pattern: Deauville

Price: $7.95

Color: Muted greys, charcoal, and white... today's fashion in fine dinnerware.
Cool in the Shade — the Right Shade

Lilac treated with a knowing hand — Craig’s. The bedspread of Rawsi (raw silk and viscose) has a circular flounce that drapes itself and falls graceful and full. Superbly tailored — turn it inside out and you’ll see.

Cool shades of blue, pink, yellow, lilac, aqua, sand, oyster white. Single 32.50, double 39.50. The Craig triplets (triple-tiered cafés and valance) are fine white organdy banded with Como cotton in 14 colors to mix or match. 30 inches long 6.50 per pair, 36" 6.95, 45" 7.95, 54" 8.95. Valance 3.95. Everything on the page launders beautifully.
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Barbecue fireplace, focal point of a summer buffet party, can be built from a do-it-yourself pattern

House & Garden
A Guide to the Arts of Living
Cold drinks with a frosty look, for hot summer days

The action of ice in a hot-weather drink is three-fold. It dilutes with discretion. Whether shaken, stirred, or swizzled, it gives form to the glass and build up frost crystals on the outside of it, the train of suggestion is complete. This is the drink that will taste the best and be the most pleasantly remembered.

Anyone can produce just such an effect by employing the frosting methods which were born with the mint julep. Or you can do it on a larger scale with the aid of a pitcher and a swizzle stick. The kitchen which boasts an electric blender can run up summer snow such as once was galloped from Alp to seaside villas to cool the palate of a surfeited Roman emperor. And now silver itself is taking on a frosted look (page 103), ready to save you trouble and ornament your bar tray too.

At one time or other every amateur bartender has consulted the index to see if a particular drink is made in a large old-fashioned glass, a small half-highball glass, or a silver tumbler. When the glass looks sufficiently frosty, the drink is described as an ice and swizzle flurry. Vodka and tonic take surprisingly well to the swizzling process too. In the pitcher, put a quart or quart and a half, four jiggers of the new, white spicy Cinzano vermouth which is called "Cin." Add ice and swizzle vigorously. Vodka and tonic will come through with a new taste. Cut lines into quarters, allowing as many quarters as you intend to serve drinks. Drop them in the pitcher after giving each quarter a squeeze over the pitcher. For each drink, pour in one and a half jiggers of the new, white spicy Cinzano vermouth which is called "Cin." Add ice and swizzle vigorously. Vodka and tonic will come through with a new taste. Cut lines into quarters, allowing as many quarters as you intend to serve drinks. Drop them in the pitcher after giving each quarter a squeeze over the pitcher.

People who use a blender daily for cutting and liquefying tasks often fail to realize what an asset this electrical wonder is on the bar shelf. TheKnow how is simple. You must not endanger its blades with whole or even half ice cubes; the ice should be the fine cracked kind and well drained. Spin for not more than five seconds or the snow will begin to dissolve. Put the ice in last, just before you throw the switch. The two following recipes are for the meal that ends with cheese-and-salad when a note of sweet-plus-strong is just what you want next. First the Orizaba, made out of the fabulous Mexican coffee distillate called Kahua. Per person, put in the blender 1 jigger Kahua, one jigger Reyne Martin cognac, and a quarter cup drained cracked ice. Whirl briefly, serve in flute glasses with a thin cap of double cream poured on top. And here is a second idea. In the blender put, per person, about 1 tablespoon unwarmed orange sherbert, the same amount of lemon sherbert, 2 oz. Seagram's Ancient Bottle gin, 2 dashes maraschino, a quarter cup drained cracked ice. Whirl, serve in a flute glass with peeled, canned tangerine sections on top.
PORTABLE GARDEN LAMPS
...Brighten Your Outdoor Living...Inexpensively!

Stake them in the ground...have Light Anywhere!

You can light up outdoors so easily with these new decorative Verplex garden lamps.

Light up your garden, patio, paths, flower beds, barbecues... and enjoy the nighttime view outdoors through your picture window.

A choice of four smart styles of weather resistant black or white wrought iron, with a 20 foot heavy duty Neoprene extension wire.

A. Modern double spotlight adjustable to all directions about $15.00
B. Carriage lantern about $ 8.00
  Same style for use with candle only... about $ 7.00
C. Caged hurricane lamp about $ 9.00
D. Hurricane lamp about $ 7.00
  Same style for use with candle only... about $ 4.00

BRING THEM INDOORS TOO!
A cleverly designed wrought iron base that converts any of these lamps for use indoors... $ 3.00

All prices slightly higher in the West.

Available at Stores Listed on the Opposite Page or Write
THE VERPLEX COMPANY • ESSEX, CONNECTICUT
Here is what you have been waiting for...

NEW 21-PIECE GROUP

Ingeniously designed to enhance any room in YOUR plan and decor. Thousands of possible arrangements in over 300 decorator fabrics! It's just made for your modern T.V. living!

TABLES BY TONK

AND

MEAN GREATEST COMFORT FOR THE LONGEST TIME

Left Table Sofa
Armless Angle Curve
Armless Love Seat
Rt. End Section

86" Sofa
Lounge Chair

FINE FURNITURE BEGINS ON THE INSIDE

WRITE FLEXSTEEL INDUSTRIES, INC., WAXAHACHIE, TEXAS, FOR FREE BOOKLET
A Youngstown Kitchen lends fresh, enchanting beauty to homes of every size—from the smallest apartment to the largest, finest home. Let your Youngstown Kitchens representative custom-plan the kitchen for your home.

Here’s why you’ll find famous Youngstown steel Kitchens in smartest homes...

including this NATIONAL HOMES’ famed Canterbury model

You’d expect a home as smart and charming as National Homes’ Canterbury model to provide a Youngstown Kitchen. And like all National Homes, it does.

But the lovely lines and colors of a Youngstown Kitchen only begin to tell you the story of the endless joy and satisfaction these new Youngstown Kitchens bring.

Like National Homes themselves, Youngstown Kitchens are champion work-savers—and important money-savers, too. Their finishes are baked-on enamel; look new for years on end. They’re easy to clean—easy to keep clean!

Moreover, Youngstown Kitchens are die-formed steel. They can’t warp, swell, stick, or rot. Never absorb odors. And they’re easy to finance!

Talk to your Youngstown Kitchens dealer, now. And whether you’re building or remodeling, tell your builder or dealer you want a Youngstown Kitchen—it’s your best buy!
In a bedroom, you want furniture designed in today’s mode, yet constructed of traditional materials. In the glowing grain of the pine and the clean contemporary lines of this bedroom group, Habitant presents just such a combination. Designed by the fine hand of Mason Walker and handcrafted by Habitant, originators of Knotty White Pine, this furniture adds just the right touch. Groups of equal beauty are available for other rooms of the home... in rich Autumn Brown or lighter Smokey Pine finish. Habitant furniture wears well and adds the grace note of good living to your home. Write us for the name of your nearest dealer... we will include our colorful 1955 brochure and booklet “The Romance of Pine.”

Typically handsome Habitant furniture for other rooms of your home:

**LIVING ROOM**

**YOUTH’S ROOM**

**DINING ROOM**

**RECREATION ROOM**

Hi-fi cabinet with adjustable shelves is adaptable to three different arrangements (below). It provides storage for records and tapes, is a handsome addition to a contemporary or traditional room. Made of walnut, 31” x 19” x 37” high, $159. By Heritage-Henredon.

With record storage occupying the entire lower section, there’s ample room for radio tuner and turntable on top. In this case, speaker would be enclosed in separate cabinet.

With addition of tape recorder (set beneath tuner) there’s still space for record albums on lower shelf. Extra tapes can be stored directly below recorder itself. Here again, speaker is installed in another unit.

With speaker occupying lower section, music cabinet is self-contained. (Record storage would be provided for elsewhere.) Be sure that the cabinet is well insulated for the truest tone. Pad the inside walls of speaker section to eliminate distortion.
When a family first considers the purchase of a new Cadillac, the lady of the house sometimes wonders about the practical aspects of Cadillac ownership. But how quickly the car reassures her! Its purchase price, as she soon ascertains, is surprisingly modest—particularly when compared to cars of lesser stature. Its gasoline economy, as she quickly discovers, is truly extraordinary. And its service requirements, she is soon aware, are almost nothing beyond the routine. So, if your family is currently considering a new Cadillac, there is no reason to hesitate because of economy. The move to Cadillac is as wise as it is wonderful!
These 12 lovable little angels of the Zodiac are hand decorated porcelain, touched with gold and trimmed with gay bouquets of raised roses. Any feminine heart will thrill to own the Zodiac Angel of her birth month. Charming collector’s items.

Available in all major department stores and fine gift shops from coast to coast... $2.00 each.

GEO. ZOLTAN LEFTON, Imports
MAIN OFFICES & SHOWROOMS, 1550 Merchandise Mart, Chicago 54
WROUGHT IRON FURNITURE

that transforms outdoor living...

into the most pleasurable luxury you've ever enjoyed. This is wrought iron by Salterini — hand-crafted by masters of the art — created by the firm that launched wrought iron in America. It's wonderfully comfortable — excitingly appealing to the eye — and most agreeably priced!

Typical are these pieces from the Traditional Sta-Out and Radar Sta-Out groups for contemporary living — furniture that can literally stay out of doors year 'round without rusting! Just part of the Salterini collection for indoor and outdoor living ... all guaranteed against rust by the exclusive Neva-Rust Process for 10 full years.

Look for the Neva-Rust seal and buy with confidence.

Write today to Dept. HG-6 for your free copy of the Salterini Brochure— a handsome photographic cross section of this famed collection.

JOHN B. SALTERINI CO., INC. • 510 EAST 72ND STREET, NEW YORK 21, N.Y.
Here's the most exciting group of decorating fabrics that you've seen in many a year! The unusual motifs and dramatic colors that will add a charming touch to any room in your home, include cool crisp Scandinavian designs, exotic Orientals, festive Italian and artistic French inspirations, as well as a number of charming patterns from our own historic, colonial America.

Choose from a limitless variety of wonderful Waverly textures... Etruscan, "Rhino," "Las Vegas," "Etruscan Gold," "Durabark," "Clipper Cloth"... all budget priced and Bonded with a money back guarantee of complete satisfaction, even after countless washings or exposure to sunlight!

Be sure to see them at the stores listed on the opposite page.

We aim to produce the best possible merchandise at the lowest possible price.

SEND FOR "COLORCLUES" DECORATING KIT

Waverly Fabrics — 60 W. 40th St., N. Y. C.

Enclose 25c for "Colorclues" Kit showing how to professionally coordinate colors in your home, or ask for it at your local store. 27 actual Glosheen swatches included.
The beauty and expert craftsmanship of the 18th Century live forever in Williamsburg Reproductions. The interest in the lovely old pieces, colors and decorative accessories found in the exhibition buildings in Williamsburg has created a demand for authentic reproductions. Outstanding manufacturers with qualified craftsmen have been licensed to make actual copies under the supervision of Williamsburg Restoration, Inc. These Reproductions, all bearing the identifying Hallmark, may be purchased at fine stores. Send for your copy of the handsome new volume telling the fascinating story of Colonial Williamsburg and its Reproductions Program . . . 100 pages, profusely illustrated, showing all of the Reproductions. Mail $1.25 to Craft House, Box 1955, Williamsburg, Virginia.
How to choose a rug cushion

The rug cushion is the upholstery on your floor. It acts as a buffer between the carpet pile and the hard floor and gives your carpet more bounce. Because it will take a good share of the day-to-day wear, a cushion helps to prolong the life of your carpet. For these reasons, unless it is already built into the back of your carpet, you need a separate rug pad. It is just as important to have one under a small accent rug as it is to have one under a wall-to-wall installation. A cushion keeps the rug from creeping or skidding. There are several different kinds of rug cushion you can buy, and your choice will depend on where it is to be used, how much you are prepared to spend and, finally, which one looks the best to you.

Very often in buying a carpet, you are quoted a price per square yard which includes installation and cushion. In such a case, always ask that the price be broken down so that you can judge what you are getting for your money. The construction of the rug cushion is important, and so is its weight. A 40-ounce pad (this means there are 40 ounces of material per square yard) is good for most general purposes. You may need a heavier weight (up to 64 ounces) in a hall or stairway that gets constant hard wear. Whether you choose hair, rubberized hair, or foam or sponge rubber, be sure you are getting good quality.

A good hair cushion (ranging from $1 to $2.25 sq. yd.) will usually have a variation in coloring, mostly brown with a touch of gray and perhaps white. This is not a defect but actually tells you that it is a blend of natural hair, and not dyed. Like wool used in carpet pile, the hair used for the cushion must be blended in order to get the proper strength and resiliency. Inferior grades of hair and jute are naturally less expensive. They feel very thin to the touch and will stretch and flatten on the floor in time.

All cushions, hair as well as rubber, are moth-proofed today. It is possible to clean hair cushions (about once or twice a year) with a vacuum, but only after removing the brush. Since hair is a felted material, it will pull up if you treat it roughly or use a carpet sweeper or a broom on it. You also have a choice of rubberized-hair cushions, available in different weights and thicknesses. These are filled with hair and jute, and have a top and back of rubber. The rubber adds to the resilience and, since it can be wiped off with a damp cloth, gives a clean surface which dirt cannot penetrate. Rug cushions of this sort range in price from $1.40 a square yard for a 40-ounce pad with rubber top, to $1.95 for a 52-ounce with rubber top and back. Because these types are subjected to a lot of pressure during the manufacturing process, they won't mat down appreciably after being used on the floor.

Rug cushions made of air-filled sponge rubber are available in thicknesses from 1/4" to 1/2", and weights from 45 to 60 ounces per square yard. The thickest sponge rubber with a fabric back (about $2.50 per square yard) is a particularly good acoustical measure. It might also be your choice if you just happen to like a deep, springy feeling underfoot. In a hall or stairway, however, a thick pad can be very tiring. It is better to use one 3/8" to 1/4" thick (with a fiber back, about $1.95 a square yard). A thinner pad (available in three widths and sold by the linear yard) is all you may need to anchor an area rug or an accent rug. You may also prefer to use this type if your rug has an exceptionally high pile. If you are carpeting from wall to wall, it's a good idea to try out a swatch of carpet and cushion to be sure you can open and close the doors easily.

Many cushions of all three types are constructed with one ribbed or rippled side, and the question is whether this side should be up or down. Some people like to turn the patterned side down to adhere to the floor, leaving a smooth top surface for the rug to lie on. Others like to have the pattern side up to provide air spaces between carpet and cushion. The choice is entirely up to you.

The important thing is to protect your investment in carpeting by using a cushion, choosing the material and thickness that best fit your needs.

A cushion adds to the depth and durability of your rug.

Naturally, SELIG prefers ARMSTRONG PURE FOAM cushioning because purity and cleanliness are musts in the making of fine furniture. Molded to precise specifications, ARMSTRONG PURE FOAM cushioning is healthfully buoyant, luxuriously comfortable and stoutly durable. ARMSTRONG PURE FOAM is the 100% natural rubber cushioning.
Molded Fiberglass Chair, No. PF1.
Cradled on a strong steel frame.
Flexible, indestructible, lightweight. Six colors. $54.95

Tuxedo Sofa, No. 1021.
Sheek-tailed "designer sofa" with reversible, zippercd foam rubber cushions on backs and seats. From $295.

Holiday Chair, No. 582.
All-fawn rubber sculptured chair with attached cushion over NO SAG spring. $99.50

King-size Chaise, No. 3598.
Ideal for utterly relaxed televiewing. Extra wide. Latex rubberized hair over NO SAG springs.

Shaggy cotton rug fabric. $60.05

Designs By Lawrence Peabody

member: Brand Names Foundation To these outstanding dealers

Molded Fiberglass Chair, No. PF1. Cradled on a strong steel frame. Flexible, indestructible, lightweight. Six colors. $54.95

Tuxedo Sofa, No. 1021. Sheek-tailed "designer sofa" with reversible, zippercd foam rubber cushions on backs and seats. From $295.

Holiday Chair, No. 582. All-fawn rubber sculptured chair with attached cushion over NO SAG spring. $99.50

King-size Chaise, No. 3598. Ideal for utterly relaxed televiewing. Extra wide. Latex rubberized hair over NO SAG springs. Shaggy cotton rug fabric. $60.05

Designs By Lawrence Peabody

member: Brand Names Foundation To these outstanding dealers
designed for the modern homemaker who insists that beautiful furniture should also be comfortable — and moderate in price!

Selig Seating
MEANS MODERN

SELIG MFG. CO., INC.
Leominster, Mass. • Monroe, La.
Guess—what’s doing all the twinkling in Fostoria’s “Skyflower”?

Our craftsmen fashioned the pure, handblown crystal; then our designer waved his magic wand. Presto! There appeared the lighthearted scatter of stars you see. Or, are they snowflakes? Or flowers? It doesn’t matter. Our designer wished them to twinkle, and twinkle they do! As you will see when you view Skyflower in person. At which time you will note that this Fostoria “Crystal Print” goes just beautifully with many of the best new china patterns. And still more reason to consider it for yourself or for a gift—the five-piece place setting suggested in the illustration above is only $11.50*. Conveniently in open stock because it’s made by the Fostoria Glass Company in Moundsville, West Virginia.

*slightly higher in the West

Good plant containers are easy and inexpensive to make

Build a permanent planter for your terrace

Set two rows of standard 8” x 16” concrete blocks on a concrete footing, 12” wide and poured without forms, to make a bottomless box off the corner of a terrace. The box above has an inside width of 2”, is 5½ blocks long on each side. Half a cubic yard of concrete will be enough to make a footing 6” deep. Cap blocks with bricks, laid in cement mortar with all joints filled and troweled. In regions of extreme winters, make walls deeper to reach below frost.

Build a plant box to brighten your door

When building wood plant boxes, remember they will be subject to shrinking effect of sun outside, swelling due to moisture inside, and that weight of soil hastens splitting and opening of weak seam joints. So make corners with screwed-in 1” by 1” reinforcing strips (sketch 1 below); space bottom boards ½” apart on screwed supporting cleats (sketch 2) which also serve to permit air circulation under box, retard rot and permit better drainage through holes. Use redwood or cypress lumber and treat inside with wood preservative or coat with new waterproof neoprene paint.
Serta Invites You To The World Premiere of a Remarkable New Mattress!

So Luxurious—Without a Single Button, Bump or Tuft!

You Sleep ON It... Not IN IT!

New Styling Plus Dramatic Advancements in Exclusive "Unimatic® Construction"!

Gives You Smooth-Top Comfort and Healthfully-Correct Support!

Sleeping on a new Serta "Perfect Sleeper®" Mattress is a wonderful refreshing sensation, freed from irritations caused by old-fashioned buttons and bumps. For the daring of Serta's engineers, coupled with scientific medical research, has created this ultra-modern mattress that is much better for you in three vital ways:

1. "Comfort Only A Smooth-Top Gives"
   - You sleep better on a smooth surface without buttons or bumps to disturb you. Serta's Pat'd. "Unimatic Construction" alone made possible the smooth-top "Perfect Sleeper®" Mattress.

2. "Health-Engineered" For Perfect Support
   - Serta's "Unimatic Construction" gives balanced firmness, level head-to-toe support doctors recommend, prevents sagging spine, assures "Posture Protection."

3. "Unimatic" Box Spring Completes "Posture Protection"
   - "Perfect Sleeper®" Box Spring works in perfect harmony with the mattress. "Unimatic Construction" adds to Posture Protection, comfort—strengthens healthful support.

Enjoy a World Premiere in Your Own Home on Serta's 30-Night Money-Back Trial!

Go to any better furniture or department store joining in this world premiere and register to sleep for 30 nights on a Serta "Perfect Sleeper®" Mattress and Box Spring.

After 30 nights, you will be completely sold—or YOU MAY RETURN THE MATTRESS AND BOX SPRING FOR FULL REFUND! Hurry—offer ends July 1, 1955.
**LONG DRINKS**

served up in oversize bar glasses. The pattern—"Surf"; the glasses—import exclusives designed for S.F.A. by Jean Luce. 14-ounce highball or double old-fashioned, set of eight $16.00. Not shown: regular old-fashioned, set of eight $12.00. Mail and phone.

**SHOPPING AROUND**

You may order all merchandise shown in Shopping Around (editorially and in advertisements) by writing directly to the shops. Enclose check or money order, as few of them handle c.o.d.'s. You may return for refund any item not personalized if you return it promptly by insured mail and in an unused condition.

**UNUSUAL FLOWER CONTAINER**

A decorative reproduction of a Chelsea sauce boat. White background with delicate coloring. A perfect container for flowers. 5" wide x 8" long x 4 1/4" high. $11.00, plus postage.

Handcrafted of Antiqued Chelsea Fine Plate, $15.00. Express Charge: Collect $18.00 (We do not ship)

Send 25¢ for booklet "Country House Reproductions" and interesting hints on Early American Furnishings. When on Long Island visit the home of America's First Fine Furnishers.

**SPOON RACK**

An unusually important decorative wall piece. Holds 11 large spoons and has 1 knife & fork drawer. 32 1/2" high x 12" wide.

Located at the Long Island House Shop of Country House Furnishings. A Hewlett, N.Y.

**MAKE GRANDFATHER’S WATCH USEFUL**

New! Treasure Dome Jr. $1.95. Full size “Belcica” made of clear styrene with plastic base. Easy to wind timepiece, graceful home for treasured heirloom, $1.95 Ppd. Nameplate as shown add $1.00. (3 words.) Showcase for medals and fine keepsakes. ORIGINAL TREASURE DOME made of crystal clear DuPont Lucite with polished hardwood base (choice of mahogany, ebony, blonde), $3.95 Ppd. Carol Beatty, Dept. P.706, 7410 Santa Monica Boulevard, Los Angeles 46, Calif. Send for FREE Catalog of 200 selections.

**MUSICAL NOTE**

These book ends will strike a gay chord of delight in anyone who receives them. Made in shape of an eighth music note. Measure about 4 1/2" tall with 4" x 4" base. Solid brass, $9.95 or satin black, $4.95; postage $1.00. Pair weighs about 3 pounds. New and original design.

TENNESSEE CHROMIUM PLATING CO. 206 Louise Avenue Nashville, Tenn.

**LOVELY BOTTLES**

which bear embossed greetings. Made of pressed glass: “Happy Birthday” is aqua colored; “Happy Anniversary” is heather mauve; “Best Wishes” is pink. Use them for toilet water or, without stoppers, as bud vases. 6". $2.75 for two, $1.25 for one additional. Gilbert & Leonard, Manhasset, N. Y.

**PRETTY CAT**

with a pretty purpose in life: to hold your magazines in neat array. Made of wrought iron finished in black. Pussy is 18" high x 12" wide x 4" deep. The four paws are rubber tipped to prevent mars on floor or table. $3.95 plus 35¢ postage charges. Order from Helen Gallagher, Dept. HG, 413 Fulton Street, Peoria, Ill.

**PINK BISQUE**

for the June bride, for a feminine birthday gift: the charming two piece set shown here. Decorated with white lilies-of-the-valley, it can be used for cigarettes. The delicate urn is 3" high (a perfect container for small flowers, too). Tray is 4" across. $2.25 Ppd. Order from Page & Biddle, 21 Station Road, Haverford 6, Pa.
For a good helper; this award of merit to hang on her charm bracelet. Made of sterling silver, the disc is marked with name and number of years she (or he) has been married. $5. for 1 1/2"; $7. for 2 1/2". In gold-filled: $1. extra. Pp'd. Tax incl. From Wayne Silversmiths, Department HG, 546 G St. Broadway, Yonkers, N. Y.

Summer wares for serving tempting summer fare: the mats and coasters shown here. The standard size mats are made of slim natural color bamboo stakes. $1.25 the set of four; the willow coasters come in assorted carnival colors. $1.25 the set of eight. Postpaid. Janet Forister, Dept. HG, 200 Monson Street, Peoria, Ill.

Imagine this! A five-piece place setting of imported stainless steel for only $3.90! Add 25c. Note the handsome modern design of the pattern. Its name is Penthouse! You can afford a service for eight at this price! And you will be proud of this possession. Bowman's, Department HG, 1631 Filbert St., San Francisco, Cal.

A porcelain pin fashioned like a nosgay of fruit against a delicate lace-like porcelain doily is shown here. And to add to the pretty effect the pin is sprinkled with seed pearls and rhinestones. The colorful fruit against the white background is charming. $5. Earrings are $6. Pp'd. Tax incl. Aimee Lee, 545 Fifth Avenue, New York.

**Table frosting**
white embroidered nylon!
52" x 72" oblong cloth, 12.95
72"-round, 15.95; oval, 24.95
72" x 90" oblong or oval, 17.95
White linen napkins with nylon border, each 1.25
Nylon linens in pink, maize or blue, 4.95 to 17.95
LORD & TAYLOR
424 Fifth Avenue, New York 18
Postage charge beyond delivery area

**PERK UP A TRAVELER**
with a traveling percolator
A red stippled face comes fitted with 2 to 3 cup aluminum AUTOMATIC percolator. 4 plastic cups, 1 stainless steel spoon, a plastic-covered jar for sugar, polyethylene bag for coffee, and a flame bag for the electric coffee maker. No need to wait for Room Service. Brew your own Bowl! 819.95 including tax and postage.
JEREDITH MANOR
Dept. HG-6
Box 130
Nyack, New York
The way to select ORIENTAL RUGS is to examine them in your own home. Hundreds of rare antique, semi-antique, and new oriental rugs to choose from; in perfect condition... and moderately priced.

SEND FOR DESCRIPTIVE LISTS and Color Photographs... then make your choice. Your selection, with additional rugs for comparison, will be sent to you EXPRESS PREPAID.

200 Perfect Antique Rugs $90 to $100
100 Perfect Antique Rugs $200 and up
500 Semi-Antique Rugs In Old Designs $18 and up
100 Choice 12 Rugs from Iran $25 to $850

Many great and unusual sizes.
For sale by America's foremost authority and expert on Oriental Rugs, and largest exclusive dealer in natural, undyed rugs.

CHAS. W. JACOBSEN • 401 S. SALINA ST., SYRACUSE, N. Y.

Golden Calendars
For a golden memory of your happiest anniversary, Calendars are accurate to day and year and the significant moment is marked with a synthetic ruby. In 1/20 12K gold-filled.

- Bracelet and charm $13.75
- Charm only $8.50
- Cuff Links $16.50

Tax and postage incl.

Send for our complete catalog of this and other fine custom gifts.

No C.O.D.'s, please

EDITH CHAPMAN NYACK, N. Y.

DOORWAY DRAMA
... Make a grand entrance. Dramatize screen, regular, and storm doors with ivy leaf scrolls. These are reminiscent of old New Orleans. The delicate looking filigree leaf scrolls. These are reminiscent of old Oriental in natural, unrealized finish.

For sale by America's foremost authority and expert on Oriental Rugs, and largest exclusive dealer in natural, undyed rugs.

For comparison, will be sent to you EXPRESS PREPAID.

Box 915. Dept. 7-E. Topeka, Kansas.

America's Greatest
PLAY TENT VALUE
$1150

A Little Bit of Heaven
For Earthbound Youngsters
For healthy outdoor fun and happy companionship. Two is company but three is never a crowd in this roomily designed, camp-style tent made of khaki color, water-resistant canvas in khaki color. Size 5 ft. 6 in. by 5 ft. 6 in. with 5 ft. walls and 5 ft. center. Complete with wire-frame suspension for umbrella top and wood center pole. No C.O.D.'s. Shipped prepaid—satisfaction guaranteed.

Write for Catalog of Other Style Tents In Plain or Multi-Color Tents—June Edition Play Pools

INDUSTRIAL CANVAS PRODUCTS CORP.
15-25 Flex St. • Delaware, Ohio

SHOPPING AROUND

All by himself he will hang up his clothes, put away his shoes and generally conduct himself like a well behaved child if you hang this closet in his room. Made of New England pine, it comes in two finishes: mahogany or antique pine. 3'4" high x 23" wide. $19.50 exp. coll. Woodchips, Vineyard Haven, Massachusetts.

"Porcelainize" is the product for you to use if you want to repair your laundry tubs, your bath tub or your kitchen sink. If you will follow the instructions carefully, Porcelainize will give a fine porcelain finish to the surface. Price $5.95 postpaid. Order from Ex-R-Shields Products Incorporated, HG6, Joppa, Maryland.

A beach sheet everyone loves is the one shown here. Made of terry cloth, it is decorated with two designs: a checkerboard and a backgammon board. With this colorful towel at the beach you'll have lots of fun as well as comfort. About 3' x 6'. $3.50 postpaid. Order from Johnny Appleseed, Department HG6, Beverly, Mass.


GIVES YOU A LIFT $2.95 in so many different ways! Pb. patent

MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE

THE CERRI COMPANY
1680 Penobscot Bldg. • Detroit 26, Michigan
THE WORLD IS YOURS—EVERY MILE OF IT

The wheel of this magnificent motor car puts a magic new world at your finger tips . . . a world of excitement, prestige and deep personal fulfillment.

The Imperial is all that its regal name implies. Nineteen feet of incomparable new style and graceful sweep of outward distinction . . . with interior appointments of such splendor that they give the word “quality” a new and richer meaning. Naturally, the world’s most powerful engine design is found in the Imperial, and the smoothest, most automatic of all transmissions. Yes, the world is yours in the magnificent Imperial . . . every mile of it. Let your Chrysler dealer prove it to you today!

THE FINEST CAR AMERICA HAS YET PRODUCED

IMPERIAL
ALWAYS BEAUTIFUL...ALWAYS IN STYLE

Lifetimeware

it's made of melmac® for guaranteed break resistance

Life-time—lustrous, lovely dinnerware made of Melmac molding material in the freshest colors ever! It's break-resistant dinnerware which you can wash by hand or in the dishwasher... even hand it to the children knowing that a toss or two means no loss to you!

Replacement Guaranteed

Free replacement, either where you bought it or from Watertown Manufacturing Co., if any piece breaks, cracks or chips in normal household use within one year from date of purchase. Look for the Watertown guarantee certificate—and look, too, for the tag that says MELMAC, sure sign you're getting quality dinnerware!

LIFETIME in Charcoal and Oyster White. Complete sets, open stock, serving pieces available.

Bermuda Coral

Canvas Yellow

MELMAC is a registered trade-mark of American Cyanamid Company N.Y., supplier of Melmac Molding Compounds to manufacturers who fashion high-quality dinnerware in a variety of designs and colors. Lifetime, shown here, is an exclusive design of Watertown Manufacturing Co., Watertown, Connecticut.
in Wrought Iron
by Meadowcraft

Meadowcraft's fine Wrought Iron furniture combines superb styling with
flawless workmanship at a price unequaled in the industry today.

Each piece of Meadowcraft is electroplated with zinc and the
surface bonderized, which produces the finest of rustproof
finishes. Guarantee period 8 years.

Meadowcraft is available in Flat Black, Satin White,
Antique Green; with a variety of decorator colors for
seats and upholstery.

At leading stores everywhere.
Write for the name of your nearest dealer.

**Approximate Retail Price**
In Rayon and Rayon-NYLON

Never before such Carpet Luxury!

At Such Thrifty Prices

Here's luxury you can afford! Rich, beautiful, long-wearing Patcraft carpets at surprisingly modest prices...a new era in carpet value made possible by:

The development of new Rayon and Nylon carpet fibers which provide soil resistant piles of rich beauty, springy resilience and long, long wear.

Patcraft's modern Tufting method of manufacture, 12 times faster than old methods.

See these wonderful new Rayon and Rayon-Nylon carpets by Patcraft, today. Every yard made of Bibb Yarns of such fine quality they are guaranteed by Good Housekeeping.

You don't have to pay big prices. Chan-Tweed (illustrated above), a marvelous new texture in Viscose-Acetate Rayons, comes in 10 lovely colors and is priced at only $6.95 a sq. yd.

(c) SCULPTRON—a new sculptured texture in Rayon-Nylon, 10 colors. $7.95 a sq. yd.

(b) NYVIS—lustrous, loop-twist texture in Rayon-Nylon. 10 colors. $5.95 a sq. yd.

(g) DUROVIS—luxurious, deep pile, 100% Viscose Rayon. 8 colors. A fabulous value. $5.95 a sq. yd.

Many other beautiful Patcraft carpets and rugs in Rayon, Rayon-Nylon and Cotton are priced from about $3.95 to $7.95 a sq. yd. Decorator Rugs in smart new designs, 4' x 6' size $11.95.
SHOPPING AROUND

The screen door or the space above the mantelpiece will take nicely to one or more of these beautifully modeled sea gulls. Made of cast aluminum, each gull is finished in natural colors: white, orange and black. About 10" long, $1.50 p.p.d. for one. Order from Mastercraft, Department HG6, 212 Summer Street, Boston.

Versatile cart to use when the host dispenses cheerful drink, when you arrange a buffet supper. Made of wrought iron and expanded metal, it is finished in black. Top tray is removable, has a rack which holds 6 shot glasses and 4 highball glasses, 25" x 16" x 29". $12.50, exp. coll. Merit House, 350 Fifth Avenue, New York.

“Greasemaster” is a wonderful convenience in the kitchen. Made of heat-resistant glass, it has an unbreakable cover. Pour pan gravy or soup stock into it and the fat becomes separated from liquid. This device eliminates the old-fashioned way of removing grease. $2.25 p.p.d. Jepco, P. O. Box 94HG, Oakland, Calif.

Beauty and Comfort Combine
Modern usage for a fine antique reproduction. Here is the extra TV bench or footstool that you can add to your home with confidence. This handmade antique reproduction in a solid cherry footstool worthy of your finest hardwork. The needlepoint tapestry has a large pre-worked design, and tapestry yarn comes in your choice of six colors (dark green, light green, wine, antique rose, beige or black) to give a decorator's touch to your room. Size 16" x 14" x 9½" high. Satisfaction guaranteed. $16.95 Postpaid.

No C.O.D.'s please.
The Knit Shop
P. O. Box 6, Earlinton, Kentucky

SHIRT and BLOUSE BOOKLET
Timely gift, or every day necessity.$1.00 postpaid
Three for 2.85 p.p.d.
Satisfaction guaranteed or money back.
Write for free Gift Catalog.

BOLD AS BRASS LION ACCESSORIES
KING-OF-THE-JUNGLE RINGS
In glowing brass lend a fabulous life to your bathroom, holding your best towels. Or drop a swag through them for a dramatic window or bed setting. Mounted on a door or used on drawer pulls, they highlight both contemporary and traditional decor. 4" ring, $3.30; 7" ring, $11.95

Add 50¢ per window for shipping and packing.

GREATNESS LIQUID

Beverly Baker

KING-OF-THE-JUNGLE BOX

All prices postpaid. Sorry, no C.O.D.'s.

SHUTTER SPECIALS—4 pc. Group

23" Settee $29.95 (in cast aluminum $35.00)
26-1/2" wide, 2-1/2" thick, Valerie 12½" long,
12½" high.

28" Settee $39.95 (in cast aluminum $45.00)
30-1/2" wide, 2-1/2" thick, Valerie 15½" long,
15½" high.

35" Settee $69.95 (in cast aluminum $75.00)
39-1/2" wide, 2-1/2" thick, Valerie 21" long,
21" high.

AUTHENTIC ROMAN LION
Shutters and interior doors, available in 4 colors:
Black, white, ivory, and antique bronze. All sizes available. Satisfaction guaranteed. $10.00 p.p.d.

50¢ Add. charge for each 4" wide window.

AUTHENTIC ROMAN LION SHUTTERS

Add 50¢ per window for shipping and packing.

20 ft. 7 in. high, $29.95 (in cast aluminum $35.00)

6 ft. 8 in. high, $49.95 (in cast aluminum $55.00)

6 ft. 8 in. high, 3-pane set, $104.50 (in cast aluminum $125.00)

Add 50¢ for each 4" wide window.

KING-OF-THE-JUNGLE BOX

SPECIAL: 4 pc. Group

23" Settee $25.00 (in cast aluminum $30.00)

26-1/2" wide, 2-1/2" thick, Valerie 12½" long,
12½" high. Satisfaction guaranteed. $16.95 Postpaid.

No C.O.D.'s please.
The Knit Shop
P. O. Box 6, Earlinton, Kentucky
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**FREE YOUR HOME OF INSECTS**

**NEW INSECT CANDLE**... easy to use... place lighted candle on ashtray or sconce. Invisible vapor penetrates every corner killing exposed flies, ants, mosquitoes, moths, bed-bugs and similar insects. Effective for weeks. Chlorophyll treated. Effective for weeks. Chlorophyll treated. Invisible vapor penetrates every corner killing exposed flies, ants, mosquitoes, moths, bed-bugs and similar insects. Effective for weeks. Chlorophyll treated.
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### AROUND

**Tote stool** will be the joy of your life once it makes its appearance in your house. It's a sturdy step stool made of varnished wood and wrought iron. Note the wrought-iron carrying handle, the wrought-iron legs and the non-slip rubber mat on step. 8" x 7½" x 11". $2.95 postpaid. Cere Co., 1680 Penobscot Bldg., Detroit, Mich.

### Givers of gifts, this bonanza is for you!**

White satin ribbon (¾" wide) is marked in cocoa, green, scarlet, black, apricot, or blue to match co-ordinated 20 yds. of ribbon and 200 feet of paper. Order from Personally Yours, Box 1, Surf City, N. J.

**Letter rack** and paper knife to send as a charming wedding gift. Imported from England, each is made of burnished brass. The sword-type opener is 7" long; the slotted rack is brass. The sword-type opener is a charming wedding gift. Imported from England, each is made of burnished brass. The sword-type opener is 7" long; the slotted rack is brass. The sword-type opener is a charm.

**BAKE MINIATURE LOAF CAKES with "LITTLE LOAFER" PANS**

Now bake perfect miniature loaf cakes—just the right size for individual servings—with "Little Loafer" pans. Use them as individual bread pans. Add glamour and new taste appeal to how budget meals by serving individual meat boxes, "Little Loafer" pans are ideal, too, for barbecues, fruit cobblers, or gelatin salads. Made of durable aluminum. 2¾" wide, 4½" long, 1½" deep. Set of six pans, only $1.95 postpaid.

**MODOKA BAMBOO DRAPES**

Finest quality matchstick bamboo drapes in natural bamboo color, standard sizes. Made with fixed pleat tape sewn ⅛" from top. All繁荣 traverse. Prices included in these amazingly low prices:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Width x Height</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>24&quot; x 20&quot;</td>
<td>$2.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24&quot; x 26&quot;</td>
<td>$2.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24&quot; x 30&quot;</td>
<td>$3.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24&quot; x 36&quot;</td>
<td>$3.35</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **Send for complete information, prices, directions for measuring, swatches.**
- **Enclosed is 25¢ for fabric swatches.**
- **Enclosed is 25¢ for Modoka swatch, specify color.**
- **Enclosed is 25¢ for natural matchstick bamboo switch.**

**HAND DECORATED PORCELAIN SWITCH PLATES and DOOR KNOBS**

Perfect touch for a traditional home . . .

**PAULEN CRYSTAL CO.**

290 Broadway, Dept. HG-05. New York 7, N. Y.

- **PLEASE CHECK FRAGRANCES DESIRED**
- **LASTING CONCENTRATED COLOGNE**
- **FOUR OUNCES $2.00**
- **THE FRONT OF FRESH FLOWERS**
- **EACH BOTTLE 1 FL. OZ. 1 OZ. 40¢**
- **MICHEL PASQUIER**

7 W. 46th St., New York 36, N. Y.

- **JUNE, 1955**

**CUSTOM MADE DRAPES approx. $150 a yard**

We will custom make to your window measurements from all of the fabrics below. Lined drapes also available. Ask for complete information.

- **Send 25¢ for swatches of all colors of all five fabrics.**

**NEW CARABAO FABRICS only $1 a yard**


**Order now! Special Sale of MATCHSTICK BAMBOO DRAPES**

Finest custom quality matchstick bamboo drapes in natural bamboo color, standard sizes. Made with fixed pleat tape sewn ⅛" from top, for wall traverse. Prices included in these amazingly low prices:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Width x Height</th>
<th>Lengthouri 6th b</th>
<th>Lengthouri 6th b</th>
<th>Lengthouri 6th b</th>
<th>Lengthouri 6th b</th>
<th>Lengthouri 6th b</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>24&quot; x 20&quot;</td>
<td>2.55</td>
<td>2.55</td>
<td>2.55</td>
<td>2.55</td>
<td>2.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24&quot; x 26&quot;</td>
<td>3.05</td>
<td>3.05</td>
<td>3.05</td>
<td>3.05</td>
<td>3.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24&quot; x 30&quot;</td>
<td>3.55</td>
<td>3.55</td>
<td>3.55</td>
<td>3.55</td>
<td>3.55</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Send for complete information, prices, directions for measuring, swatches.**

**CARABAO SPECIAL PRODUCTS CO.**

Dept. G/11, 950 Columbus, San Francisco, Calif.

**PAULEN CRYSTAL CO.**

290 Broadway, Dept. HG-05. New York 7, N. Y.

**DRAPE WEIGHTS**

3 lbs. 4 oz. $6.00

**Send for complete information, prices, directions for measuring, swatches.**

**CARABAO SPECIAL PRODUCTS CO.**

Dept. G/11, 950 Columbus, San Francisco, Calif.
SHOPPING

Handsome pair: the hand-woven bag and belt shown here. For high drama wear this set with a severely simple dress. Background is jet black, design is stark white. Belt ($5.00) is lined in black; bag ($9.00) is lined in white. Belt is 3" wide and comes in sizes 32 to 38. Ppd. From Robin Hood's Barn, Westwood, Mass.

Fashion note: the fabric shoe! If you want a pair of shoes in a certain fabric send your shoes (new or old) to Century together with 1/4 of a yard of fabric. $12.95 is the cost of re-covering. $.95 and 1/4 of a yard is the cost and yardage for the heels. Add 50c. Free mailing box. Century, 210 Park Ave., Baltimore.

Pin-up-pull-up lamp. Made of tole finished in one of three colors: pink, white or black. The gallery is pierced, the decorations are brass. About 9" in diameter, this lamp is easy to install. Use it over the piano, the bed or the study desk. Price is a thrifty $6.95 ppd. Artisan Galleries, 2100 North Haskell, Dallas.

GREAT INVENTION

Since the Needle

Says Mrs. J. KW, Duluth, "I now tailor-tack, shirt, smock, applique, baste and blind-stitch hems in less time with Magic Stitcher ... without retreading!" Holds full spool of regular or elastic thread. Weighs 1 oz., fits palm. $2.95 postpaid. No COD's, please. Guaranteed to delight. Albin of California, Room 26, 1401-13 West 8th Street, Los Angeles 17, California.

Black Wrought Iron

PAPER PLATE HOLDERS

Glamorize casual dining and anchor paper plates against summer breezes by placing them in smart wrought-iron holders. A completely new idea that makes paper plates more useful and more decorative. They give 9" dinner-size plates complete rigidity and raise them above table to chin-height. Non-abrasive, dinner-size plastic surfaced paper plates in yellow, green, blue or pink. Holders in black only. 5 holders and 12 of the 9" paper plates $9.95 plus 50c postage and handling, and 6 holders and 6 of the 9" paper plates $5.95 postpaid. Write for Catalog.

RMS INTERIORS Dept. HG-6
11146 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago 28, Ill.

3 GIFTS IN ONE!

- A BOOK SHELF
- A MAGAZINE RACK
- A SMOKING STAND

$9.95 EXPR. COLL.

ORDER TODAY!


Santa Claus Land
SANTA CLAUS, INDIANA

NEW LOW PRICES

Stock panels for any size window or door. Quality guaranteed by DEVEREUX, pioneer manufacturer of famous "Plantation Custom Shutters". Fast delivery anywhere. Low air rates.

Send 25c for complete information, booklets and prices.

DEVEREUX PRODUCTS CO.
32 Forest Road
BERKELEY STATION
SANTA MONICA CALIFORNIA

YOUR AIR CONDITIONER'S COOLING POWER!

with a

Profecta from

Hoof

INCREASES COOLING efficiency by protecting unit from sun.
ALLOWS YEAR-ROUND USE. Protects from rain, Ideal, snow.
BEAUTIFIES your home. Covers unsightly machinery protruding from windows; easily painted.
EASY TO INSTALL. Instructions and installation tool furnished.
LASTS A LIFE-TIME because of all aluminum construction.
Only $7.95 complete Send check or money order to

LADUE SUPPLY, Inc.
8670 Ladue Road, St. Louis 24, Missouri.

ALLFOAM PILLOWS

For your fun and comfort . . . cover each "throw pillow" in the pattern of your choice. Luxuriously soft and resilient, each allergy free pillow comes packaged in re-usable polyethylene bag. Each 14 inch round or square pillow is made of first quality allfoam latex (not shredded), and keeps its attractive shape, never mats down or bunches up. Satisfaction guaranteed or your money back. Only $3.00 each, postpaid. 2 for $5.00. Check or money order, please. Please specify shape (round or square) of pillows you order.

ALLFOAM PRODUCTS DIVISION
Lakeview Mattress Co., Inc.
P. O. Box 241, Cambridge 37, Mass.
AROUND

A Shetland pony and a small boy are meant for each other. Shown here is a registered Shetland pony. You can buy one like it for $299.95. Note: you can buy it by paying $48.95 (includes carrying charges) down and $25 a month for 11 months. Send for literature which gives information. Breck's, Boston.

Decorative marker for your lawn or for your driveway; this black finished steel and plastic "Coach and Four." Your name (up to 12 letters) and your house number (up to six numerals) are included in the low cost. $3.98 postpaid. Available, too, in a "Sailing Schooner" design. 15" x 20". Merrill Ann, 102 Warren Street, New York.

Smooth alabaster is used to make this useful footed bowl. Note the four removable alabaster birds! You can use this bowl as a bird bath, a planter, a cigarette or candy dish. A pair on a mantel would look charming. About 4" high x 5" in diameter. $2.50 postpaid for one. Edward H. Ziff, 5316 South Dorchester, Chicago 15.

SAVE HALF and MORE
"GEM" Serve-A-Cart

The wonderfully versatile, completely portable all-purpose server for indoor-outdoor use. Carries food, beverages, appliances ... just about anything. Beautifully durable black wrought iron with 3 shelves and very rolling casters. Your choice of pink or black shelves. Small enough to be out of the way ... big enough to be a carry-all. 24" long x 15" wide x 30" high. ORDER TODAY! No C.O.D.'s. SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER (no cash) TO:

GEM PRODUCTS
3671 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago 15, Ill.

ACCENT THE BEAUTY OF YOUR HOME

TFC Ornamental Iron
for charm and distinction

Ready-to-install designs give you lasting beauty at low cost

Now you can enrich the beauty of your home with versatile Ornamental Iron in faithful reproductions of traditional patterns or in modern designs. The permanent charm and individuality of TFC Ornamental Hand Wrought or Cast Iron will give you lasting pride and pleasure. The cost is surprisingly low—in fact, comparable with standard work. This beautiful material, for new or old homes, is available in easy-to-install stock designs ... or can be custom-built to specifications.

TFC brings you wonderful values in columns, railings, brackets, gates, doors, fences, planters, balconies, grilles, mail box stands, ornaments. Write for free literature

TENNESSEE FABRICATING COMPANY
America's Foremost Ornamental Iron Plant
1509 Grimes St., Memphis, Tenn.

SWIVEL CAPTAIN'S STOOL

With Sturdy, Concealed Ball Bearing Swivel

Now ... a swivel steel stool styled for the home. For the drink bar, food bar, kitchen counter, work or drafting table, office, etc. Ideal child's dining chair (heights on legs allow easy sliding off as child grows). Large, contoured seat and wide curved back give maximum comfort. Rungs are just the right leg height for young or old. Thick brassy pine seat and back—hardwood legs and rails. In finest hand crafted quality. Beautifully finished in mellow honey-toned knotty pine or maple. Completely fitted, drilled, sanded, etc. with simple instructions. $11.95

SHIPPED EXPRESS CHARGES COLLECT

NOW—Large new catalog of Finished and Kit Form Furniture and Wall Racks In Friendly Pine. Send 10c in coin or stamps.

No. C.O.D.'s. Money Back Guarantee

YIELD HOUSE
Dept. G-6
North Conway, N.H.

LUXURIOUS, PRACTICAL COTTON BEDSPREADS

Crease Resistant Colorfast
DO NOT NEED IRONING

Twin size 81"x81" $9.95 ea. Reg. $12.95
Double size 85"x85" 11.95 ea. Reg. 14.95
King size 108"x108" 16.95 ea. Reg. 19.95

SHIPPED EXPRESS CHARGES COLLECT

Monogr. 3.95 ea. $4.50
Pink, Gray, Avon, Blue, White. White—all with 7" ruffle in white only.

Please add 5c for postage. No C.O.D. Allow two to three weeks for delivery.

Available ONLY from

Antique Pine Facial Tissue Box

$5.95

Postpaid

Great-grandfather's pipe rack inspired this practical facial tissue holder. An attractive and necessary accessory for any room in your home. It's new! It's hand-made, hand finished in an authentic 17th century antique finish. 15" x 7" x 4". No COD's please. Guaranteed, of course. Order by mail today. Send check or m.o.

Available ONLY from

The WOODPEGGERS
Oxford, Ohio

Colten's
3251 Beacon St.
Brookline 46, Mass.

KING SIZE COVERLETS
and bedspreads to cover 2 standard twin size beds. Send 10¢ for color switches in each fabric desired.

Now! PRE-ASSEMBLED, READY TO TRIM AND FINISH INTERIOR
ADJUSTABLE SHUTTERS
A few spare hours, plus a new, plane, screwdriver (and some sandpaper, paint or paint-gel) are all you need to fit, finish and install these authentic replica INTERIOR
ADJUSTABLE SHUTTERS to fit your doors or windows. Send inside measurements of doors or windows for low price of these beautiful, new, pre-assembled shutters. No nailing or gluing required. Instructions, with each Knock-Down Shutter order. Send only 25¢ for each set of color switches with measurements. Send 15¢ for HOME
FASHION CATALOG.

THE MISSING LINK
Missing 'til you claim it for your own! This big, bold, important looking link bracelet is light as a feather on your wrist. It's worth its weight in gold as an adornment to your wardrobe. Serves twelve months a year. Richly goldplated, tarnish-proof and rust-proof. It clings so cleverly it doesn't "break the chain." You'll wear it with all your tailored, casual and beach clothes!

*Save On
Newest Custom
Styfled Folding Chair
Here is the newest member of beautiful folding chairs for ultimate comfort or party fun! Classy styled frame in French Grey, Trulwood or Mahogany on solid maple, $16.95. Specially priced. 4 Chairs $60. 2 Chairs $32.50. Matching table. 32" square. $57. Specially priced. 4 Chairs $79.50. Matching table. 32" square. $72.50. Specially priced.

BIRKS
20 STORES IN CANADA

THESE HORDR
AGE SPOTS*
*Weighted brown spots on the surface of your hands and face tell the world you're getting old—perhaps before your men do. Fade them away with new ESOTERICA, that medi­cated cream that breaks up masses of pigment on the skin, makes hands look both old and young again. Easily effective on face, neck and arms. Not a cover-up, it works in the skin—not on it. Fragrant, granadine base for softening, lubricating skin as it cleans up those blotches. APPLY MORNING AND NIGHT.

SEND NO MONEY—7 DAY TRIAL TEST
Send name and address. Pay only $2.90 on arrival plus C.O.D. postage and tax on guarantee you must be satisfied with results or return without Esoterica for money back. Or save money. Send $2.20 which includes tax and we pay postage. Same guarantee.

MITCHELL COMPANY
1231 Third Avenue • New York 21, N. Y.

Glamourize with
PRISM AND BOBECHE SET
An all-important crystal set that adds a radiant loveliness to candles, sconces, chandelier, Bobeches with 3½" diameter and 1½" holes down over candle to catch your drip. Dangles & prisms that glint as they catch the flash and fire of the candlelight above. Send check or money order. Satisfaction guaranteed.

*Send cash, check or money order to
PAULEN CRYSTAL Co. 216 Broadway Dept. HG-C5 New York 7, N. Y.

SHOPPING

Disney people hand-wrought of sterling silver decorate this sterling silver charm bracelet. It is unusual and sure to be a conversation piece. Consider it for a bridesmaid or a graduation gift. $2.95 ppd. for brace­let and four assorted charms. Federal tax included. Legacy Sterling Club, 999 South Wa­ster St., New Bedford, Mass.

Four-in-one table ornament with dramatic possibilities is pictured here. The silver plated rack is fitted with candle cups. Note the large bowl above and the small one at the bottom. Use one for shrimp, the other for sauce or arrange fruit in one and small flowers in the other. $6.52 ppd., including tax. Macy's, HG, New York.
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AROUND

Cast bronze bracket reminiscent of times gone by is pictured here for your consideration. It is a handsome pin-up lamp which comes complete with an 8" glass shade (red or green) and a clear glass chimney. About 16" high, it extends 13" from the wall. $12.95 ppd. Add 50¢ W. of Miss. Jennifer House, Great Barrington, Mass.

Unusual fabrics for you to use for draperies is the business of the Carabao Company. Shown here: a supple weave fabric which comes in rose, turquoise, spruce, gray, beige, cocoa, ashrose, natural, straw, white, gold, 45" wide. $1.00 a yard. Send 25¢ for color swatches. Carabao, Dept. 7, 950 Columbus, San Francisco.

A giraffe with a purpose: to collect autographs! It's an engaging stuffed toy covered with white muslin which is very receptive to ink. The clipped mane, pert ears and bow tie are black. About 17" high, it makes a cunning appearance. $2.95 postpaid. Order from Albin, Department HG 6, 1401-31 West Eighth St., Los Angeles.

THE MEMORABLE WEDDING GIFT!

Distinctive ... personal ... practical ... a gift the bride will cherish with lasting memory.

Send us the next wedding invitation or announcement you receive. We will encase it in a handsome frame which forms the lid of our lovely crystal cigarette box.

This fascinating gift is available in your choice of antique gold-leaf or smart contemporary black frame. Please state choice when ordering.

Size 4½" by 4½" by 2". Impressive gift-boxed, and shipped within three days, directly to the bride if you wish.

The Shop-at-The-Inn
216 East Franklin Street
Richmond, Virginia

Attractive, Authentic APOTHECARY JARS Decorative and Useful

Note ideal gifts. And, you'll find lots of uses for these old-fashioned "drug store" containers. In the kitchen: they hold spices, table oils, vinegar, etc. In the bath, you can use them for shampoo, hair oils, bath salts, lotions and the like. Available in two sizes: two large, 18-oz. jars to the set, or four 4-oz. jars to the set. Bottles complete with air-tight, ground-glass stoppers and assortment of printed, gift-edged, waterproof labels ready to stick on. Specify large or small size.

GRAHAM'S, Inc.
3832 N. Illinois Street
Indianapolis 6, Indiana

Each $5.95

OVER 500 ACTIVE, INACTIVE and OBSOLETE PATTERNS FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

1000 Name & Address Labels S 1
Your name and address printed on 1000 fine quality gummed labels. PACKED WITH PLASTIC BOX. Use them on stationery, checks, books, greeting cards, records, etc. Your choice of 5 lines printed on fine quality gummed paper. 1000 labels for only $1.00 postpaid. Any six orders for $5. THIS IS A SPECIAL OFFER. A sensational bargain. Ideal for gifts. Makes a wonderful, useful present. Satisfaction guaranteed. Handy Labels, 621 Jasperon Building, Culver City, California.

"As beautiful as we hoped it would be..." wrote an Illinois customer on receipt of furniture ordered from Winemiller's.

HAND CRAFTED FROM SOLID WOODS


THE SHOP-AT-THE-INN
Watson Hollow West Shokan
2. N. Y.

OVER 500 ACTIVE, INACTIVE and OBSOLETE PATTERNS FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

Most of the illustrated and 500 other inactive patterns are available immediately. One of the world's largest silver dealers, we will also take your old silver in exchange on a purchase of any one of 100 now, current patterns.

Correspondence Solicited
JULIUS GOODMAN and SON
Jewelers in Memphis since 1862
Dept. 29, 70 Madison Ave., Memphis, Tenn.
FOR EXTERIOR REDWOOD or ANY WOOD use Behr Process Resin Free oil base Liquid Raw-Hide. CLEAR GLOSS or DULL FINISH enhances the natural wood grain coloring and provides maximum clear coat exterior protection. $1.75 Qt., $5.30 Gal. Postpaid. For extra non-fading beauty, use REDWOOD COLOR STAIN and SEALER as the FIRST stain coat.

REDWOOD, COLOR PRESERVATIVE dries in, not on, the wood, and fixes the color in Redwood. Use where a flat (non-glossy) finish and years of protection are desired. $1.40 Qt., $4.40 Gal. Postpaid. Guaranteed.

WOOD with BEHR PROCESS FOR EXTERIOR REDWOOD or ANY WOOD use BEHR Process Resin Free all oil base Liquid Raw-Hide. CLEAR GLOSS or DULL FINISH enhances the natural wood grain coloring and provides maximum clear coat exterior protection. $1.75 Qt., $5.30 Gal. Postpaid. For extra non-fading beauty, use REDWOOD COLOR STAIN and SEALER as the FIRST stain coat.

Linseed Oil Products Corp. 11105 So. Fremont Ave., Alhambra, California

Decorative Fireplace Fan

Camouflage that barren fireplace this summer with the year's smartest finds! These self-supporting fans come in colors to match your own decor of gold, blue, green or pink. Bright gold trim and brass clip prevent bottom fits behind your auditions. Made of extra heavy stock kraft for years of service. No C.O.D.'s.

33" Fan $3.00 ppd. 39" Fan $4.00 ppd.

Matching Background Fans

For those who like to place a background for whistles, horns or flowers: mantles, bookshelves or tables. Match colors and designs for a fine overall effect. Some wide color in variety of colors. No C.O.D.'s.

$2.50 ppd.

The Mailbox

Lombard 26, Illinois

**STUDY INTERIOR DECORATION**

**SIX WEEKS' PRACTICAL TRAINING COURSE**

**SUMMER SESSION**

**Resident Day Classes**

Start July 6th. Send for Catalog S

Period and Modern styles, color schemes, draperies, all fundamentals. Faculty of New York decorators. Personal instruction, Cultural or Vocational Courses.

**Home Study Course**

Starts at once. Send for Catalog C

Same training for those who cannot come to New York. Practical, useful and intensely interesting.

New York School of Interior Design

29 East 72nd St., New York 21, N. Y.

**SHOPPING AROUND**

Torch lamps for a grass terrace, for the lolling spot by the pool: the wrought-iron ones shown here. Finished in black these are 40" high. The 9" globes are candle-flame yellow, the chimneys are crystal clear glass. Sockets hold standard size candles. $6.95 the pair. Add 35c. From Foster House, 430 S. Jefferson, Peoria, Ill.

"Fire Handlers" is the name of the new barbecue mitts shown here. Made of quilted asbestos on one side and a colorful quilted cotton decorated with Western brands on the other, the mitts are 15" long. You and the squire will enjoy using these all summer. $1.98 ppd. Glasscraft, 9206 Chicago Ave., Evanston, Ill.

A cook's pleasure will be increased if she uses imported wood spoons while cooking. Shown here a set of eight: six spoons and two spatulas. A peeled birch-twig whisk is included in the set, too. Sturdy, easy to clean, this fine set is a bargain at $4.95 postpaid. Order from Seth & Jed, Dept. HG6, New Marlborough Stage, Mass.

Pretty protection for your hands: corduroy-cuffed denim work gloves. Use them for house work, for gardening, for cleaning the car. The colors are charming and a tonic for hard work. Moss green, yellow, pink, gray, faded blue. $1.00 plus 15c postage. Order from Ward Phillips, Dept. HG6, Carpentersville 4, Ill.
Lenox "GLENDALE"  
so lovely and  
yet so practical

The mood is "holiday" and the buffet is 
brunch, to be served on the loveliest china, 
Lenox. And Lenox Glendale has such quiet 

to this kind of casual entertaining; and suits 
more formal occasions to perfection. Once 
you see Lenox, you'll know why it's the choice 
of Presidents and Kings. All Lenox is that 
same superb quality... Lenox makes only 
one quality of china, the finest.

And once you own Lenox you'll find your­ 
self enjoying it day after day. Lenox has such 
surprising strength, that even with daily use, 
it will outlast many sets of ordinary "compro­ 
mise china." That's why it's so treasured.

"GLENDALE" Standard Shape. 5 pc. place setting 
(dinner, salad, butter plates; cup, saucer) $22.95.
Single pieces also available. Most stores extend con­ 
evienent payment service. Start with your complete set!

For name of your dealer, pattern-price leaflets in color, 
and informative "Reference Book of Fine China," send 
$1 to Lenox Inc., Dept. F-77, Trenton, N. J.
fabrics
woven of wonderful

NEW SARAN

for
outdoor furniture
you never need to rescue
from sun, rain
...even salt air

... now add these exciting new features to those that have made saran famous for the most beautiful fabrics under the sun ... and rain!

NEW COLOR STYLING ... that adds a wide range of beautiful pastels in smart, new patterns and weaves.
NEW COLOR FASTNESS ... locks in wonderful saran colors and makes them safe in the sun.
NEW CONTROLLED SHRINKAGE ... keeps saran fabrics snug fitting without stretching or shrinking.

Look for the "100% SARAN" tag when you shop for the most beautiful ... and the most practical outdoor furniture you can buy, featured at the "Summer Furniture Festival" at your local store.

The Dow Chemical Company, Midland, Michigan.

For Carefree Beauty indoors, too!
Saran fabrics are right at home indoors, offering colorful beauty, durability and easy care for the kind of living you love ... colorful and carefree!
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Choose sparkling sea-tone colors for your bathroom fixtures—coral, sea green, sandstone, sky blue or pearl gray. Beautyware offers these luxurious colors in a full range of models—all of modern, clean-lined design.

Beautyware fixtures match every type of home—complement every bathroom decor. Here is the perfect way to combine new bathroom luxury with complete utility.

This Beautyware luxury is durable, too. Surfaces, for example, are hard as glass. They resist stains of all kinds, will not fade, and are so easy to keep clean.

Compare different brand color fixtures. You, too, will agree that Beautyware offers greatest intrinsic value. Select Beautyware for your home—yours for a lifetime of trouble-free service. Briggs Manufacturing Co., Detroit 26, Mich.
I smart interiors that welcome family fun...

ELASTIC

U.S. Naugahyde* the finest in vinyl upholstery

Kenmar Furniture captures the carefree spirit of modern living with upholstery of Elastic U.S. Naugahyde. This luxurious vinyl with a strong, stretchable fabric backing, tailors perfectly, resists splitting, tearing and scuffing. Its beauty is completely practical because all patterns and colors are permanent—fade-free, sun-fast—and a damp cloth will keep them like new. See Elastic U.S. Naugahyde on fine furniture at stores near you or ask your upholsterer.

NEW! Breathable U.S. NAUGAHYDE. Each pattern in a wide range of colors.

UNITED STATES RUBBER COMPANY . Coated Fabrics Dept., Rockefeller Center, New York
SHOPPING AROUND

Charming bottles for you to use as candle holders, as containers for vines or for toilet water. Made from fine old English molds, they are crystal-clear. And the cost of this pair (the King and Queen) is very low. $5.95 postpaid. Each measures 12½” high. From Elizabeth McCaffrey, Department HG6, Orange, N. J.

Your charge plate will be easy to find if you keep it in the charming little gold finished case shown here. Note the key ring attached to the gold color chain, too! About 1½” wide, this smart case will hold two charge plates. $1 postpaid. Order from Elron Company, Department HG6, 219 West Chicago Avenue, Chicago.

A youngster's sketch can be immortalized on this handsome cigarette box. Just send one of Junior's drawings to Holiday House and they will do the trick. Box comes in wood finished in black lacquer, mahogany or driftwood. Cover is opaque white glass. $12.50 postpaid. Holiday House, Upper Montclair, New Jersey.

Good luck symbol: the cricket basket. And when it is filled with a deliciously scented solid cologne as this one is, you are lucky indeed. Made of natural color straw, it will diffuse an enchanting scent in your closet. 4” long, it is decorated with cunning tassels. $1.50 ppd. Jeredith Manor, Box 130, Nyack, New York.

THE HILL SHOP
44 Bufton St., Lyons, N. Y.

NOW—enjoy a delicious MAINE Shore Dinner

TOP OCEAN FRESH

LIVE LOBSTERS OR 8 LIVE LOBSTERS PLUS HALF-PECK STEAMER CLAMS

From New England's famed Saltwater Farm—tender, meaty, sweetest-tasting Live Lobsters. Ready to cook and serve in their native ocean rockweed. No handling until they're ready to eat. 1½ lb. ideal size. Iced all the way for the tastiest shore dinner imaginable. Tell us day, month and time you want them. Fresh, live delivery GUARANTEED within 1800 miles. Only $14.95 plus Express Collect. No COD’s. Write for FREE Catalog.

Send Check or Money Order Today to:
SALTWATER FARM, INC.
Damariscotta 24, Maine

Recaptures romance of the South

The old-fashioned loveliness of Confederate furniture will accent the beauty of porch, lawn or sun room.

From the original grape and leaf pattern exquisitely reproduced in lifetime cast iron.

SETTEES CF-2 place, 40” wide, $31.30
CF-3 place, 57” wide, $45.60
CF-4, 63” Diam., 27” high, $24.95
CF-20, 63” Diam., 18” high, $7.50
CF-20, 85” Diam., 27” high, $15.20
ARM CHAIR CF-7” wide, $22.50
WALL BRACKETS CF-2 plant, $14.95
CF-3 plant, 10.95

Colors white or green. Send check or money order. Specify freight or express transportation charges collected on delivery. Catalog on request.

The Confederate Foundry
BOX 734-B
GADSDEN, ALABAMA
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**SHOPPING**

**Figuren for you to use in a flower arrangement or to add to your collection of bric-a-brac. Made of plaster, it is delicately printed in shades of pink. About 5" x 5", it is something which would delight a small girl, too. $2.95 Postpaid. Order from Beverly Baker, Department HG6, Post Office Box 135, Darien 15, Connecticut.**

**Hitching post for your driveway, for your barn or garage parking area. This authentic reproduction of an antique cast-iron hitching post is made of a sturdy composition finished in the traditional black, red and white or black, green and white. 40" high. $39.95 postpaid. From Edith Chapman, Nyack, New York.**

**Diaper pins for a pampered baby. (And whose isn't?) These are made of sterling silver and come marked with the baby's first name. $1.95 the pair. $2.95 the pair attached to a 7" sterling silver clasp to hold a bib. Postpaid. Tax included. Order from Vernon Specialties, Dept. HG, 156 Fourth, Mt. Vernon, New York.**

---

**The "Twodor" COMBINATION STORM & SCREEN DOOR Most Beautiful, Strongest Wood Door Built Yet the "Twodor" is priced as low as the commonly made type.**

If your doorway looks like it needs replacing, it will interest you to know that the "Twodor" will make it beautiful and strong. It is manufactured for either storm or screen type or any combination of doors, in the following sizes: 24" x 30", 24" x 36", 24" x 42", 26" x 30", 26" x 36", 26" x 42", 30" x 36", 30" x 42", 34" x 36", 34" x 42", 36" x 42". Combination of storm and screen door. Made of lightweight, corrosion-proof aluminum, with special fasteners. Order from Beverly Baker. Dept. HG, Post Office Box 135, Darien, Connecticut.

**for Lawn or Garden**

Relax and enjoy your garden on this sturdy, weatherproof Fiske Park Settee. All metal parts are galvanized and rust-proof. The slats are select ash in a treated natural finish that sheds rain and resists moisture. No painting is necessary. Settees are shipped knocked down, with carriage bolts for easy assembly. Write for illustrated Circular.

**J.W. Fiske IRON WORKS**

ORNAMENTAL METAL WORK

76 Park Place, Dept. 17, New York 7, N.Y.

ESTABLISHED 1858

**UNIQUE IN ALL THE WORLD WORLD GOURMET CLUB PRESENTS OUTDOOR GRILL FRENCH COOKERY**

Booklet of a full dozen incredibly delicious wholly authentic dishes of the great classic French haute cuisine successfully adapted for outdoor grill cookery—amazing and delightful—never before done—available nowhere else—guests will rave about your skill and imagination for days—send $1.25 for OUTDOOR GRILL FRENCH COOKERY to Dept. A, World Gourmet Club, Box 8063, Memphis, Tenn.
AROUND

For glamour at the beach do consider the jeweled eye cover. It's the perfect thing to wear when you are acquiring a tan. Made of colorful plastic (yellow, red, blue or green) it is studded with rhinestones. It protects the eyes and eliminates white "patches". $1.98 ppd. Order from Susan Smith, Dept. HG6, Carpentersville, Ill.

The new idea for the clothes closet is the Hang-rite rod. It will help to keep order and make your storage problems easier to handle. Made of chrome-plated steel, it is sturdy and good looking. Sizes: 18" ($3.99); 48" x 72" ($4.99). Money back guarantee. Dept. HG6, Carpentersville, Ill.

For the flower bed: a bird bath. This is one of the nicest garden accessories we've seen in a long time. Shaft is made of ceramic. This is one of the nicest ways to water your plants up to 24-feet apart. Has 5 plastic hoses—two 12 ft. long, three 9 ft. long (total 51 ft.). Place outlets at bases of selected plants for DEEP, THOROUGH soaking. Makes plants and flowers flourish. 10-day, 10% return guarantee. Style 5004 • CARRIAGE LAMP 8.95

ST. FRANCIS
FOR YOUR GARDEN

That Bird may flock to the bowl at the feet of their Guardian Saint for their baths all year around. Figure, 26 in. ... in. wide, Poinsettia stone. $23.00 f.o.b. New York. Write for our NEW illustrated Catalogue of lovely Garden Ornaments.

You will enjoy visiting our Galleries.

NOTICE: All orders SHIP POSTPAID—DIRECT. All money refunded if not fully satisfied. Mail order as listed or call our toll-free number. All names on cover a subscriber only. Your Satisfaction Guaranteed or Money Refunded.

Children Love This New PICNIC-PLAY TABLE

It's always fun indoors or out playing at this new Picnic-Play Table. Made especially for children, 36" wide, 43" long, 21" high. Frame in 1" pipe, all welded, finished in aluminum. Seats are 1½" thick, top ½" plywood, finished in red. Will last for years.

Complete $14.95 Wt. about 35 lbs. Postpaid, or C.O.D. plus postal charges

KANSAS ORNAMENTAL IRON CO.
426 Jackson
Topeka 8, Kans.

BURNS TRASH SAFELY OUTDOORS!


ALSTO CO. Dept. HG-6, 4007 Detroit Ave., Cleveland, Ohio
Exquisite accent for a cherished room: an imported crystal chandelier which you can screw into an electric light ceiling fixture! Discard the unsightly bulb, twist this fixture into the socket and enjoy the metamorphosis. About 8" deep x 8" wide, $19.90 postpaid. Order from Paulen Crystal, 296 Broadway, New York.

King-size kit designed to carry all the food you need for a beach or picnic meal. It's made of sturdy plaid canvas bound with leather-like plastic. Red with black or blue with tan. Lining is washable plastic. Fiberglass, 13" x 13" x 7". $9.95 postpaid. Order from Here's How, Dept. X 13. 27 East 22nd St., N. Y.der from Here's How, Dept. X 13" X 7". S9.95 postpaid. Or-

Wigwam headquarters for the Lone Ranger set: Tonto's tent! Made of sturdy orange canvas, it is decorated with pictures of these desert heroes. The Starlight is ringed, one-covering and long-lasting. New, improved and easily installed on any mail- box. We ship within 4 days. Satisfaction guaranteed or money refunded. Please print clearly. Up to 14 letters. Agents inquiries invited. Send check or money order to: STARMETAL CO. R. D. 3, Box 380, Plainfield 5, New Jersey.

SKEETER BEATER... Keeps Your Yard Mosquito-Free! Driven mosquitoes off and keeps 'em off—anywhere, out of doors—all summer long! Light a special Smoke indoors steel case and it sends up vapor mosquitoes can't stand! Safe, pleasant for humans. Costs just pennies per use. Perfect for outdoor dining, gardening, play areas and porches. Your fisherman friend would love one too! Skeeter Beater, No. Y813, with 12 Smolders and 4 Atrialites, Just $4.95. Postpaid. Set of 24 extra Smolders and 8 Atrialites, No. Y784, $1.80. Order NOW and enjoy freedom from mosquitoes all summer!

BRECK'S OF BOSTON 557 Breck Bldg. BOSTON 10, MASS.

Lawn Flamingos $3.95 pair plus 35c shipping

Here's a dramatic and colorful accent for your lawn or yard. In true tropical Flamingo pink, with bold black accents, these colorful "birds" are certain to he the hit of your neighborhood. They're made of plastic, never affected by the weather. The color will never fade. 18" body long, sturdy steel legs that are thrust into the ground. 36" overall height. Satisfaction Guaranteed or Money Back.
ST. CHRISTOPHER KEY CHAIN
Carrying this beautifully engraved St. Christopher medal of sterling silver gives you comfort during your daily travels. Handsome key chain of strong linked sterling silver with safety clasp is large enough to hold all your keys. A Well-Applauded Gift
Sorry, no C.O.D.-s $1.95

GRANDE MAISON DE BLANC
Suite 300 - 745 Fifth Ave., New York 22, N.Y.

HEAVY FURNITURE ROLLS EASILY
ST. CHRISTOPHER KEY CHAIN
Carrying this beautifully engraved St. Christopher medal of sterling silver gives you comfort during your daily travels. Handsome key chain of strong linked sterling silver with safety clasp is large enough to hold all your keys. A Well-Applauded Gift
Sorry, no C.O.D.-s $1.95

ST. CHRISTOPHER KEY CHAIN
Carrying this beautifully engraved St. Christopher medal of sterling silver gives you comfort during your daily travels. Handsome key chain of strong linked sterling silver with safety clasp is large enough to hold all your keys. A Well-Applauded Gift
Sorry, no C.O.D.-s $1.95

Our Perfect 36
Holds 36 identification passes, photos, credit cards, etc.—and not a bulge in a Card-load! Our exclusive “slim-wonder” card case, distinguished gift for the busy executive and traveler. (Currency pocket also holds passport) 6 1/2" x 4 1/4".*

Daly Charm House & Garden
Dept. C, P.O. Box 958, Newark, N. J.

 ',',.

REGENCY GUILD
Dept. C, P.O. Box 958, Newark, N. J.

RALEIGH - TAVERN STOOL
Old-time tavern comfort for your bar or kitchen counter. A rugged stool made literally for generations. Solid birch with hand-woven fibre rush seat.

JEFF ELLIOT CRAFTSMEN
Stateville Road - North Carolina

CAST-WROUGHT™ ORNAMENTAL IRON FURNITURE
Grace note (and we mean that literally) for your entrance door. We think that it is one of the nicest door knockers we’ve seen in a long time. The 3½th note comes in solid brass ($5.95 ppd.) or in black finished brass ($3.95 ppd.). About 6” high, it weighs 1 lb. Tennessee Chromium, 206 Louise Ave., Nashville, Tenn.

Exceptional value: the velvet covered ottoman shown here! Made of hardwood, coil springs and steel webbing, it is firmly upholstered and covered in stained-glass-color velvet: red, rose, topaz brown, sage, leaf or emerald green and gold. 20” x 25” x 17”. $16.50 for one: $30 pr. Exp. coll. Hunt, Box 492, Hickory, N. C.

The Chubby Baker is a most delightful plaque! Made of cast aluminum finished in black, it is the perfect accessory to hang on the kitchen wall, on the brick wall of the barbecue. 11” x 9”. $3.55.

BAKE INDIVIDUAL SHORTCAKES
IN NEW "SHORTY" PANS
Now you can serve strawberry shortcakes in your own homemade cake-shells! These wonderful miniature pans bake individual cakes with a depression in the center to hold a generous scoop of ice cream, or a serving of fruit. “Shorty” pans are perfect, too, as unusual molds for congealed salads; fill center depression with cheese, shrimp or special dressing. Durable aluminum pans are 3½” wide, 1½” deep.

IMPROVING YOUR GARDEN
THROUGH SOIL MANAGEMENT
by EARL DOWNEY

NEW BOOK TELLS AND SHOWS
How your soil can produce prize-winning flowers & vegetables
A home gardener’s dream come true. The only book that tells specifically how you can analyze and prepare your soil for every grass, flower, fruit, and shrub. Written by America’s outstanding soil expert, Earl Downey. Includes complete details of his famous Seed Starting and Plant Propagating methods for prize-winning vegetables and flowers. Detailed soil characteristics for every part of the country. Over 150 step-by-step illustrations. Only $3.95, but...


SEVEN SEAS IMPORTS, Dept. E84
1717 Westwood Blvd., Los Angeles 24, California

FOR THE MEN IN YOUR LIFE—Our handmade sterling silver belt buckle, tie clip and cuff links. A perfect gift for men and one they will keep forever. Buckle fits any regular 1” belt. Clip is just the right size—not too large, not too small. Belt Buckle—$8.95; Tie Clip—$1.75; Cuff Links—$7.50; Set of 3—$18.50. All prices include tax.

FREE 1955 CATALOG OF GIFT—ACCESSORIES—SPORT CLOTHES
Robin Hood’s Barn, Inc.
Dept. G-5, 680 High St., Westwood, Mass.

MAGNETIC CIGARETTE CASE
sticks to auto dashboard!
Gives you easy, safe, fumble-proof access to your cigarettes because it’s always on the dash . . . held there by a powerful concealed magnet. Mystify your friends. Holds a full pack; fine quality, smooth grain imported leather. Specify regular or king size. Check or money order. $2.25 post.

FREE CATALOGUE of all and home densities, arts, etc. in many, traditional and modern styles. Write for FREE catalogue of all and home densities, arts, etc. in many, traditional and modern styles.
JAPANESE ZORIS are comforatable, attractive sandals. Perfect at the beach or around the house. So easy on the feet you forget you are wearing them.

Made entirely of rubber, white soles with red, blue, yellow or green trim. For MEN, WOMEN & CHILDREN. Please send shoe size; give 2nd color choice. Only $2.50 pair postpaid.

ELIZABETH McCAFFREY
Orange, New Jersey

THE BEST SHUTTERS
COST NO MORE

MADE TO ORDER
HAND-CRAFTED

HEINLEY'S Indoor
Movable Shutters
add a new charm to any window or door—being added joy to any room. Simple to install, inexpensive, quick delivery to any part of U.S. Get the best when you buy. Send 25¢ for illustrated booklet containing dozens of decorating ideas.

Paul Heinley's
MOBILE SHUTTERS
Origination of Today's Indoor Shutters
1610-S Eucelia St., Santa Monica, Calif.

reproductions guild • 5078 w. monroe st. • chicago 44, ill.

Classic Trend.......
... ageless beauty, modern reproductions of museum pieces the world loves, now cast in lasting durable composition to adorn your home.

Mask—Ghirlandaio de Medici, from original by Michelangelo, 153 h. $9.85
Mask—Blanca de the Chase, from original in Louvre, 15" h. $9.85
Plaque—Rom. Accanto Bracket, 13½" x 12½" x 2½" h. $39.50
Group, three pieces, as shown... $39.50

STATE COLORS: Brassmatings or Burnished Gold. All prices postpaid. No O. D.'s, please.

ELIZABETH McCAFFREY
P. O. Box 1311
New Orleans, U. S. A.

SHOPPING AROUND

For the nursery: this charming hook rug with an all-over design of Little Bo Peep. Hand hooked of cotton yarn, it will give years of hard wear. The colors are lovely, the pattern is beguiling. $9.95 ppd. for 2 ft. x 4 ft. size; $17.95 for 3 ft. x 5 ft. size. Domestic Import Company, 681 Market Street, San Francisco, Cal.

Artifact made in a Maine workshop: this wood rack for spoons, plates and spices. Made of select pine, it is hand-rubbed to a satin finish. Note the eight spice holders! These are made of wood cubes. Finishes: dark or light honey tone. About 22" x 23". $34.75. Exp. coll. Niles Nelson, Province Lake Craft, Maplewood, Maine.

For your desk: a medallion marked with your name. The base is made of hand-rubbed walnut, the attached name plate is made of polished brass, the letters are black. This is a handsome appointment which you will enjoy seeing on your well ordered desk. $3.95 postpaid. Spear Engineering, Dept. HG, Colorado Springs, Colo.
TEXTURED WOODS give your walls a new kind of beauty

WELDTEX® Shown in painted red, also comes in gum and Philippine Mahogany. Prices from $27.*

PLANKTEX** Striations alternate with smooth woods. In Philippine Mahogany at $47.*

V-PLANK** In oak, walnut, Kalinga®, Honduras Mahogany, Samamo®. Starts at $49.*

SEA SWIRL® Clear, weathered-look paneling. Without knots — $33*; knotty Surfwood — $36.*

Exciting new Weldwood textured paneling costs as little as $26 for an 8’ x 12’ wall . . . and it's guaranteed for the life of your home!

The subtle charm of texture is as old as Nature and almost magical in its power to attract the hand and delight the eye. Remember the first time you ever saw a weathered old barn or a piece of driftwood?

Now you can have all that touch-inviting texture in lovely Weldwood paneled walls!

There's Weldtex—the popular striated paneling that creates unusual patterns of light and shadow, fine for painted or natural finish. Planktex combines the texture of striations with smooth, fine-grained wood. Sea Swirl and Surfwood capture the weather-beaten beauty of wave-tossed driftwood. V-Plank spaces vertical grooves to give the effect of random planking; shadow line of grooves adds inches to apparent height of room.

Panel a wall yourself! It's easy with 4’ x 8’ Weldwood panels; still easier with V-Plank and Planktex that come completely pre-finished by skilled woodcraftsmen—they're even waxed!

Send the coupon for more details, then see these panels at leading lumber dealers—be sure to look for the Weldwood label.

*For an 8’ x 12’ wall. **Trade Mark

WELDWOOD® TEXTURED WOOD PANELS

Products of
UNITED STATES PLYWOOD CORPORATION
World’s Largest Plywood Organization

United States Plywood Corporation
Box 61, New York 36, New York

I'd like to know more about Weldtex, Planktex, Sea Swirl, Surfwood, V-Plank and Surfwood. Also enclosed is 10¢ for your full-color booklet "Beautiful Woods for Beautiful Homes".

Name
Address
City..........................State
You're looking at the most important style idea in window treatments: the new Flexalum draw drapery with aluminum louvers that rotate. It introduces a vertical sweep of decorator color that "makes" the entire room. And it's immensely practical too: controls the light, gives you shadowproof privacy, prevents your interior furnishings from fading, won't collect dust. The louvers are made of Flexalum's famous spring-tempered aluminum, with a beautiful marproof finish that never chips, cracks, rusts or fades. Over 200 decorator color combinations to choose from.
Lift Rugs and Carpets to New Heights of Lasting Luxury!

Your choice of 3 types of U. S. Carpet Cushion (plus U. S. Carpet Cushion, Jr. for scatter rugs) offers you a luxurious underpadding which is ideal for your cushioning requirements—priced to fit your purse. Now you can have wonderful luxury that’s really an economy—for the soft, quiet richness of U. S. Carpet Cushion underfoot absorbs wear as it absorbs noise! U. S. Carpet Cushion really protects the lasting beauty of your rugs and carpets. Select from one of these three. All are dust-free, non-allergenic, moth- and vermin-proof, easy to clean, long wearing—won’t mat, fray, shed or slip. At fine department stores and specialty stores near you.
A brand new concept in luxurious living

...THE FABULOUS "FOODARAMA" BY KELVINATOR!

A new star is born in the foodkeeping field! From Kelvinator comes a new concept in modern living. Here is the ultimate result of years of planning and more than four decades of appliance experience. It is the fabulous FOODARAMA—without an equal anywhere.

Open one door to a whole new kind of luxury living—freezer living. Here is an upright freezer with storage space for 166 pounds of delectable meats and frozen foods.

Open the other door to the finest refrigerator built—11 cu. ft. of refrigeration that never needs defrosting—the magic of "moist cold" to keep food dewy-fresh, roll-out shelves, moisture-seal Crispers.

And in the doors themselves are the conveniences you've always longed for. In the refrigerator, there's the handy Breakfast Bar for bacon, eggs and juices, Cheese and Butter Chests, bottle and jar storage.

And in the freezer door an ice cream shelf, frozen juice racks, freezer wrap dispenser, and even an unrefrigerated place to store bananas.

This last word in food keepers can be yours—at far less cost than a comparable separate refrigerator and freezer.


Kelvinator

DIVISION OF AMERICAN MOTORS

MEANS MORE FOR AMERICANS
Perk up the entrance hall, the living room with a shining brass and wrought iron planter like the one shown here. Bracket is gracefully scrolled black finished iron. Over-all size: 10" x 13"; plant holder is 6" x 3", $5.95 postpaid. Order from Laurie & Company, Department HG., 507 Fifth Ave., New York 17, N. Y.


Basket bag for you to carry with your summer cottons. The top is made of mock-shell, the bottom of woven Willow. It comes in two ways: white with a white top or natural Willow with a mock-tortoise top. Decorations: musical instruments or miniature fruit. 10" x 7" x 4". $3.95 ppd. plus 40c tax. Rudi, 170 Fifth Ave., N. Y.

Comfort abut in fashion-right WEDDIE MOCCASINS
Foot fillers that are exquisitely comfortable. Band laced washable glove eel mocassins with built-in wedge heel and leather sole make walking a delight. Hand beaded with authentic Indian designs. Exotic colors—Turquoise, Red, Petroleum, Gold or White. Adult sizes 1-10.
Guaranteed to delight and only $7.95 ppd. Send actual shoe size and color.
Send for FREE new gift catalog.
Miller's
256 E. Congress, Dept. 6-M
Tucson 1, Arizona

PROVEN HOME PLANS
save you money and worry!
Here are over 500 illustrated plans that combine the most desirable features with economically sound construction. Every plan is from the drawing board of experts. Best of all, blueprints and material lists are available at very low cost.

Send Today Choice of any 3 Books $2
1. FAMILY ROOM HOMES — Brand New! Over 100 plans ideal for families. $1.00
2. NEW SELECTED HOMES — Dramatic yet sensible plans—115 homes... $1.00
3. NEW TRENDS IN HOMES —154 plans with newest features... $1.00
4. BLOK MASONRY HOMES — 180 styles of beautiful low cost construction... $1.00
Every Plan Builder Approved

HOME BUILDING PLAN SERVICE
Dealers E - 3344 N. E. Sandy Blvd., Portland 17, Oregon

EDITORS ACCLAIM
GOLD-DEC-IT
EASY EXCITING DIFFERENT

KILL FLIES OUTDOORS
New • Sanitary • Easily used disposable FLY-TRAP. Kills disease carrying flies OUTSIDE, before they get indoors. For home, farm, business. Simple action... merely hang CHEMICALLY TREATED, baited trap in tree or bush. Holds over 25,000 dead flies. No cleaning or objectionable handling. When filled destroy entire trap. Guaranteed results. Set several traps about 30 feet apart for a fly-free summer. Set of 3 only $1. Postpaid. Carol Beatty, Dept. P-306, 7410 Santa Monica Blvd., Los Angeles 46, California. Send for FREE Catalog of 200 selections.

ENGLISH PICKLE JAR
We can think of nothing that will make a nicer gift for yourself or that extra special June Bride than our imported pickle jar. Square jar is pressed glass set in silver pickle fork hanging on the side. A little glass "drip jar" is attached to the stand to catch juice drips from the fork. A truly handsome gift. Some gift. Postpaid $5.95 Double Pickle Jar in stand with 2 forks. 2 drip cups. Postpaid $9.95 SEND FOR FREE GIFT CATALOG
Lee Hynne
(Dept. H) 5446 Diamond St., Phila. 31, Pa.

GIVE THE GIFT OF LANGUAGE
It's Fun To Learn
by LINGUAPHONE
The World's Standard Conversational Method
FRENCH • SPANISH • GERMAN • ITALIAN • MODERN GREEK—any of 32 languages

LINGUAPHONE INSTITUTE
24-065 Radio City
New York 20, N. Y.
Please send me your FREE book.
Languages Interested...
NAME.
ADDRESS.
CITY.
STATE.

DOROTHY HARROWER
Dept. H.G. + 106 E. 189th St., N. Y. City 3

MOULTRIE MFG. CO.
Moultrie, Ga.
AROUND

The calory count will stay low if you use saccharine instead of sugar. If you set a nice table you will want to use the sterling silver saccharine bowl shown here. Graceful in design, it comes with a cover and a sterling silver tongs.

$8.50 ppd. Tax incl. Bertram Shrier, Ltd., 1145 Connecticut Avenue, Washington, D. C.

Baby anchor for the pride of your life! This safety seat is sturdy made of aluminum finished in white enamel. Seat is covered with green sponge rubber. And the safety belt is made from strong but soft plastic. Rubber suction cups hold anchor in place. About 7" x 10".

$38.50 each. For a real old-fashioned nosegay effect, arrange your small flowers in this delightfully different metal lace container, its dainty, delicately designed sloping brim, simulating a lace doily, is 8" in diameter and the water cup is 1½" deep. Pure white enamel.

Sloping Brim HC-204 $2.50 postpaid Flat Top HG-204 $2.50 postpaid

COPPER SHAKERS... bright as freshly minted pennies!

Three gleaming copper shakers to sit on your kitchen range. The two small shakers are for salt and pepper; the large one for confectioners' or cinnamon sugar, also for powdered nutmeg. An attractive accessory for your spice cabinet... a wonderful gift for friends.

Complete set... $4.95 Prepaid anywhere in the U.S. A. No COD's, please.

Write for our complete folder on "666" specialties.

Bazar Francisco 106 Sixth Ave. New York 10, N.Y.

NECK-SPECS

Imported from France

Folding sunglasses of the finest ground lenses. Fold up an attractive pendant necklace. Lightweight, can't get lost or fall off and break. Chain matches quality frames in 9 costume colors:
- Tortoise, white, champagne, blue, black, crystal, rose, amethyst and turquoise. Order a pair to match each costume.

$2.95 each, 2 pairs for $5.

Order by mail to-day—No COD's. Retail, post, immediate delivery—Send cash, check or money order.

RUTH BRAWER Box 4005, Dept. C H.G. Tucson, Arizona

HOUSEWIFE SOLVES MYSTERY... Free Catalog Ends Search!

After years of "looking", Mrs. B. Billow, 538 Boston, Boston found the solution to a problem. A free catalog leads you to the answer. Mrs. Billow says, "They're so good looking—I don't even have to take them off for cooking! And they're so inexpensive. Housewives with the same problem should write for their free catalog as I did."

CRAWFORD HOUSE Route 1, Box 406 Newfoundland, N. J.

PLATE WARMER

Perfect, easy way to heat up to 10 plates for serving good food properly. A distinctive, useful electrical gift. Excellent for indoor and outdoor serving.

Zippered washable cover of red or blue, black, crystal, rose, amethyst and white or green and white checked. Excellent for indoor and outdoor serving.

Send check or money order.

Crawford House Route 1, Box 406 Newfoundland, N. J.
If you like your summers on the cool side, where the air is dry and the humidity ranges between 8 and 12 per cent, head for Sun Valley, Idaho. More than just a ski resort (although you can do this, too, until early in July) Sun Valley offers vacationers a round of activities. In true western style, you’ll arise in the morning to find horses saddled, waiting to take you on a 2-mile ride in the crisp mountain air. At the end of the trail, a man-sized breakfast of ham, eggs and flapjacks is served in a rustic cabin. On returning to lodge, inn, or chalet, you can play tennis, swim in an open-top, glass-enclosed pool, or cut a fine figure on the outdoor ice skating rink. If you want to sit on top of the world, an electric chair lift will take you up 3,000 vertical feet to the top of Baldy Mountain. A 9-hole golf course bids a challenge to professional and amateur alike, and anglers will find streams and lakes well stocked with trout, salmon, chinooks and steelheads.

And if that isn’t enough to lure you to this western paradise, there’s also skeet and trap shooting, archery, croquet, boating and dancing to good orchestras. Trail Creek Cabin features barbecues and square dances several nights a week, and children can be left in the playground under excellent supervision during the day, or you can arrange for sitters in the evenings. In early June and September, take one woolen sports outfit, for although midsumers are warm and sunny, evenings are apt to be cool and crisp.
**JUNE, 1955**

**PENNSYLVANIA**

ECHO LAKE (POCONO MTS.)

The Club, Vacation Valley


HERSHEY


SHAWNEE-OR-DELAWARE

Shawnee Inn

Outstanding for comfort, relaxation and colorful, variegated atmosphere, Shawnee is called "one of the East's truly fine resorts". The world-renowned golf courses, like all Shawnee sport and game facilities, is designed for pure pleasure. Supervised children's activities, unexcelled food and service make a Shawnee vacation unforgettable. N. Y. Office: 300 5th Ave., LO 5-1111.

SKYTOP


**VERMONT**

CHITTENDEN

Mountain Top Inn, Cottages and Club. Lake Beach. All sports and entertainment. Swimming Pool. N. Y. Office: 300 5th Ave., LO 5-1114.

STONE (MT. MANSFIELD)

The Lodge at Smugglers' Notch


**VERMONT**

WILLIAMSBURG

Williamsburg Inn

The beauty of the 18th century awaits you in this reconstructed colonial community. Williamsburg is of interest to everyone. Tours through the historic buildings... golf, tennis, cycling, lovely gardens. Modern hotels, colonial guest houses and taverns. Write direct to Miss F. G. Hurst or Williamsburg Reservation Office, 620 5th Ave., N. Y. C. Circle 6-4600.

**BERMUDA**

BERMUDA


PAGET

The Cavalier

A complete domain of pleasure in the summer with gay Beach and Cottages Club for the enjoyment of surf, beach, all fresco dining, tea and starlight dancing. Yacht and Country Club for golfing, sailing, water skiing, and fishing. Indoor and outdoor pool, saddle club, tennis courts. A resort club under the direction of Sidney Banks.

**BERMUDA**

VIRGINIA

VIRGINIA BEACH

The Homestead

On its own fabulous 17,700-acre estate in the Virginian Alleghenies. The Homestead offers a kind of luxury different from anything else in the world. Striper is superb. Top-notch facilities for golf, tennis, swimming, riding, shoot and other sports, all in lovely mountain scenery. A new outdoor pool and supervised playground make family vacations here more enjoyable than ever. Write The Homestead, Hot Springs, Virginia.

**VIRGINIA**

CUBA

HAVANA

Hotel Vedado, Havana's newest city Resort Hotel. Swimming pool and completely air conditioned. Color brochure and rates sent upon request.

The Mode is Caribbean... the weather warm... the people thoroughly charming... the hotels, all you desire for a perfect vacation.
France’s Loire Valley

In the center of France is the romantic Chateau Country, scene of Joan of Arc’s triumphs, renowned for its food and wines

Two hours by train, three hours’ drive southwest from Paris you leave the modern age, slip back centuries into the world of the Unicorn Tapestries. From barren heaths and forests the road descends into a countryside of meadows incredibly dappled with flowers, of fairy-tale castles reflected in still, mysterious waters: even the country people sometimes have the same Gothic faces as the stone statues in their churches. Here, in the hundred miles of the Loire Valley between Orleans and Angers, is the world’s most wonderful assembly of castles and abbeys, manors, picturesque villages. Every stone rings out the name of a famous king or poet, warrior or mistress: Richard the Lion-Hearted, Ronsard, Joan of Arc, Diane de Poitiers; then Rabelais, Richelieu, Descartes, Mary, Queen of Scots; history lies so thick that even when you just wander you feel you are making a voyage of discovery.

In the center of the whole region, best point from which to begin exploring, is Tours. Here are all the conveniences: a choice of over twenty hotels, ranging from the de L’Univers, traditionally excellent (its restaurant, the Lyonnais, is marvellous: try the noisette de porc au pruneaux, poulet poêlé Tourangeau, or, classic of the region, brochet au beurre blanc—poached pike with “white butter”) to a clean and comfortable youth hostel; there are regular bus services into the surrounding country, special excursions each day to different groups of châteaux (on no account miss a night tour to see them floodlit), garages where you can hire cars, power-bikes, bicycles; even dancing and a nine-hole golf course (nowhere will you need evening dress, though a dark suit or cocktail dress is always useful; if you intend to drive, check regulations with your local A.A.A. before leaving). In the main shopping street, the Rue Nationale, you can sit in a sidewalk café, watch the passing Tourangeaux (or students—there are always a lot of young people around from all over the world, come to study French, here the purest in France); later, go to the Grand Hotel bar to meet friends, or stroll through the lively streets, filled with stalls (many survivals of war-blitzed shops). Visit, among other ancient houses, the house of Tristan l’Hermite with its high gable, courtyard and well, la Psalette (an old cloister), the Gothic and Renaissance cathedral: in it see the tomb of Charles VIII’s sons, then look around you at some of the most superb stained glass in France.

A few miles upriver is famous Amboise castle: still owned by the Comte de Paris, Pretender to the French throne, it rises like a cliff behind the town. Here you can see the iron balconies from which, during the Wars of Religion, over 1,500 Huguenots were hanged (Mary, Queen of Scots, then Queen of France, is said to have watched). Here, the year after America was discovered, Charles VIII brought Italian craftsmen back from his campaigns, introduced the Renaissance to France. Later Leonardo da Vinci came, to work for François I (he is buried on the castle ramparts, in tiny, exquisite, late-Gothic St. Hubert’s chapel). For a few days’ country quiet, stay at one of several tree-embowered riverside inns (but book well in advance). The Choiseul specializes in regional dishes. Try: rillettes, smoked pork neck or goose, browned in fat; fritures de la Loire, fried river fish; game, crayfish, rabbit...
cooked in white Vouvray wine; creamed veal and chicken; skewered veal kidneys; wonderful pastry, stuffed prunes, Olivet and Cremets cheeses. To taste the famous Vouvray at its best, go to Vouvray itself, nearby, and sample it in the underground caverns in which it is stored (some are inhabited by respectable-looking troglodytes, their caverns, secured by elegant doors and windows, curved balconies, well-kept paths). You’ll be handed the wines in round-bottomed glasses, so that you have to drain each before putting it down: first the new wine of the year, then the delicate older vintages. Other excellent wines of the region produced in such limited quantities, from small vineyards, that they are seldom exported: “Binty”-flavored Montlouis, fruity Coteaux de Layon, sparkling Saumur (you can try this in its native cave, also), red and rosé Bourgueil, and the fresh, dry Muscadets, wonderful with seafood.

Further, past magnificent, circular-bashed Chaumont, on the brow of a cliff. On the other side of the river, you reach Blois, the Windsor Castle or Holyroodhouse of France, favorite royal home before Versailles was built, scene of one of history’s most sensational murders, of the Duc de Guise. Standing in the courtyard you can see around you all the chief periods of French architecture: early Medieval—the Salles des Etats, where the French-German meeting, equivalent to the earliest English Parliaments, met; Gothic—the chapel, the red brick and white stone Louis XII wing (this emblem is the porcupine carved over every door); Renaissance—the Francois I wing (its openwork spiral staircase is one of the masterpieces of the period, served both as stairs and as a grandstand for events in the courtyard); Classical—the Gaston d’Orleans wing, by Mansard, the greatest of French architects. Outside the castle stroll through the steep, winding streets and stair-passages to the Flamboyant (very late Gothic) cathedral with its graceful 18th century bishop’s palace, and admire the view up and down the valley from the garden terrace. There are many good small restaurants where you can eat the local dishes (lark pie, carp with its clustered white tomato pads of the little river Indre; Usse (where Perrault wrote the Sleeping Beauty), with its clustered white towers against a background of dark woods; stately Villandry, where you can see the most perfect 17th century formal gardens in France, on three levels of terraces—water, flower, and, equally lovely, kitchen garden; and Langeais, doubly delicious because, while in front it is formidable feudal with battlements, portcullis, and drawbridge, behind it is peacefully domestic—the troubled Middle Ages had passed while it was building.

South of this group of castles are two tiny unspoilt towns—Loches (spend a few comfortably old-fashioned days at the Hotel de France), whose streets twine among backwaters of the Indre, and in and out of a huge, staggering castle. This once-royal castle was the home of Agnes Sorel, beautiful mistress of Charles VII, and was later notorious for the grim iron cages, hung from the dungeon ceilings, in which prisoners were kept, one being their in­ventor, Chinon, on the river Vienne, is even more mediæval: above its maze of winding streets stands the castle, almost a quarter of a mile long, where Jean of Arc first met the Dauphin, picked him from among his courtiers. Nearby, in Fontevrault Abbey (now a prison, but the guard will show you around), are the beautiful effigy-tombs of two kings and two queens of England—Richard the Lion-hearted, Henry II, his wife Isabella, and King John’s wife Eleanor (in their day this was English soil!). The lovely Chapter House and Cloister will delight you, and, most extraordinary, the 800-year-old monk’s kitchen, a coeval building spouting 20 chimneys. Another mediæval kitchen is in the dramatic castle of Montrou­belley: go there on the way to Saumur, famous for its wines, Cavalry School, Museum of the Horse (in the castle), and huge Stone Age dolmen (at Bagneux, just outside).

Angers, home of Cointreau liqueur, capital of Anjou, is twenty miles further west. Visit the cathedral, the 13th century castle with its 17 massive, strangely-striped towers, the lower Burg­ault (a mediæval town house, now a museum), and don’t miss the world’s finest collection of tapestries, in the old episcopal palace (including the supreme “Apocalypse” series, now valued at several million dollars, but purchased in 1843 for $33,601). Stay at the Hotel du Cheval Blanc, try its marvelous fish from high-up Scenic Domes, relax in roomy lounges and order delicious Canadian food in a Deluxe Dining Room Car or a Skyline Coffee Shop—all at no extra fare! New fast schedule! Coach, tourist, first class space! Make reservations now! For information see your local agent or Canadian Pacific in principal cities in U.S. and Canada.

Canadian Pacific presents the newest way to Banff and Lake Louise—
The Canadian

Canada’s first and only Scenic Dome streamliner—now in fast daily serv­ice between Montreal and Van­couver, and Toronto and Vancouver—by daylight through the Canadian Rockies.

Now reach Banff and Lake Louise aboard Canada’s first and only Scenic Dome streamliner—The Canadian! See majestic Canada (Continued on page 58)
**EARLY AMERICAN MAPLE**

for Every Room in Your Home

**LIVING ROOM**—Fitzwilliam Settee; occasional Drop Leaf End Table; Corner Bookcase; Fitzwilliam Rocker; and Revolving Coffee Table.

Thousands of proud owners are telling their friends why their Sprague & Carleton furniture looks so beautifully different from all other Maples. Here's what they say: “I like the selected quality of fine New England solid rock Maple used in every piece. ... I like the original Sprague & Carleton 'antique' finish with its distinctive color and rich lustre, resembling old Colonial Maple. ... I like the authentic Early American styling of every occasional piece and every matched group.” These are some of the reasons why Sprague & Carleton furniture is truly called “heirloom” Maple. See for yourself—see Sprague & Carleton Maple today at your favorite Department or Furniture store.

**DINING ROOM**—Drop Leaf Table with Windsor Arm and Side Chairs and large Welsh Cupboard with China Top—but a few of the many Sprague & Carleton dining room pieces in solid rock Maple.

**BEDROOM**—(at right) Shuttle Bed; Night Stand with Scrolled Gallery; Chest and Portable Mirror with Drawers. Several other styles of Sprague & Carleton Maple bedroom groupings are also available.

**Sprague & Carleton**

INcorporated

OveR a hALF ceNTURY oF AMERICAN cRAFTSMANSHIP

27 AvON STREET, KEENe, NEW HAMPSHIRE

**A barbecue fireplace you can build yourself**

Barbecue fireplace above (also shown in color on the cover) can be built from bricks and cement with the aid of a do-it-yourself pattern. You can obtain the pattern for this barbecue fireplace by filling in and mailing the coupon below.

---

**TO: HOUSE & GARDEN, DEPT. BF**

GREENWICH, CONN.

Please send (_______) Pattern #HG 316 Barbecue Fireplace @ 35¢.

I enclose $______ in cash or money order (not stamps).

NAME:__________________________

STREET:________________________

CITY:_________________________

ZONE:________________________

STATE:_______________________

DATE:________________________

**LOIRE VALLEY** continued from page 57

**dishes:** salmon, pike, eel, stuffed bream and shad; its teal pasty, crépes flambeées, merlins with whipped cream. From Angers you can discover the lower Loire valley, see Bluebeard's castle at Châteauponsac, ducal Brissac castle, moated Plessis-Bourré, go sea-bathing at fashionable Lu Bayeux, and then, if you will, return to Paris along the Loire's brother river, the Loir, on which are yet more castles; or northwards via Le Mans, visiting enroute the Benedictine abbey of Solesmes, famed for its monks' chanting.

Books to read and take: Dutton and Holden's *The Land of France*; Brod-erick's *Toursaine*; Guide Bleu to *Les Châteaux de la Loire*; Guide Michelin. For more information, write or ring: French Government Tourist Office, 3 West 49th Street, New York City (Circle 5-4112); they issue a delightful pamphlet in English, full of facts and photos, called “Val de Loire” ; Syndicat d'Initiative, 98 Rue Nationale, Tours, Indre-et-Loire, France (Tel: 50-38).

NICHOLAS GUPPY

For recipes for *Rillettes de Porc*, *Brochet au Beurre Blanc* and *Brochettes de Rognons de Veau*, write House & Garden's Reader Service, 420 Lexington Ave., New York, N.Y.
You three can make a fabulous decorating team . . even if he's all thumbs!

A lady with some imagination . . . a husband with some hand tools . . . and Fiberglas®-reinforced Paneling—that's all it takes to make this weatherproof patio roof that glows with sunlight. Or translucent sliding doors for your kitchen cabinets. Or a shatterproof dining area divider. Why not get started this week-end? Your husband will find Fiberglas-reinforced Paneling easy to work with. Your building supply dealer or lumber yard has it now. FREE BOOKLET: A Houseful of Young Ideas is chock-full of suggestions and how-to-do-it hints. Write: Owens-Corning Fiberglas Corp., Dept. 9-F, 598 Madison Ave., New York 22, N. Y.

Owens-Corning Fiberglas Corporation does not manufacture this paneling. It supplies the Fiberglas reinforcement to panel manufacturers. © 1959 O-CF Corp.
Quel Champagne!!

Quel Cognac!!

Quelle Liqueur!!

Cointreau 80 Proof

Remy Martin 80 Proof

Cointreau produced and bottled by Cointreau, Ltd., Pennington, N.J.
NEW STYLE FITTINGS add beauty, charm and personality to this
American-Standard Bathroom

Now, for the first time, you can have fittings with handles in a wide assortment of colors to blend with your American-Standard bathroom fixtures... and these fittings can be personalized by adding your own monogram! Yet the Monogram line is just one of the new styles of fittings being introduced to make an American-Standard bathroom the smartest one you could own.

But the new fittings are not the only exciting features of this bathroom. Notice the twin lavatories—think how they will relieve busy traffic peaks! Both lavatories and toilet are of easy-to-keep-clean vitreous china. The roomy bath is made of durable cast iron with a thick, smooth coating of gleaming enamel.

All American-Standard fixtures are made to last as long as your house. All come in smart styles and a choice of decorator colors that keep their sparkle through the years: corallin, blue, green, grey, brown, ivory, and white.

EVEN WITH NO DOWN PAYMENT, pay as little as $5.29 a week for the bathroom fixtures shown. Ask your American-Standard retailer to show them to you. He is listed in the Yellow Pages of your phone book under "Plumbing fixtures" or "Plumbing supplies." Or for a copy of the Home Book, packed with helpful ideas on bathroom planning, send 10¢ in coin to cover handling costs to American Radiator & Standard Sanitary Corporation, Dept. PG55, Pittsburgh 30, Pennsylvania.

YOUR OWN MONOGRAM can be used to personalize these beautifully designed satin chrome fittings.

CLEAR OR COLORED non-slip handles increase the charm of these smart, brand new Monogram fittings.

GRACEFUL IN DESIGN, practical in use... these new fittings typify American-Standard product quality.
Olden Opaque, recaptured from traditional formulas by the sure hands of Imperial's master craftsmen, assures room enchantment! Blue, chosen for its special horizon softness, or Custard, rich and refreshing as a fleecy sun-flecked cloud. Velvet finish, styled to highlight and blend with the homes of today. Imperial Opaque caresses every spot it adorns...each piece finds its niche, enhances the liveable beauty of every room. Pleasantly priced, functional, smart—a pleasure to own, a treasure to give! Proudly handcrafted by the IMPERIAL GLASS CORPORATION, Bellaire, Ohio.
New products to increase the efficiency of your home

Window ventilator mounted in clear plastic panel brings sun and fresh air in window. Can be turned around in panel to act as exhaust fan, or removed and used as table or floor fan. Fits windows from 24½" to 36" wide. Fits casement with mounting hangar. $34.95. General Electric, Bridgeport, Conn.

Powerful room air conditioner cools average room in five minutes and can be installed in the same amount of time. ½, 1, 1½ and 2 h.p. models cool, heat, ventilate and filter air. Unit has automatic thermostat and fits flush with wall. ½ h.p. model, $399.95. Mitchell Mfg. Co., Chicago, Ill.

Electrical paint remover is lightweight and easy to use. Radiated heat softens and blisters paint so it can be easily removed with putty knife. Removes paint, varnish and other finishes. Rated at 1000 watts, 115 volts, AC or DC. Fits standard outlet. Price $11.95. General Electric, Schenectady, N. Y.

Garage door opener is radio-operated by button on car dashboard. It automatically unlocks and opens door and turns on light. After you drive into garage, it closes and locks door, turns off light. Sold and installed by electricians and builders. $219.95. Alliance Mfg. Co., Alliance, Ohio.

now... more in sight in sound in chimes by Edwards

Completely new concept in door chime design... fresh, interesting, eye-catching. Styled by Francesco Collura to add a note of smartness to your home... contemporary or traditional, formal or informal.

Only Edwards offers the Vibrechord sound with its sustained, distinctive signal... a mellow tone that carries all through the house. Not just another ding-dong to be heard in only one room, it "sings" as long as a finger lingers on it!

See, hear, try the new Edwards Door Chimes. They'll catch your eye... caress your ear!

At hardware or electrical dealers— or write for full color brochure and name of nearest distributor.

NEW EDWARDS DOOR CHIMES

Edwards Co., Inc., Dept. HG-6, Norwalk, Conn. • Canada: Owen Sound, Ont.

And for freedom from fear of fire... Edwards Home Fire Alarm
How can you tell real Hardwood Furniture?

How can you be sure the furniture, TV or hi-fi cabinet you select is made of genuine hardwoods and not imitation wood grain finish? An expensive price tag is no assurance. But there is one sure way you can identify "the real thing"—look for the "Genuine Hardwoods" seal when you buy. Remember, no imitation finish, no matter how expert, can capture the subtle facets of natural beauty found only in genuine hardwoods. You'll find this seal on furniture, TV and hi-fi cabinets bearing America's proudest brand names, and sold in leading stores everywhere. It is your guarantee that you are getting the best for your money, no matter how large or how small your budget.

Star-spangled party favors that children can make

A good safe way to celebrate the Fourth of July is to have a party and let favors rather than firecrackers be the spark. Children can make any of these decorations, designed by the Dennison Manufacturing Company. A good supply of crepe paper in patriotic colors, cardboard, construction paper, seals, ribbon, paste and scissors will start them off on a fun-filled occupation that has rewarding results. From the big impressive centerpiece to the tiniest place card, each has a star-spangled look that is suitable to the occasion. For detailed instructions write H&G Reader Service, 420 Lexington Ave., New York City.

Firecracker favor is the non-explosive type, and made from a roll of peppermints wrapped in gay red crepe paper, studded with silver stars and tied with red ribbon.

Sparkler favor is just as good to eat as it is delightful to look at. It's made with a jellipop in disguise, stacked into a gumdrop base. The fringed collar is made of duplex crepe paper and tipped with stars for look of glitter.

Place card has a patriotic feeling with the stars and stripes waving from a gumdrop turret. A flag seal, toothpick, gumdrop, crepe paper and construction paper are needed to make it.
Rocket candlestick can be made in pairs to flank the centerpiece on table. Mailing tube (or cardboard cylinder) is covered with red crepe paper set on a blue and white paper base.

Paper party hat in white has big pompons in red or blue, a row of star seals in the same color around the bottom. It is made with double-thickness crepe paper for added strength and to help it keep its shape.

Star centerpiece has big clusters of red and white crepe paper set on rows of blue and white gathered crepe paper. A row of silver stars edges the outer blue layer.

Patriotic nut cup has blue crepe paper sides, decorated with gold eagle seals. Handle is a pipe cleaner, covered with red crepe paper and tied with red bow.

“With this new Permaglas... all other water heaters are old fashioned”

One glance tells you. Here at last is the water heater that perfectly matches today's—and tomorrow's—designs for living. Put this exciting new Permaglas wherever it's most convenient, and be proud to have it showing! You'll love using the exclusive new "Eye-Hi" temperature control... it's as easy to adjust as your oven. And of course this brilliant new Permaglas has the famous glass-lined tank proved rust-proof by over 2,500,000 families. Patented, high-efficiency HEETWALL, too! It's the only new water heater!
Do-It-Yourself

A NEW AMERICAN ART

To most of us, art implies a painting, a poem, a symphony: the product of genius or unique talent. Yet the dictionary also defines art as: "Skill in performance, acquired by experience, study or observation; knack. Human contrivance or ingenuity in adapting natural things to man's use." The nation-wide U. S. pursuit known as do-it-yourself could well be called the art of the many. It enables us to produce an original product stamped with the hallmark of our talents and designed for our needs and comfort. New leisure and new developments in science have brought about a renaissance of our native American inventiveness. Our changing economic and social climate has awakened in us a new, keener sense of values. We are fast becoming a nation of home craftsmen. We willingly invest in power tools to the tune of 172 million dollars a year. We consider our time and energy invaluable and do not use it lightly. We enjoy fashioning our homes, inside and out, to suit our individual taste. It is our way of expressing the creativeness that is innate in us all. We are becoming the architects of our own way of life.

HOME WORKSHOP
you can plan, build
and install yourself

A complete home workshop is the dream of all home craftsmen. H&G designed this one to fit against a wall of basement or garage, lined it with pegboard to hold tools and materials, including long pieces of lumber. The tool chest with blue plastic top is a portable unit you can wheel to the job spot; inside it has a workbench and storage space for small tools. Against the wall is a workbench for heavy-duty work and pounding surface. Floor is vinyl tile (which you can lay yourself), lighting a fluorescent tube.

For how to install pegboard wall, and build the portable unit, see pages 72-73
Have you always dreamed of a kitchen with the latest equipment and a custom-made color scheme, yet felt it was beyond your financial reach? Today, you can assemble that dream kitchen yourself, save on installation costs and create the color scheme you want with paint and modern materials. Proof of this is the colorful, do-it-yourself kitchen shown above. It can be installed by average homemakers with no special technical knowledge (we know, because we did it ourselves). The oven and cooking top (by Chambers) are the new “stack-on” type which can be
set on standard base kitchen cabinets. You can install the lightweight kitchen cabinets and companion sink (by Tracy) with ordinary tools. Take particular note of the wall cabinets. Some are on the wall, some turned upside down, bolted to a metal base and used as base cabinets. The planning desk is a wall cabinet attached to wrought-iron legs. The case by the peninsula that holds bar and cooking accessories is a glass-doored wall cabinet. The sliding doors of these wall cabinets come in both hardboard and pegboard (as well as in frosted glass) so that you may paint or cover them to match your color scheme. We covered the peninsula cabinet doors with bitter green tropical leather, treated to resist heat and moisture, and painted pegboard doors to match. (You might prefer a plastic covering.) We also installed the cerulean blue vinyl tile floor and watermelon laminated plastic countertop (two sheets cut to size by a building supply house). For a final touch, we put a waterproof top (plywood painted with Pro-Chem liquid neoprene rubber) on storage cabinets and set up a kitchen garden of African violets.

For step-by-step installation instructions, see page 74
How to judge what is worth doing yourself

ASK YOURSELF whether or not you can solve a particular living problem better by doing it yourself. It is worth your time and energy only if it adds to your comfort and convenience and is of lasting pleasure to your family.

KNOW YOURSELF and what you can do before you get involved in a project. Take stock of your talents and limitations. If you have never lifted a finger, even to drive a nail and hang a picture, select a project compatible with your experience. You have to know how to scramble an egg before you can make a good soufflé, and the same is true of any undertaking that requires skill.

SAVE YOURSELF by taking advantage of new tools, pre-cut materials and do-it-yourself kits made especially for home craftsmen. Doing it yourself no longer means doing it the hard way. Today you can lay a tile floor, paper a wall, cover a table top with materials that have self-adhesive backs. You can paint with a roller instead of a brush. You can pour a terrace with pre-mixed cement. You can panel a wall without pounding a nail. You can pull a table out of a carton, put it together and finish it yourself.

EXPRESS YOURSELF in what you do. The art of doing it yourself begins with your selection of materials, colors, line and form and ends with the way you use them. Don’t be afraid to be original. Don’t worry about making mistakes. The real pleasure and satisfaction of any project you undertake is in the creation of it.

ROOM-DIVIDER

you can build yourself with adjustable metal poles

This room-divider is an open-shell storage unit that takes the place of a solid wall between living and dining areas. It adds color to the room as well, and can be built to your own pattern because it is made with adjustable metal poles. The poles (by Dec-Erector) are in sections to fit any room as high as 11 feet (this one is 7’ 10” high). They are not bolted down but held in tension between floor and ceiling by means of concealed springs. Shelves and cabinets are supported by brackets that fit into notches on the poles. You can figure out your own arrangement according to your needs and what appeals to your eye. These cabinets are custom-made of ¾” pine with sliding doors of ⅜” hardboard. They are 34” long x 16½” high x 16” deep. Notice that they extend beyond the poles (2” in front and in back). This, plus the fact that the poles are painted white, accentuates the cabinets instead of their means of support. The result is they appear to be floating in air.

For step-by-step building instructions, see pages 76-77
How to plan a HOME WORKSHOP

This workshop combines a permanent set-up for basement or garage, and a portable tool chest with workbench you can wheel to the job spot.

Permanent workshop
One wall of basement or garage is all the space you need for a permanent home workshop if you plan every inch of it to store the necessary tools and materials. We used pegboard to make the wall a storage unit. It comes in 4' x 8' sheets, is easy to install: first, nail 1" x 2" strips of wood to wall, two feet apart, then nail pegboard panels to the strips of wood. Metal hooks fit into holes, to hold tools; metal hook-on rack holds how-to booklets. Screw-on metal strips have slots into which you fit brackets; brackets support long pieces of lumber, bookshelf-style. Fluorescent overhead light approximates natural daylight. Floor is vinyl tile, which you can install yourself, see page 153. The auxiliary equipment includes workbench (left, against wall), electric table, circular saw (Atlas 8" Tilt-Arbor), and portable workshop.
Portable workshop

Portable workshop is both a place to keep your tools and a place to work. Overall dimensions are 48" wide by 29½" high by 22½" deep, with all space ingeniously organized. Examples: inside surface of lift-up lid has hinges to hold tools; swing-out rack on door holds jars of nails. Cabinet is built of birch plywood, has plastic top, is on rollers and therefore is easily moved to the scene of the job. Actual construction is not difficult if you have lumber cut to size in mill.

Sawdust falls into separate section of cabinet, below slot for saw; from there it is easily sucked out by vacuum cleaner. Work area stays neat, so cabinet can be used in almost any room in the house.

With lift-up lid raised, inside countertop serves as workbench; it has an opening for blade of band saw. End section is cupboard with shelves to hold cans of paint, hooks to hold paint brushes.

For blueprint of portable unit, see coupon.
How to install the KITCHEN

With ready-to-hang cabinets, stack-on cooking equipment and modern materials, you can assemble this kitchen in three days.

1. Make a plan of your kitchen, arranging work centers and storage for maximum efficiency (your kitchen cabinet dealers will help you). With plan made, prepare to install equipment. Remove base boards. Check floor and walls to make sure they are absolutely level and plumb. Locate studs so you can screw in brackets (two per wall cabinet).

2. Tall floor cabinet, 84", establishes height of row of wall cabinets. Tack string in corner at this height, stretch across, test for levelness, chalk string, snap to form chalk line. Make second chalk line 2" lower. Install base of hanger bracket flush on lower chalk line.

3. The next step is to move one base cabinet into corner near window. Set the stack-on oven on top of it. Hang the first wall cabinet directly over oven (continuous recessed strip at back hooks on hanger bracket flanges).

4. Fix hanger brackets to studs for third wall cabinet. Two central cabinets serve sink area below, with a fluorescent strip beneath each for good working light.

5. Lightweight cabinet with continuous strip at back is as easy to hang as a picture. Support cabinets from below while positioning them. Tap gently into place with a rubber mallet that won't chip the enamel.

6. After hanging each cabinet, check it with the level to see that it is level and plumb. This is especially important with the two central cabinets which must be aligned before being bolted together.
7. Hold central cabinets in position while drilling hole through metal at base of cabinets (use a carbon bit) and bolting cabinets securely together.

8. After installing wall cabinets, assemble peninsula work area. Base cabinet which will hold cooking top is set against wall, cooking top set in flush with countertop.

9. Drill holes in metal base and bolt to top of wall cabinet (reversed, it forms peninsula base cabinet). Above, how to hold the electric drill.

10. You can raise peninsula cabinet top to standard 36" by installing a ½" metal filler on top of base cabinet before it is set in place.

11. Simplest way to uncrate sink is to turn it upside down and remove bottom of crate. Tip sink back to upright position and lift off rest of crate.

12. To attach handles to steel, pegboard or hardboard doors supplied by cabinet manufacturer, bolt them from the inside through ready-made holes.

13. For desk, turn a wall cabinet upside down, mount 1" x 6" x 10¾" blocks of wood in each end of recessed space. Attach the wrought-iron legs to blocks.

14. Water-proofed trough filled with vermiculite keeps plant garden wet, humidifies air. Fluorescent lights keep plants blooming.

Add the finishing touches and your kitchen is ready to go to work

Once the basic equipment is installed and your plumber has connected the gas and water, you can complete your color scheme. Attach the Formica countertop to the peninsula base cabinets, the waterproofed painted wood tops to plant cabinets and planning desk. Install painted or covered sliding doors in the cabinets (they slip into an upper channel and drop into the lower groove). Lay the vinyl tile floor (see page 153). Arrange bar tools and kitchen accessories as a "still life" in the display case by the peninsula counter. Install a long, continuous fluorescent strip light on ceiling directly above the peninsula. Add breakfast-counter stools, chairs and table and everything is ready for your first breakfast in a kitchen that can really be called "Homemade."

For shopping information please see page 144.
How to build the **ROOM-DIVIDER**

*Using adjustable metal poles as the framework, you can put up a room-divider and storage wall between living and dining areas*

1. Metal pole adjusts like telescope to 11', has a spring tip with rubber end.

2. To set up pole, push spring tip against ceiling, wedge pole onto floor.

3. Brackets are notched, left, to fit into slots on poles at any height you desire. They also serve as locking device when poles are in right position.

4. Arrange poles in pairs 12" apart, with 34" between each pair. Level poles. Turn slotted sides to face each other so that brackets can be inserted as shown above. Fasten metal bracket at least 9" long to each end of a supporting strip of wood 34" long.

5. Starting with section nearest wall, insert brackets to support bottom and top cabinets (center cabinet will rest on bottom one). Since poles are not bolted down, they can be adjusted if necessary.

6. Use a level to be sure cabinets are even. Note that these cabinets extend 2" in front and back so that the poles and brackets perform their tasks inconspicuously.
7. Poles lend themselves to custom variations. Center section of this divider utilizes sides that have no slots for brackets. To support shelf and cabinet in this space, make pilot holes with a hand drill for 1" L-brackets.

8. Fasten 1" L-brackets on each of the four poles of the center section. Use metal screws that are slightly larger in diameter than the pilot holes, and no longer than 3/4". Your display shelf, which can be made of 3/4" pine shelving, will rest on these brackets.

9. In order to hang the bookcase cabinet of the center section, you need four 3" L-brackets. Screw the brackets into the sides of the two flanking cabinets, between the poles.

10. Cabinet nearest wall on dining room side of room-divider can be used for linen and silver storage. You can fit it with drawer guides to support three drawers made of molded plastic which won't warp.

11. This is the way the completed room-divider will look on the dining room side. Storage space is provided for glasses, linen, books, but units can be rearranged to suit your individual needs.

RIGHT

Pre-finished wall panels (made by U. S. Plywood) can be installed with glue instead of nails. For step-by-step directions, turn to page 117.

12. On living room side (right), room-divider is headquarters for music, books and bar equipment. Left-hand section holds components of hi-fi radio and record player, with speaker and record storage below. Television can be placed on top of bookshelf unit in center section. Over it is a shelf for your vases, bowls or a piece of sculpture. Right-hand section is planned so that hanging cabinet can be used for glasses, while top of other serves as a drink-mixing shelf. More books and ash trays fit into the open shelves of bottom unit.

For shopping information, turn to page 144
Board fence is attractive from both sides if well proportioned, evenly set, sturdily built with posts at least 4" by 4", boards 6" wide.

GARDEN FENCES
you can buy by the foot
and put up yourself

Simple, well designed fences are just as easy to buy as other garden and building supplies and can be erected by any able-bodied homeowner. You may now choose, in standard prefabricated units, split post and rails, hurdle fence, stockade and sapling screens, or basket-weave panels, all illustrated on these pages. They are available in several styles and materials at varying prices. Post and rail fencing, 2-rail hand-split type, will cost from 50¢ up per running foot, piled in your yard ready for you to erect. Six-foot-high screens of woven cedar or chestnut saplings will cost as much as $4 or $5 per running foot. Or the home handyman may build a simple board fence, or run up a line of standard pre-cut pickets himself. A fence is no better than its underpinning, so make sure that all special supports...

(Continued on page 147)
Post and rails are available in 10 ft. units of one post and 2 or 3 rails as desired, in hand-split form (shown), un-split, sawed, etc. Costs range up from about 50c per lineal foot.

Hurdle panels come in 8 ft. sections, with hand split rails and 2 pointed, treated end posts per panel ready for setting in easily dug holes. Panels are self supported, readily separated, lifted and moved.

Basket-weave panels make fine garden backgrounds, are attractive from both sides. Panels up to 6 ft. take 4” x 4” posts.

Stockade fence is made of woven sapling or split rounds closely or openly spaced; can provide maximum privacy.

Board panels of sawed lumber, above, follow same pattern and function as hand split type at top, give straight-line effect.

Set your fencing plumb and level, on firm supports, in well dug, well filled post holes.

Dig holes at least a foot wide so posts may be adjusted in setting rails.

Hurdle panels are driven last few inches to set evenly in ample holes.

Basket-weave fencing is fixed to 4” by 4” posts in concrete collar, above, or tamped soil.

Stockade or sapling fence may need framework of 4” by 4”s and 2” by 4”s.
GREENHOUSE you can assemble yourself

Home greenhouses are designed to be put together by amateurs, to be operated by people who lead busy family lives, to be bought and maintained on a strictly family-size budget. So their construction is simple and foolproof; they make use of automatic devices to control heat, ventilation, even humidity and plant watering; they require a minimum of painting or other upkeep. But it is important to know three things: what the manufacturer supplies as part of the one-price package; what extra materials or equipment you will need to buy; what professional services you will have to employ. First, you buy standardized units or combinations of units which make up sides, ends and roof of the greenhouse you select, complete with glass, hinges, bolts, etc., at a fixed price. Units are available to provide many different greenhouse types and sizes, lean-to or wing-form, attached to a building or free standing. Second, you buy or supply separately any solid walls, foundations, connecting structures, as well as all plant shelves and benches, control motors, thermostats, lighting and heating equipment. These may be as simple or elaborate as you want to make them. In general, however, except with greenhouses whose glass sides are designed to extend to the ground, side walls below sill or bench height (24"-30") and some kind of foundation or footing will be required. Concrete, concrete blocks, ordinary wooden wall construction, (Continued on page 151)
By changing a window to a door your greenhouse can serve as an extra room

If you have a wall that faces toward the sun, you may be able to simplify the construction of your greenhouse, lower its cost, increase your enjoyment by attaching it to your home. Here in study-living room, owners' twin hobbies of music and gardening meet. Folding glass doors permit separate temperatures; louvered shutters cut sun and glare when desired. Asbestos-cement plant benches, 3 ft. wide, come knocked down. Brick walks are laid on tamped sand cushion. Two months after erection, this greenhouse was filled with color from callas, cinerarias, begonias, potted tulips and daffodils, many trailing plants resting in sand-filled aluminum troughs hung from framework. Electric motor operating roof vent, right, is controlled by thermostat, as is hot water heat from house.

*Owners, Mr. and Mrs. Alexander Sheff, Great Neck, New York*
HARDWARE

that gives a custom-made look to any do-it-yourself project

When you’re doing-it-yourself, it’s essential to know (and use) the right hardware in order to get professional results. Here and on the next three pages, you’ll find detailed descriptions of hardware for traditional and contemporary furniture, storm and screen windows, TV-music installations, and all types of doors and shelves. Use these pages as your guide to selecting the right hardware for the job in hand.

Handles, pulls and knobs

1. Bronze cleat, sizes 3½"-8", can be used as handle for door or as towel hook. Also available in iron or chrome.
2. Cast brass lever handle for doors.
4. Cast brass ball door knob.
5. Flush lift handle for doors or drawers, polished brass, chrome.
6. Period-style brass knob, 1½"-2½".
7. Modern solid brass knob, 1"-2½".
8. Period-type rosette brass knob, in sizes 1"-2½".
9. Heavy cast brass knob and plate, 2½" knob, 4½" back plate.
10. Flush ring pull, polished brass, available round or square, also as square flush catch.
11. Porcelain knobs, plain or crackled finish, sizes ½"-1½".
12. Forged brass pull in 5 sizes from 1½"-5½", finished in polished or satin brass, polished or satin chrome.
13. Period-style sunburst knob. In varied sizes, finishes, styles, perfect for heavy cabinets or louvered doors.
14. Cast brass recessed grip flush pull, polished or satin brass or chrome finish.
15. Brass bar pull for modern chest.
16. Solid brass drop handle for chest, finished polished brass or chrome, sizes 2½" x 2½" or 3½" x 3½".
17. Early American-type brass pull for cabinets, chests, polished or antique finish, sizes 2", 2½", 3".
18. French Provincial-type brass pull, varied finishes, styles, sizes.
19. Cast brass lion head with 6" ring, for pull or towel holder, also 8" size.
20. Ornamental pull, antique or polished brass, 7".
21. French Provincial brass pull, 2½".
22. Brass oak-leaf pull, custom-made, left and right installation.
Legs, wheels and casters

1. Tubular aluminum leg, 1" diameter, in satin or polished finish, 4"-16" (same style in solid brass, 6"-27") and brass or iron brace used to steady single legs.
2. Two-prong solid brass leg, rubber tip, 1/8" rods, 271/4".
3. Three-prong solid brass leg, rubber tip, 5/8" rods, 271/4".
4. Birch leg with brass cuff, 6"-28".
5. Brass-plated leg, 6"-28".
6. Cast brass bamboo leg, 141/2", 16".
7. Cast brass Queen Anne leg, 141/2"-281/2".
8. Solid brass slanted leg, rubber tip, satin or polished finish, 6"-27".
9. Solid brass straight leg, rubber tip, satin or polished finish, 6"-27".
10. Aluminum tapered leg, rubber tip, 6"-21", available slanted or straight, satin or polished.
11. Solid cast brass leg, flat tip, 6"-16".
12. Aluminum tubular leg, 6"-16".
13. Solid aluminum tubular leg, 6"-16".
14. Cast brass leg, brass tip 6"-16".
15. Non-marking white rubber 3" wheel (also 2" and 13/4"), black or brass-plated frames, for heavy furniture.
16. Cast brass reproduction caster to be fitted on square-legged tables, carts etc.
17. Cast brass reproduction caster, stem and screw-plate construction, to fit into round legs of tables, carts, etc.
18. Furniture rest with pivot-ball center to correct list on furniture where floor is uneven. Socket or drive-in installation. In base diameter sizes 11/4", 2", 21/2".

Standards, brackets, supports

1. Keyhole standard for wall shelves, polished nickel finish, in lengths of 18"-6' with 6" variants. Shelf brackets in depths 4"-20" with 2" variants.
2. Standard for adjustable shelves installed between two walls. Also shown, selection of shelf clips.
3. Permanent, non-adjustable bracket, in depths of 4", 5", 6", 8", 10", 12".
4. Knife-type permanent bracket, same sizes as #3.
5. Mortise-type standard for adjustable shelves. Can be used with clips on facing walls (as #2) or for one-wall installation with light-duty brackets in depths of 4", 5", 6", 8", 10", 12".
6. Custom-made knife-type standard and bracket, locking unit for security.
7. Hinged steel support for drop shelf or wall table, locks automatically, releases at a touch. A, B, and C models for shelf widths from 18"-30"", 30"-40", 40"-50". (B and C supports hold over 150 lbs.)
8. Sections of brass tubing in any length fit over screw rod connecting room divider shelves, are secured by flat brass nut at top and bottom.
9, 10 and 11. Various types of brass rests, dowel or screw end, to use inside cabinets as adjustable shelf supports.
Metal sheeting, tubes, bars

1. Perforated steel for radiator covers, grilles, screens, etc. In 36" x 96" and 48" x 120" sheets.
2. Brass tubing in various diameters for furniture legs, room dividers, closet rods, lamps.
3. Aluminum tubing you can cut to size yourself. Various diameters. For closet and shower rods, table or serving cart legs, room dividers, 6" and 8" lengths.
4. Solid aluminum rod. Same uses as #3. 6" and 8" lengths.
5. Aluminum storm sash frame member. 5", 6", 8" lengths.
6. Aluminum angle. 6" and 8" lengths. For table or serving cart frames, storm sash and screen sections.
7. Aluminum sheets, plain, embossed and perforated, 36" x 36". Can be cut with scissors. For screens, radiator covers, hampers.
8. Perforated steel sheets. Use as #1.
9. Copper sheeting on paper backing. Can be cut with scissors and used as decorative covering.
10. End plugs, spring actuated, to seal ends of tubing.
11. Corner locks for frames, screen and storm windows.
12, 13, 14, 15. Aluminum storm sash and screen sections.
16. Straight aluminum bar, 6" and 8" lengths.

Grilles, trims, ornaments

1. Non-tarnish bronze grille in 30" width and specified length for cabinets, fire screens.
2. 3 and 4. Round and square brass tips for different types of legs on contemporary furniture.
3. Decorative ormolu star and star upholstery tacks.
4. Decorative corner for furniture. Polished brass or chrome finish.
7. and 8. Two of a series of brass and brass-plated leg claws and sockets for traditional furniture.
10. Brass grille, ½" square mesh, 4' x 6' sheets (also to order). Use as #1.
11. Double-weave flat brass decorative grille, 4' x 6' sheets (also to order).
12, 17, 18, 20 and 23. Brass trim and shelf gallery for tables, tea-carts, shelves.
16. Brass period lock escutcheon for traditional chest.
19. Thin brass striping, can be nailed to wood.
22. Brass corner to be used with #19.
24. Heavy brass edging, must be drilled before installation.
Slides, swivels and tracks

1. One of a series of ball-bearing phonograph and drawer slides available for all types and weights of installation.
2. Light duty slide, same use as #1.
3. Chrome and plastic marine block. Use as pulley for adjustable hanging lamp.
5. Spring for adapting chair to rocker.
6. Nylon guide for base of sliding doors with overhead installation. Nylon strips on center bar pull apart to adjust to any thickness wood, each door fits between two strips. Guide is screwed to floor.
7. Nylon off-set carrier and track for overhead installation of sliding door or panel takes 100 lb. weight per pair.
8. Nylon off-set carrier and track (shown separately), same use as #8, takes 50 lb. weight per pair.
9. Heavy-duty TV swivel holds 200 lbs.
10. Light-duty swivel for lazy susan.

Brackets, hinges and bolts

1. Heavy duty lock-type bracket for folding-leg tables (such as card tables).
2. Drop-leaf table bracket. 6", 8", 10", 12".
3. Touch latch for closet or cabinet door.
5. Combination console table leg bracket with hinge, lock, support for folding leg.
6. Combination hinge and support for folding desk top.
7. Folding shelf bracket acts as hinge and support, locks automatically in open position. 8" x 8", 12" x 12", 16" x 16".
8. Radio and TV cabinet pivot hinges for top and bottom installations.
10. Elbow catch secures door to shelf.
11. Cast-brass shutter bar for hinged or screen doors. 2½" and 3½".
12. Marine cabin door hook. 2"-16".
13. Heavy cast bronze hinges, 3½-5½".
15. Polished brass spring bolt for door.
17. Double-acting folding screen hinge allows screen to swing two ways. Sizes to fit ½"-1¾" wood thicknesses.
18. Cast-brass surface bolt, polished finish, fits into surface-mounted end socket (not shown) 3", 4", 5", 6", 8" lengths.
19. "Soss" invisible hinge can be mortised into doors, screens, cabinets, desks, etc. In various sizes and shapes for different types of installation.
20. Adjustable brass friction catch allows for increase and decrease in double spring tension.

Shopping information, page 144-145.
Do-it-yourself table and design-it-yourself rug are two projects anyone can undertake.
A windbreak for comfort,
a terrace for dining,
that you can make yourself

If you like to spend the summer outdoors, why not pave a corner of your backyard and turn it into a terrace where you can cook, eat and entertain? To screen your dining table from sun and breeze, make a windbreak from lemon-striped canvas and aluminum tubing. Other conveniences that make summer meals easier and pleasanter are a brazier (by Kamkap) with an electric unit for igniting the charcoal, and weather-resistant dining chairs and table (by Salterini).
THESE IRIS WILL PROVIDE A SEASON OF FLOWERS IN EVERY GARDEN COLOR
FOR SIX MONTHS OF COLOR IN YOUR GARDEN

Opposite
A GOOD IRIS LIST INCLUDES BOTH
THE DWARFS AND THE GIANTS

The tall bearded or garden varieties of iris that dominate the well planned flower border at the height of spring are the best known of the entire iris group. But they are not the tallest or shortest in stature, nor the earliest or the latest to flower. Before, after and around them, between March and September, other species and types display as wide a range of colors as is found in any garden flower. A selected dozen are pictured opposite, arranged in approximate order of flowering. The accompanying numerals correspond to those in the drawing at left and the notes below.

1. Iris reticulata, 8"-10" tall: purple or white; rock gardens; late March.
2. I. pumila, dwarf bearded types, 4"-8": yellow, blue-purple, white. Rock gardens, edgings; light soil; early April.
3. I. tectorum, crested type, 12"-10": white and gold or lilac; early May.
4. I. cristata, crested, 6"-9": lilac, white and gold; moist soil, shade; May.
5. I. gracilipes, grassy foliage, 10"-12" high; lilac or mauve; moist shade; May.
6. Dutch iris; 24": mulch bulbs in winter; blues, yellows, white; sun; May-June.
7. Tall bearded iris; 30"-48": all colors and shades; light soil, sun; May-June.
8. Siberian iris; 30"-40": blue, white, red-pink shades; any soil, sun; June.
9. I. ochroleuca, 3'-4' plus; blue, white, red shades; rich moist soil, sun; July.
10. Japanese iris, 24"-30": white and purple, violet, blue; moist soil; July.
11. Louisiana iris, species and hybrids, 24"-30": notable for orange-copper tones; moist soil, sun; July.
12. I. dichotoma, 24": easy from seed, succession of short-lived flowers; Aug.-Sept.

Out of the scores of iris that will grow in somebody’s garden, somewhere, we have chosen the twelve pictured opposite as a group that will grow in almost everybody’s garden everywhere. They are suited to a wide range of soils, disliking only clay, poor drainage, and the climatic extremes of the plains states and the deep south. All will grow well in sun, and some, such as the tall bearded and the Japanese varieties, require it. All are relatively free from insects and diseases. All are inexpensive to buy, except for newer hybrids and varieties that have been on the market only a short time. Good specimens of every type are available at prices varying from 5 or 10 cents each for the bulbs of Dutch iris and I. reticulata to 50c or $1 for roots or rhizomes of the other ten. One, I. dichotoma, is also easily grown from seed and will flower the first year if sown in early spring. All the smaller growing forms pictured make good rock garden plants. The larger kinds, those over a foot in height, are uniformly good in the hardy border (see captions and drawing below), the tall bearded, Siberian and Japanese hybrids especially. With these three alone, a succession of bloom in every known garden color, tint, blend and combination is possible over an eight- to ten-week period. The Dutch varieties, true bulbs, may also be grown in pots for late winter flowering in the house. Siberian and Japanese iris, as well as I. ochroleuca and I. cristata, do well beside a brook or near the overflow of a garden pool so long as their location has good drainage. Most important iris in the garden and one of the mainstays of every well planned hardy flower border is the tall bearded or pagon-iris group. While these start blooming in May and stop about three

(Continued on page 150)
Gayelord Hauser's 10 Day

Reducing is rejuvenating. It will give you new confidence, new looks, a new personality.

Here is a diet to retrain your appetite into lasting habits of eating for vitality and slimness.

You are what you eat. There are foods that can bring you glowing health, pride in appearance, peace of mind, and dynamic energy. And there are the fats, starches and sugars, the cream puff and fried dishes that make your appetite a tyrant instead of an ally. In America there is a marvelous freedom of food. The best of all the countries and climates of the world is here, and it is yours for the taking. Yet for all this wealth of choice there are nearly 35,000,000 Americans burdened with overweight. The challenge is to reject your outsize self and become your rightsize self, the slender, buoyant self you were really born to be.

Eating, like living, is fun. But to enjoy both you must recapture your inner vitality by eating the “living” foods, fresh, crisp, juicy, sun-ripened foods; the natural foods. Not sugars, starches, fats, or dishes that look tempting but have been over-refined, bleached, milled, denatured, over-cooked, drowned in butter or fried in lard for a quick appetite kick. If you are one of the great army of overweights, your sugar consumption is more than 100 lbs. a year. You have your choice of over 57 cola, pop and sweet drinks, not counting alcohol which, like sugar, is a vitamin thief. And at each meal in which you overeat, or choose the wrong foods, your intake is more than your body’s ability to burn off fat. Happily you become a slave to weight watching, the cold facts of calorie charts, and severely limited diets.

Instead of doggedly following the get-thin-quick grim-grams of stringent dieting, think of diet as a transitional word; it has to do with the establishment of new eating habits. Instead of eating with your eyes, choose to hunger for protein foods. They are the overweighter’s best friend, and the basic nutrient for all living cells. They are the deliciously broiled lean meats and fish, fresh cheeses, milk, eggs, for your body “building block” needs. For every 120 lbs. of weight, the average person needs at least 60 grams a day. People who are eating to reduce need at least 1 gram of carbohydrates daily for each 3 lbs. of ideal body weight. Supplement your ten-day plan of intelligent eating with vitamins for body metabolism; minerals for tone, strength, and a sense of well being. Say a forthright No to starches, sugars, fats, and in a short time you will prefer the taste of vitamin-rich vegetables and leafy greens. The daily menus of the 10-day diet are planned to supply all the vitality and energy you need.

“Any nobleness,” said Thoreau, “begins at once to refine a man’s features.” This is especially true of overweights who take the great step forward to reclaim a slim figure. Having discovered the pleasures of good eating, and forewarned the penalties of over-stuffing, your features will refine, your good looks become more apparent. Having jettisoned extra pounds like excess cargo, your personality, after ten days of intelligent eating, will take on a new and long-lived glow of confidence.

1 Monday

BREAKFAST

Half grapefruit
Shirred egg and parsley
High protein bread, buttered, P. and T.*
Clear coffee or preferably Swiss coffee*
MEN: Add another egg plus slice of toast

MID-MORNING BRACER

To keep energy high, choose any one: yogurt, lean milk, milk shake, or buttermilk.

LUNCH

Salad bowl: Mix half cup of shrimps with lettuce, celery and green pepper, light dressing.
Whole wheat muffin, buttered, P. and T. Coffee, tea or lean milk.

MID-AFTERNOON

Your choice fresh fruit or 1-ounce glass of fruit juice, fortified tomato juice,* carrot sticks, or another glass of lean milk.

DINNER

Sliced tomato salad
Tenderized minute steak or lamb steak
Short-cooked beet greens
Orange slices
Demi-tasse
MEN: Take a larger helping of steak

GOOD NIGHTCUP

Before retiring, relax and enjoy one of these delicious hot drinks: Cup of instant protein broth, hot fortified tomato juice, hot licorice milk, or peppermint tea with honey. Or if you like something cold—yogurt.

2 Tuesday

BREAKFAST

Half grapefruit
Half cup of whole grain cereal, sprinkled with honey and wheat germ, plus half cup of milk
Clear coffee or preferably Swiss coffee
MEN: Add two slices of lean crisp bacon plus slice of toast, P. and T.
Vitality Diet

MID-MORNING BRACER
To keep energy high, choose any one: yogurt, lean milk, milk shake, buttermilk or peppercoc- tail.*

LUNCH
Salad bowl: Two hard-cooked, chopped eggs mixed with tender lettuce, cucumber, celery, light dressing. High protein bread, lightly buttered, P. and T.

MID-AFTERNOON PICKUP
Your choice fresh fruit or 4-ounce glass of fruit juice, fortified tomato juice, carrot sticks or another glass of lean milk.

DINNER
Finger salad*
Tenderized lean hamburger or meat loaf
Stewed tomatoes with herbs
Fruit compote
Demi-tasse
MEN: Take larger portion of hamburger

GOOD NIGHTCUP
Before retiring, relax and enjoy one of these delicious hot drinks: Cup of instant protein broth, hot fortified tomato juice, hot nutmeg milk or papaya tea with honey. Or if you like something cold—yogurt.

3 Wednesday
BREAKFAST
Sliced orange
Scrambled egg and mushrooms
Rye bread toast, buttered, P. and T.
Clear coffee or preferably Swiss coffee
MEN: Add another egg plus slice of toast

MID-MORNING BRACER
To keep energy high, choose any one: yogurt, lean milk, milk shake, buttermilk or peppercoc- tail.

LUNCH
Large salad: Tomato stuffed with cottage cheese and chives, light dressing. Crisp rye bread, buttered, P. and T. Coffee, tea or lean milk.

MID-AFTERNOON PICKUP
Your choice fresh fruit or 4-ounce glass of fruit juice, fortified tomato juice, celery sticks or another glass of lean milk.

DINNER
Clear consomme
Thinly sliced cucumbers
Fortified tomato juice or 4-ounce glass of fruit juice
Celery sticks or another glass of lean milk

MEN: Take larger helping of pepper steak

GOOD NIGHTCUP
Before retiring, relax and enjoy one of these delicious hot drinks: Cup of instant protein broth, hot fortified tomato juice, hot nutmeg milk or papaya tea with honey.

4 Thursday
BREAKFAST
Fortified tomato juice
Soft-cooked egg with whole wheat or high protein toast, buttered, P. and T.
Clear coffee or preferably Swiss coffee
MEN: Add another egg plus another slice of toast lightly buttered.

MID-MORNING BRACER
To keep energy high, choose any one: yogurt, lean milk, milk shake, buttermilk or peppercoc- tail.

LUNCH
Salad: Large Waldorf salad with handful of chopped walnuts, light dressing. Whole wheat muffin, buttered, P. and T. Coffee, tea or lean milk.

MID-AFTERNOON PICKUP
Your choice fresh fruit or 4-ounce glass of fruit juice, fortified tomato juice, carrot juice or another glass of lean milk.

DINNER
Mixed green salad
Broiled chicken breast
Short-cooked spinach and onions
Short-cooked green beans
Grapefruit sections and pineapple
Demi-tasse
MEN: Take larger helping of chicken

GOOD NIGHTCUP
Before retiring, relax and enjoy one of these delicious hot drinks: Cup of instant protein broth, hot fortified tomato juice, hot molasses milk, or papaya-mint tea.

5 Friday
BREAKFAST
Melo sprinkled with lemon
Whole grain cereal with brown sugar, sprinkled with wheat germ and half cup milk.
Clear or preferably Swiss coffee
MEN: Add a poached egg plus a slice of but- tered toast, P. and T.

MID-MORNING BRACER
To keep energy high, choose any one: yogurt, lean milk, buttermilk or peppercoctail.*

LUNCH
Chef's salad bowl: Mix two hard-cooked eggs with your favorite greens, marinate with light dressing. High protein bread toast, buttered, P. and T. Coffee, tea or lean milk.

MID-AFTERNOON PICKUP
Your choice fresh fruit or 4-ounce glass of fruit juice, fortified tomato juice, carrot and apple juice or another glass of lean milk.

DINNER
Cabbage and pineapple slaw, cream dressing
Broiled halibut
Broiled eggplant
Stewed tomatoes
Broiled grapefruit, sprinkled with honey and sherry
Demi-tasse
MEN: Take larger portion of halibut

GOOD NIGHTCUP
Before retiring, relax and enjoy one of these delicious hot drinks: Cup of instant protein broth, hot fortified tomato juice, hot melasses milk, or papaya-mint tea.

6 Saturday
BREAKFAST
Orange slices sprinkled with pineapple juice
Two slices of whole wheat toast with half cup cinnamon milk and sprinkled with brown sugar.
Clear coffee or preferably Swiss coffee
MEN: Add a slice of lean ham or boiled egg.

MID-MORNING BRACER
To keep energy high, choose any one: yogurt, lean milk, milk shake, buttermilk or peppercoctail.

LUNCH
Salad: Lettuce, celery and tomato salad. Two poached eggs and tarragon jelly. Rye bread toast, buttered, P. and T. Coffee, tea or lean milk.

MID-AFTERNOON PICKUP
Your choice fresh fruit or 4-ounce glass of fruit juice, fortified tomato juice, mixed vegetable juice or another glass of lean milk.

(Continued on page 121)

*Footnotes on page 126.
A beach picnic no longer means sitting on a damp blanket and roasting wienies over a smoky driftwood fire. Here, cool, lightweight rattan furniture, which likes salt and spray, is set up for a beach barbecue. Brazier is large enough (36" in diameter) for four chefs to gather round and cook eggs to order in individual long-handled skillets (skillets go right to the table on teakwood serving plates). Furniture by Otto Gerdau. Hawk Hose brazier at Bloomingdale's. For shopping information please see page 145.
ON THE NEXT FIVE PAGES, HOUSE & GARDEN'S

Complete Indoor- Outdoor Summer Cook Book

INDOOR COOK BOOK

BY MYRA WALDO

The secret of good indoor cookery is good equipment. With a freezer and ample refrigerator space, you can prepare many dishes ahead of time and freeze or store them for future use. The indoor summer cook book is planned so that most of the preparation and cooking of meals can be done in the cool of the morning or evening. With the proper planning and arranging, last minute “warming up” will furnish a complete meal. Electric mixers and blenders make short work of the chilled soups and desserts that are refrigerator standbys for family meals or entertaining. Thermostatically-controlled appliances (electric skillets, rotisseries, cookers) can be set up anywhere, in kitchen or on terrace, and don’t need watching, either. You’ll find it simpler to prepare salads if you have a shredder and slicer. Remember that dull blades waste time and fray tempers. Electric knife sharpeners will keep your working and carving knives in good condition.

If you’re toting part of a meal from kitchen to barbecue, remember that nothing tastes sadder than lukewarm food. Keep liquids icy cold or piping hot in insulated jugs or vacuum containers. A silver platter, chilled in the refrigerator, will help an aspic or mousse retain its tempting shape. A hot table to keep plates and food warm, a cart with storage space and a plug-in attachment for coffee maker or sandwich grill, a bar cart to replenish cold drinks are all boons to serving outdoor meals. With these handy helpers and the prepared-in-advance recipes on the following pages, any meal served indoors or out can be a picnic.

OUTDOOR COOK BOOK

BY JAMES A. BEARD

The secret of good outdoor cookery is in the fire. Perhaps the commonest and worst mistake made by outdoor chefs is to build a fire with too much flame. Too often have I watched a fine steak being grilled in live coals. The chef’s intention, of course, was to achieve that crusty exterior that so many people like, but the result was actually the destruction of juices and the serving of dry, shrunken meat.

To maintain temperature control in outdoor cookery, start with little fuel. It’s easier to add charcoal or briquets than to reduce the temperature of an overfed fire. Rather than striving for intense heat, let the objective be a bed of coals that provides steady temperature for slow, thorough cooking.

Here are rules for making a fire for outdoor cookery:

1. Arrange a small amount of charcoal or briquets in the firebox of your grill: a pyramid of 30 to 45 pieces.
2. Light your fire 30 to 40 minutes before you wish to cook. Use a “starter”: various pastes, liquids, electric torches and gas attachments are now available. But be sure the starter has no heavy odor that will linger when you start cooking. Benzine or paint thinner, unless odorless, leaves an unpleasant flavor on a spitted loin or grilled steak.
3. When your fire has burned down, spread the coals over the firebed so they give even heat. Consider what you are cooking, and spread the coals in a surface that fits the outline of your meat or fowl.
4. If you need more fuel, add it to the edges of the fire. As it catches, push it into the center (Continued on page 137)
Hors d’oeuvres

Cheese spread

1/2 pound butter
1 pound cream cheese
1 1/2 teaspoons prepared mustard
1 1/2 teaspoons caraway seeds
1/2 teaspoons paprika
1 tablespoon grated onion
2 teaspoons chopped parsley
2 teaspoons chopped capers

Cream the butter and cheese together until light and fluffy. Add the mustard, caraway seeds, paprika, onion, parsley and capers. Mix very well. Pack into thin slices pumpernickel.

Mushroom rolls

1 cup sifted flour
1/2 teaspoon salt
1/4 pound butter
3 tablespoons sour cream

Sift the flour and salt into a bowl. Work in the butter with the hand. Add the sour cream, mixing until a ball of dough is formed. Chill overnight, or at least 2 hours.

Filling:

4 tablespoons butter
2 onions, chopped
1 1/2 pounds mushrooms, chopped
1/2 teaspoon salt
1/4 teaspoon freshly ground black pepper
2 hard-cooked egg yolks, chopped


Divide dough into 3 pieces. Roll each piece as thin as possible. Spread 1/2 the mushroom mixture on each, and roll up as for a jelly roll. Place on an unbuttered cookie sheet.

Bake 15 minutes or until delicately browned. Cut in 1-inch pieces and serve hot.

(Continued on page 131)

Salads

Shrimp and rice salad

1 cup olive oil
1/4 cup tarragon wine vinegar
1 1/2 teaspoons salt
1/4 teaspoon freshly ground black pepper

Soak the herring in water to cover overnight. Change water twice. Chop the onion, apple, eggs and herring until very fine and smooth. Add the vinegar and sugar. Mix well. Chill. Keep in the freezer for emergencies and serve on thin, buttered rye bread with ice-cold cocktails.

Tomato aspic

4 1/2 cups tomato juice
1 onion, quartered
2 teaspoons sugar
2 teaspoons salt
1/4 teaspoon freshly ground black pepper
1/2 teaspoon basil
2 tablespoons gelatin
1/4 cup cold water
2 tablespoons white wine
1 tablespoon lemon juice
1 avocado, peeled and diced
2 pimentos, sliced julienne fashion

Combine the tomato juice, onion, sugar, salt, pepper and basil in a saucepan. Cook over low heat 20 minutes. Strain. Soften the gelatin in the water for 5 minutes. Add to the hot liquid, stirring until dissolved. Add the wine and lemon juice. Correct seasoning. Arrange the avocado and pimentos in a lightly oiled mold. Pour the tomato mixture over it. Chill until firm. Carefully unmold. Serve with French dressing, if desired.

Cantaloupe salad

3 cantaloupes
1 1/2 teaspoons salt
1 tablespoon lemon juice
1 cup sour cream
3 tablespoons mayonnaise

Cut the cantaloupe in half. Carefully scoop out the pulp with a melon ball cutter. Reserve shells. Sprinkle the balls with the salt and lemon juice. Whip the sour cream; fold in the mayonnaise. Add to melon balls, tossing lightly until well blended. Pour into shells. Chill. Serve as a first course or salad. Prepare the melons early in the day, Chill until ready to serve.

Salade Niçoise

2 cans (7 1/2 ounces) tuna fish
2 green peppers, sliced
3 tomatoes, cut in wedges
3 red onions, 1/2 inch slices
3 hard-cooked eggs, quartered
12 black olives, sliced
6 anchovies, shredded
3/4 cup olive oil
3 tablespoons wine vinegar
1 teaspoon salt
1/2 teaspoon freshly ground black pepper
1 clove garlic, minced

Break the tuna fish into large chunks. Combine in a bowl with the green peppers, tomatoes, onions, eggs, olives and anchovies. Toss lightly. Beat together the olive oil, vinegar, salt, pepper and garlic. Pour over the salad. Toss. Chill for 30 minutes.

Serve as a first course or luncheon dish with garlic toast.

(Continued on page 135)
Outdoor cook book CONTINUED

Grilled appetizers

These hot appetizers may be arranged on individual skewers in advance and grilled quickly at the last minute as needed. If you have several of the small portable charcoal grills, you may place platters of these tidbits, ready to be cooked, by each grill and invite your guests to cook their own to taste. In this way, you are free to tend the main course at the large grill.

Teriyaki

Buy a good piece of tender beef, such as sirloin, and cut it into 1/2 inch strips. Then cut each strip into paper-thin slices. Make a marinade of equal parts of red wine and soy sauce seasoned with a little grated garlic and fresh ginger. Soak the meat in this for 2 hours, and then arrange a group of the thin beef slices on each skewer. If you like, you may use bamboo chopsticks for skewers, but be sure to soak them in water for some time before you string meat on them so they will not catch fire when placed over hot coals.

Marinated chicken breast

Buy chicken breasts at a poultry-in-parts store. Cut the meat off in thin slices, and cut the slices into small pieces. Marinate these in a sauce made of 3 parts of olive oil to 1 part wine vinegar, salt and pepper to taste and a touch of tarragon. Arrange on skewers and broil.

Broiled chicken hearts

Buy chicken hearts at the poultry-in-parts shop and soak for 1 hour in either the marinade for teriyaki or the one for chicken breast (see above). Arrange the hearts on skewers and grill.

Parson’s noses

Buy chicken backs at the poultry-in-parts store and cut off the tails. (Save the back to make broth.) Arrange on skewers, season to taste with salt and freshly ground black pepper and grill until very crisp and brown.

Cold appetizers

Steak Tartar

Buy the best grade of lean beef ground. Season it with dry mustard, grated garlic, salt and pepper and an ample amount of finely chopped parsley. Mold into shape on a platter and decorate with a good sprinkling of capers. Arrange fingers of dark rye bread around the beefsteak.

Vegetables with dunk sauce

Select crisp fresh vegetables such as green onions, raw asparagus tips, raw turnip slices, radishes, tiny lettuce hearts. Make a dunk sauce with 1/2 pound of cottage cheese creamed smooth with a bit of sour cream, 2 tablespoons of chopped chives, 1 small onion (or garlic clove) grated, a teaspoon of dry mustard, a dash of chili sauce and a dash of Worcestershire sauce. Season to taste with salt and freshly ground black pepper and let stand to mellow for 1 hour or more.

Ham and cheese spread

Grind 3/4 cup of cooked ham with 1/2 cup of sharp cheddar cheese. Add finely ground pickles to taste, a dash of Tabasco sauce, horseradish to taste and finely chopped chives. Mix well. Bind with mayonnaise. Pass with toast or crisp crackers.

From the grill

Flank steak

Many people think of flank steak as an inferior cut of beef, and it is generally stuffed and braised for hours. Actually, this cut is very flavorful, and can, if properly handled, give you an excellent grilled steak. There are two points to remember: it should be quite rare; and it must be sliced in a special manner because of grain of the meat.

When you buy your steak, have the butcher remove the outer film-like covering found on this cut, unless you feel you can do it yourself. Be sure you have a hot, even bed of coals before you start grilling. Then broil the steak quickly, turning it once during the process. It should not take more than 5 to 6 minutes for rare flank steak. When it is crusty brown on the outside, but still quite rare in the middle, it is done. Remove it to a carving board, salt and pepper it to taste, and with a very sharp knife cut long thin slices across the steak, slicing the knife as you cut so that it goes down through the meat diagonally. Each slice should be rare and juicy with a crusty edge.

Variations

1. Grilled flank steak is a perfect choice for hot steak sandwiches. Serve the thin slices of rare meat on good crusty French bread, toasted, buttered and flavored with a little garlic or herbs. When flank steak is presented this way, it is often called "London Broil."

2. Before you grill your steak, rub it with a cut clove of garlic. Pour a little soy sauce in a shallow pan and add some grated raw ginger root. Place the steak in this marinade and let it stand for an hour, turning it often to be sure it is thoroughly bathed. When you grill the flank, baste it with some of the marinade. Of course you will omit the seasoning with salt and pepper.

3. Press 1 1/2 tablespoons of rosemary (fresh or dehydrated) into the steak about 15 minutes before grilling. Then grill as usual.

Serve tomato aspic as a first course before grilled flank steak (see Indoor Cook Book).

Amounts of meat to buy:

**Beef**

1/2 pound per person is the usual amount, but if your family or friends are hearty eaters, figure accordingly.

The usual flank steak will serve 3 to 4 persons. For outdoor appetites, buy 1/2 pound of hamburger per person.

One tournedos, weighing 8 ounces, per serving.

**Chops**

One double thick chop per serving.

**Liver**

Allow 6 to 8 ounces per serving.

**Fowl**

In general, allow 1 pound per serving.

**Lamb**

Breasts of lamb (and also spareribs) are bony and you must allow 1 pound per serving.

For baby lamb, allow 3/4 pound per serving.

(Continued on page 138)
**Soups**

**Cream of sorrel soup**

2 pounds sorrel (sour grass)
6 scallions (green onions) sliced
3 quarts water
1 tablespoon salt
1 tablespoon lemon juice
4 tablespoons sugar
2 eggs
1 1/2 cups heavy cream or sour cream

Wash the sorrel thoroughly in several changes of water. Discard stems. Chop sorrel coarsely. Combine the sorrel, scallions, water and salt in a saucepan. Bring to a boil and cook over medium heat 30 minutes. Add the lemon juice and sugar. Cook over low heat 15 minutes. Correct seasoning. The soup should have a sweet-sour flavor. Purée the sorrel in an electric blender, or force it through a sieve or puree in an electric blender. Add the salt, pepper, and paprika. Add the olive oil gradually, heating steadily. Add the vinegar and water and stir well. Correct seasoning. Place in a glass or wooden bowl and chill for at least 2 hours. Add the cucumber slices before serving. If desired, slices of toast rubbed with garlic may be served with the gazpacho. This dish may be served as either a cold soup or as a salad, though it will seem to be quite a wet salad. When gazpacho is served, no other soup or salad should be served. (Place 5 or 6 ice cubes in the bowl of gazpacho and take it onto the terrace to serve before tournedos (see Outdoor Cook Book).)

---

**Gazpacho**

2 onions, chopped
2 cloves garlic, minced
4 green peppers, chopped
5 tomatoes, chopped
2 teaspoons salt
1/2 teaspoon paprika
2 tablespoons Spanish paprika
1/4 cup olive oil
1/4 cup wine vinegar
1 1/2 cups water
1 cucumber, peeled and sliced very thin

Combine the onions, garlic, green peppers and tomatoes. Force through a sieve or purée in an electric blender. Add the salt, pepper, and paprika. Add the olive oil gradually, heating steadily. Add the vinegar and water and stir well. Correct seasoning. Place in a glass or wooden bowl and chill for at least 2 hours. Add the cucumber slices before serving. If desired, slices of toast rubbed with garlic may be served with the gazpacho. This dish may be served as either a cold soup or as a salad, though it will seem to be quite a wet salad. When gazpacho is served, no other soup or salad should be served. (Place 5 or 6 ice cubes in the bowl of gazpacho and take it onto the terrace to serve before tournedos (see Outdoor Cook Book).)

---

**Garlic steak**

2 cloves garlic, minced
1/4 cup olive oil
1/4 teaspoon freshly ground black pepper
6 club steaks, 1/2 inch thick
2 teaspoons salt
3 tablespoons chopped parsley

Mix the garlic, olive oil and pepper in a bowl. Add the steaks; baste and turn until well coated. Chill until 1 hour before cooking time. Heat a heavy skillet. Sear the steaks in it for 2 minutes on each side over high heat. Pour all the olive oil mixture over the steaks. Sprinkle with salt and parsley. Cook 2 minutes longer, or until desired rareness. (Season the steaks in the morning and all you'll have to do is pan broil them at the last minute.)

---

**Seafood**

**Salmon in aspic**

3 cups water
1 tablespoon vinegar
2 teaspoons salt
1 bay leaf
1/2 teaspoon white pepper
3 sprigs dill
6 slices salmon
2 tablespoons gelatin
3 tablespoons cold water
2 hard cooked eggs, sliced
8 cooked shrimp, halved (optional)

Combine the water, vinegar, salt, bay leaf, pepper and dill in a saucepan. Bring to a boil and cook over low heat 10 minutes. Carefully add the fish. Cook over low heat 30 minutes. Remove fish. Strain stock and reserve 2 cups of it. Soften the gelatin in the cold water for 5 minutes. Add the hot stock, stirring until dissolved. Correct seasoning. Arrange the eggs and shrimp on the bottom of an oiled mold or bowl. Pour 1/4 cup of the gelatin mixture over it. Chill. Arrange salmon over the chilled gelatin and then pour remaining gelatin over it. Chill. Unmold carefully and serve with sliced tomatoes and mayonnaise. (Prepare 1 to 3 days before it is to be served, if desired.)

---

**Meat**

**Braised corned beef**

6 pounds corned beef, brisket or rolled
2 onions, sliced
2 teaspoons paprika
1 bay leaf
6 cups boiling water

Heat a heavy saucepan or Dutch oven. Brown the corned beef in it over medium heat. Add the onions and paprika and cook over medium heat until onions brown. Add the bay leaf and water. Cover and cook over low heat 2 1/2 hours, or until beef is tender. Serve hot or cold. The corned beef is equally good hot or cold. It is a "basic" dish for a weekend. Leftovers can be used for sandwiches or hash.
From the spit

Tarragon chicken

A small broiling chicken will serve one person; a regular-sized broiler will serve two. If you buy one of the larger birds, allow 1 pound or more per serving. Tell your butcher you plan to cook the birds on a spit and have him clean and truss them for you. Sprinkle a few chopped leaves of fresh tarragon, or a little dried tarragon, inside the chickens. Rub them thoroughly with butter and more tarragon. Arrange them on the spit so that they are well balanced.

Cook small chickens 30 minutes to an hour, depending on their size. Test for doneness by plunging a fork into the thigh joint. When the juice no longer runs red, the chicken should be done. Be careful not to over-cook them, for they are much tastier and juicier if they are not cooked too long. Remember they will continue to cook for a time after they have been removed from the flame. Larger chickens take about 15 minutes per pound, but test at the thigh joint to be sure. Baste the chicken during cooking with a little tarragon butter and season to taste with salt and pepper just before they finish cooking. Let them stand a few minutes after removing them from the flame. This gives the juices a chance to settle and gives a better texture to the meat.

Garlic chicken

Select your chicken as for tarragon chicken. Rub the inside with a cut clove of garlic and rub the skin with garlic butter. Split and roast as for tarragon chicken, basting with more garlic butter during the cooking process. Season to taste just before done.

With this serve Hungarian potato casseroles (see Indoor Cook Book).

Curried duckling

One small Long Island duckling will serve two persons. Clean them well and remove all pin feathers. Rub each duckling with curry powder—enough to color the entire skin. Split them, balancing them carefully, and roast over coals, being sure that you have a dripping pan beneath to catch the melting fat. Ducks give off a great deal of this. A small Long Island duckling will take a little over an hour to cook. The skin should be nicely browned but the meat still juicy. For the last 10 minutes of cooking time, brush the ducklings with honey and sprinkle lightly with additional curry powder.

Serve these ducklings with rice, crisp French fried onions and chutney.

Duckling with chili

Follow the directions for curried duckling, but substitute chili powder for the curry.

Junior goose

Junior goose is a fairly new item. It is a streamlined goose, less fatty, and will serve 3 to 4 persons easily.

Put a cut clove of garlic inside the bird and rub it on the outside with a little oregano or thyme. Place on spit and roast over a medium bed of coals for 1½ to 2 hours. Be sure there is a dripping pan under the goose. The goose is done when it is brown and crusty on the outside and tender and juicy in the flabby parts. To be on the safe side, insert a meat thermometer in the goose before you spit it. When the thermometer registers an internal heat of 170 degrees, the bird is done.

Serve this junior goose with potatoes sauteed in a little goose fat, a casserole of sauerkraut cooked in beer or white wine, some good pickles and mugs of foaming beer.

(Continued on page 140)

Sauces

Sauce Cumberland

To 1 cup of melted currant jelly add 1½ teaspoons of dry mustard and 2 tablespoons of shredded orange rind. Serve cold.

Sauce diable

Chop 12 to 15 green onions or scallions rather fine, and saute them quickly in 4 tablespoons of butter until soft. Add ½ cup of white or red wine, 1½ teaspoons of dry mustard, 1 teaspoon of salt, 1 teaspoon of freshly ground black pepper and 2 tablespoons of Worcestershire sauce. Blend thoroughly and stir in 1 can of beef gravy. Bring just to boiling. Serve with all deviled dishes.

Variations

1. Add ½ cup of chopped sour pickles to the sauce just before you serve it.
2. Add 2 tablespoons of cognac to the sauce just before serving.
3. Add 1 tablespoon of Dijon mustard and 2 tablespoons of Escoffier Sauce Diable to the sauce.

Sauce Bordelaise

Cut 2 carrots, 2 stalks of celery and 2 onions very fine and put them in a saucepan with salt, pepper and a little thyme. Add 1½ cups of red wine and simmer until it is reduced ½. Add ½ cup of meat broth (use a bouillon cube to make this) and cook briskly for 10 minutes. Thicken with small balls of soft butter and flour kneaded together. When thick, remove from the stove and put the sauce through a sieve. Return it to the stove to heat again, add a lump of butter and taste for seasoning.

Sauce Bearnaise

Chop 3 shallots (or small green onions), 1 sprig of parsley, 1 sprig of tarragon, and 1 sprig of chervil (or use ½ teaspoon each of dried tarragon and dried chervil). Cook these in 4 table spoons of wine vinegar and 2 tablespoons of water. Boil 3 minutes, then remove from the stove and strain. In the upper part of a double boiler (or better yet, in a pottery bowl) put 4 egg yolks. Place over hot—but not boiling—water and add the liquid from the herbs a little at a time, stirring constantly with a wire whisk. When all the liquid is added and the sauce is thickened add 4 tablespoons of softened butter, one at a time. Blend thoroughly, season to taste with salt and a little cayenne pepper.

Chinese sauce

In a saucepan blend equal parts of red wine and soy sauce. Add a little grated fresh ginger and grated garlic. Heat and simmer for a few minutes.

Sauce diable

Chop 12 to 15 green onions or scallions rather fine, and saute them quickly in 4 tablespoons of butter until soft. Add ½ cup of white or red wine, 1½ teaspoons of dry mustard, 1 teaspoon of salt, 1 teaspoon of freshly ground black pepper and 2 tablespoons of Worcestershire sauce. Blend thoroughly and stir in 1 can of beef gravy. Bring just to boiling. Serve with all deviled dishes.

Variations

1. Add ¼ cup of chopped sour pickles to the sauce just before you serve it.
2. Add 2 tablespoons of cognac to the sauce just before serving.
3. Add 1 tablespoon of Dijon mustard and 2 tablespoons of Escoffier Sauce Diable to the sauce.

Sauce Bordelaise

Cut 2 carrots, 2 stalks of celery and 2 onions very fine and put them in a saucepan with salt, pepper and a little thyme. Add 1½ cups of red wine and simmer until it is reduced ½. Add ½ cup of meat broth (use a bouillon cube to make this) and cook briskly for 10 minutes. Thicken with small balls of soft butter and flour kneaded together. When thick, remove from the stove and put the sauce through a sieve. Return it to the stove to heat again, add a lump of butter and taste for seasoning.

Sauce Bearnaise

Chop 3 shallots (or small green onions), 1 sprig of parsley, 1 sprig of tarragon, and 1 sprig of chervil (or use ½ teaspoon each of dried tarragon and dried chervil). Cook these in 4 table spoons of wine vinegar and 2 tablespoons of water. Boil 3 minutes, then remove from the stove and strain. In the upper part of a double boiler (or better yet, in a pottery bowl) put 4 egg yolks. Place over hot—but not boiling—water and add the liquid from the herbs a little at a time, stirring constantly with a wire whisk. When all the liquid is added and the sauce is thickened add 4 tablespoons of softened butter, one at a time. Blend thoroughly, season to taste with salt and a little cayenne pepper.

Chinese sauce

In a saucepan blend equal parts of red wine and soy sauce. Add a little grated fresh ginger and grated garlic. Heat and simmer for a few minutes.
Desserts

Lemon cream

2 tablespoons gelatin
1/2 cup cold water
4 egg yolks
1 1/2 cups sugar
1/2 cup lemon juice
1 tablespoon grated lemon rind
3 egg whites, stiffly beaten
2 cups whipped cream

Soften the gelatin in the water for 5 minutes. Place over hot water and stir until dissolved. Beat the egg yolks. Add the sugar, beating until light and fluffy. Add the lemon juice and lemon rind. Mix well. Fold in the egg whites thoroughly. Fold in the whipped cream. Pour into a lightly oiled 2-quart mold. Chill until ready to serve.

Melon champagne cup

1 large honeydew or small watermelon
1 cup strawberries
1 cup raspberries
3 tablespoons sugar
1/2 cup Cointreau
2 cups champagne

Lay the melon on its flat side and cut a piece from the opposite side. Cut balls from the melon carefully. Combine the melon balls, strawberries, raspberries, sugar and Cointreau. Mix lightly. Fill melon and chill for 4 hours. Mix occasionally. One hour before serving, pour well chilled champagne over the fruit. Chill until ready to serve.

Graham cracker raspberry pie

18 graham crackers, crushed
1/4 pound butter, melted
1 1/2 cups sugar
1/4 pound cream cheese
1/4 cup light cream
4 cups raspberries
3 tablespoons cornstarch
1 cup heavy cream
1 teaspoon vanilla
2 tablespoons confectioners' sugar

Mix graham crackers, butter and 1/4 cup sugar. Press into 9-inch buttered pie plate. Chill one hour. Beat cream cheese and light cream until smooth. Spread over bottom of crust. Place half the berries over it. Place remaining berries in a saucepan. Bring to a boil. Mix cornstarch and remaining sugar and add, stirring constantly. Cook over low heat for 10 minutes, stirring frequently. Cool 15 minutes and pour over berries in pie plate. Chill. Whip the cream. Add vanilla and confections' sugar. Use pastry tube to decorate top of pie with whipped cream, or just heap on top.

Berry cream

5 egg yolks
1/4 cup sugar
1 1/2 cups heavy cream, scalded
2 teaspoons vanilla extract
3 cups blueberries or raspberries
2 cups whipped cream

Beat the egg yolks and 1/4 cup sugar in the top of a double boiler. Add the scalded cream gradually, beating constantly. Place over hot water and cook, stirring constantly until thick, about 5 minutes. Remove from heat. Add vanilla. Mix and cool. Sprinkle remaining sugar on the berries. Fold the whipped cream into cooled sauce. Add berries just before serving, mixing lightly.

(Continued on page 142)

Vegetables

Broiled on skewers

The following vegetables are excellent if arranged on small individual skewers and grilled quickly over a bed of coals. Simply season to taste and brush with butter.

1. Tiny tomatoes and pieces of green pepper alternated on skewers.
2. Mushrooms and pieces of green pepper alternated on skewers.
3. Mushrooms and grapes alternated on skewers. (Excellent with lamb.)
4. Tiny canned or parboiled onions.
5. Tiny canned or parboiled potatoes.
6. Tiny carrots. These need not be parboiled. They will be a little crunchy, but this makes them even better.
7. Rather thick slices of zucchini, alone or alternated with tomatoes and green pepper pieces.
8. Squares of eggplant, either alone or alternated with green pepper pieces and small tomatoes.
9. Thick slices of orange dusted with rosemary. (These are excellent with lamb or chicken.)

French fried

Crisp vegetables, fried to a golden brown in fat or oil, seem to go exceptionally well with most grilled meats. If you have one or two electric outlets near your outdoor grill, you can use one of the electric deep-fat fryers or electric skillets to prepare your vegetables.

For frying most vegetables, the oil or fat should be heated to 365 degrees. Remember that the temperature goes down slightly when you put in the food. After you finish cooking one batch of vegetables, be sure you allow the fat to return to 365 degrees before cooking any more food.

Potatoes

This is probably the most popular French fried vegetable, and certainly a simple one to prepare. If you buy the new potatoes, you need not peel them. Cut them into rather small, uniform strips and soak them in ice water for several hours. Dry them carefully before frying. Cook only a few at a time.

If you are having a large number of guests and wish to speed the cooking process at the last minute, fry the potato strips in advance, but remove them from the fryer when they reach the pale brown stage. Then after you finish cooking one batch of vegetables, be sure you allow the fat to return to 365 degrees before cooking any more food.

Onions

Fried onion rings are almost as well liked as the potatoes. Peel the onions and slice them 1/4 inch thick. Then separate the slices into rings and soak them in cold milk for 1 1/2 to 2 hours. Remove them from the milk and dry thoroughly. Then dip them in flour and fry a few rings at a time in fat or oil heated to 370 degrees. When they are brown and crisp, remove them from the fat and drain on absorbent paper. Salt and pepper to taste. (Cont'd on page 144)
LET SILVER SERVE THE COOL COURSE
OF YOUR SUMMER BARBECUE MEALS

Anything from a frosty drink to a fruit dessert looks cooler (and stays cool longer) when you serve it in a silver pitcher or bowl. The silver-plated milk can (above left) is ideal for shaking up a round of cocktails. You could use the modern sterling jug (foreground) for cold vichyssoise or a swizzle. To keep salads crisp, toss them in a pre-chilled silver-plated bowl (center). This one has its own stand, is accompanied by sterling and black nylon servers. To finish off a meal, serve fresh fruit in individual silver-plated bowls (bottom left). Shopping information is on page 154. Recipes for frosty drinks, page 4.
Get set to enjoy summer living

with cool canvas sunshades,
comfortable outdoor furniture,
convenient portable barbecues

Create a breezeway between your house and garage and use it as a shady retreat. Solid-color canvas top is stretched over framework of aluminum poles (\(\frac{1}{4}\)" in diameter, about 8' high). Uprights can be sunk into cement or into clothes-pole cups. Canvas sunshades (an inconspicuous narrow stripe is used here) can be hung on spring-type curtain rods attached to the uprights (see sketch above). Aluminum U-channels the length of each pole will guide the shades.

Shield your terrace from the street without walling it in, left, by putting up a wood framework with canvas shades similar to the ones above. Canvas shades need only reach above head level when you're sitting down (about 6') for comfort and privacy. Wood frame is bolted into cement and fitted with hooks so that shades can be fastened down. Here the shades alternate colors to tie in with the narrow-striped double-woven sling seat of the aluminum chaise longue.
Hang a canvas canopy above a large glass wall to serve as a sun visor in summer, right. If you make the framework of aluminum, you can bore holes in it with a regular hand drill, and bolt it to the house. Attach supporting poles to adjustable wall fasteners, (sketch above) so that awning can be lowered to meet the sun. Canvas used here is painted in red and white stripes as wide as the wood-paneled house siding.

Make a play pavilion for your children, left, where they can go to escape a sudden shower or the scorching sun. You can use either wood or aluminum poles, set in concrete piers. Front poles should be about 6' high, rear poles 4½' high, to give the top a lift. Here the panels are made of double-woven peppermint-striped canvas, which is laced in place on the top and three sides.

Put a sunshade over a sandbox, using bright-striped painted canvas to delight a child's eye. Lace the canvas top to a lightweight aluminum frame and raise it on side pieces made of 2 x 4 lumber. A slot and turnbuckle arrangement will let you tilt it at any angle.

Turn a flat roof into a sun deck, left, with a canvas-laced balustrade. Since railing must be anchored to roof, use galvanized piping which can be threaded and screwed into metal collars. These canvas panels are vivid red to match the red block plaid upholstery of terrace furniture.
Get set for summer living
CONTINUED

Entertain on the veranda without having to improvise a setting. This sturdy but graceful wrought-iron furniture can be left outside as long as there is an awning over its head. (After dinner, you can whisk off the cloths, and play bridge on the glass-topped tables.) The portable stainless-steel grill is glass-enclosed so that you can cook without smoke over a charcoal fire. It can be used indoors as well as outdoors.

Furniture by Molla
Bartron barbecue at Altman's

Set up furniture beneath the open sky.
These chairs, snack tables and even the barbecue fold up flat as a brief case so that you can carry them to the terrace, poolside, or into the country for an old-fashioned picnic. The chairs have wood frames and plastic seats with slip covers of washable terry cloth. Metal folding tables can be used as snack tables indoors as well as out, have tray tops so that plates won't slip off. The portable rotisserie has a spit that rotates automatically on steam power. When you are ready to pack up and go home, it closes up in a steel suitcase, and the legs fold back underneath.

Director's chairs by Telescope Folding Furniture
Buch Port-O-Matic rotisserie, at Lewis & Conger.
Plan your terrace as if it were another living-dining room. Sectional furniture like the kind you use indoors is made of aluminum so that you can move it around easily. In white enamel finish with turquoise sailcloth cushions, it looks as cool as the surf. Tables with white enamel frames and milk-glass tops are also adaptable to various arrangements. Here, cocktail table becomes a buffet server for lunch, while individual snack tables (they nest under cocktail table) are used as end tables to hold ash trays, glasses, etc. The menu revolves around chicken barbecued on a portable brazier, which has an automatic spit, a warming oven for casseroles.

Furniture by D. R. Bradley
"Big Boy" brazier at Hammacher Schlemmer

Move your kitchen out-of-doors on wheels and serve dinner on the porch. Wrought-iron furniture can stay outdoors all season. Chairs have slip seats which are easy to re-cover each summer for a change (in sailcloth, linen or plastic). One of the most functional pieces of outdoor equipment is the barbecue cart, made of hammered aluminum. You can adjust the height of the firebox according to food you are cooking. There is room on the cart for salad bowl and after-dinner coffee cups (new double demitasse in white china with brass saucers).

Furniture by Gallo
"Royal Chef" barbecue cart, Chattanooga Royal

Photographed at Windmill Farms, New York
Shopping information, page 145
The Packaged House

The house shown here is an example of American assembly-line wizardry. It is also an example of good architectural design and careful relationship of house to site; it looks as if it had been custom designed to fit this particular plot with the big white oak tree. It is one of the more than a hundred prefabricated houses produced by National Homes Corporation every day in the week. It can be bought complete with concrete-paved terrace, patio-carport, fencing, air conditioning, fireplace, laundry equipment and kitchen cabinets, for $15,675 at Lafayette, Indiana.

While the house itself is a compact, 1,200 square foot rectangle, architect Charles M. Goodman planned the overall design of house, roofed patio and carport to spread out in a generous close-to-the-ground U shape. The terrace adds 2,754 square feet of outdoor living space, some of it under roof so it can be used rain or shine. Fencing screens the terrace from the street, serves as a windbreak, and draws the eye out toward the property borders. Inside, the floor plan is divided into two L-shaped areas: in one are three bedrooms, two bathrooms and a lavatory; in the other are the living-dining room and kitchen, with pass-through snack-bar between. There are two entrances, both on the terrace side of the house: the main entrance is at the dining end of the living room; the other door opens to the hall between kitchen and bedrooms, so children can go in and out, to their own rooms, lavatory, and kitchen without disturbing the rest of the house.

The behind-the-scenes story of this house, like that of others made by National Homes Corporation (more than 30 different floor plans, nearly 200 different exterior designs), takes place in a factory. There, out of the weather and under controlled conditions, about 40 per cent of the building job is done. The other 60 per cent of the job, including site planning, is done by one of the 550 authorized builder-dealers whose trained crews erect the house. It is shipped by trailer-truck if your lot is within 500 miles of a company plant; otherwise by rail freight. It arrives on the site early in the morning, the walls and roof are in place before dark, and three or four weeks later you can move in. You are proud of your packaged house and, like the owners of conventionally built houses, will shortly be out there planting more flowers in front of fence or beside terrace.

IT IS DELIVERED BY TRUCK
READEADYMADE, CAN BE
SET UP ON THE LAND
IN A FEW WEEKS,
COMPLETE WITH
LANDSCAPING,
TERRACE AND CARPORT

HOUSE IS COMPACT RECTANGLE

Floor plan shows how house is divided into two L's, one for sleeping and one for living, with a wide window-wall and two doors on the terrace side. Both terrace and rooms are screened from the neighbors and the street by high, paneled fences which are also sun shields.
THE TERRACE DOUBLES THE SIZE OF THE HOUSE

Here is one example of how a well planned terrace can double the size of a house both visually and for actual living. The reason: a roofed section links house, terrace and carport into one big, rambling whole; it also serves as a shelter against sudden showers, and as a covered walk to the front entrance (see plan). The terrace is on the east side of the house, so it catches the morning sun and is shaded by the house against the hot, late afternoon sun. Concrete paving is pleasantly interrupted by cool green planting areas, and pots of chrysanthemums repeat the bright yellow accent of the kitchen door. A magnificent old oak tree shades the house and terrace.
DINING L IS OPEN TO KITCHEN

The dining L and kitchen are divided by a snack-and-serving-bar. This arrangement makes each area seem as large as both areas together, and makes it possible to cook, and enjoy family and friends at the same time. Kitchen cabinets, counters, and sink are part of this prefabricated house and are arranged in a step-saving L-shaped plan.

LIVING ROOM HAS UNUSUAL FIREPLACE

To combine the pleasures of watching a blazing fire and enjoying a view of treetops and sky, there is a strip of windows above living room fireplace. (Outside chimney can be seen through windows.) An ample supply of logs can be kept at hand, in wood storage compartment. Furniture is modern, arranged for traditional cozy conversation.

TRADITIONAL FURNITURE CAN BE USED IN THE MODERN LIVING ROOM

To show how well traditional furniture and colors can be used in this living room, House & Garden suggests the Early American scheme sketched here. Simple, used-brick fireplace is timeless, in character with any informal furnishings. Notice, too, how fireplace breaks up long wall, makes a visual divider between the conversation and study ends of room.
BUILDING DATA

Foundations: Concrete slab.
Exterior walls: Wood panels.
Roof: Built-up; Felt, Ohio Paper Co.
Insulation: Batt, blanket and board; Owens-Corning Fiberglas.
Doors: National Homes Corp.
Windows: Reynolds Metals Co.
Glass: Libby-Owens-Ford
Fireplace damper: Majestic.
Interior walls and ceilings:
Wallboard; U.S. Gypsum Co.
Floors: Asphalt tile; Kentile.
Hardware: Locksets, National Hardware Co.; hinges, National Manufacturing Co.
Lighting fixtures: Moe Light.
Heating system: Stewart-Warner.
Cooling system: Muncie Gear Works.
Controls: Minneapolis-Honeywell.
Bathroom plumbing fixtures:
Briggs Mfg. Co.
Kitchen equipment: sink, cabinets and counters; Youngstown Kitchens.
Laundry equipment: Bendix.

ONE END OF LIVING ROOM IS TV CENTER

Long living room is arranged to double advantage, with study-television center at window-wall end. Curtains can be drawn clear across wall, to absorb sound bouncing off window and to make room seem wider. To see how living-dining room and kitchen make one big area for family and social activities, turn to plan page 108.

NOWELL, WARD

CORNER BEDROOMS ACCOMMODATE TWO CHILDREN

To make good use of every square foot of space, this corner bedroom is planned for two children. A pair of chests and desk are placed against one wall, and twin beds against opposite wall. Beds are low enough to serve as extra seating space in daytime, have slipcovered foam rubber mattresses in sturdy washable cotton.

Exterior and interior colors planned by Beatrice West
Packaged or prefabricated, the readymade house has entered the Cadillac class and acquired custom-built individuality.

PREFABRICATED HOUSE CAN BE BUILT ON A SLOPING SITE

This house makes news in prefabrication because it fits a hilly site. It is a big house, 2,216 square feet of living space on the main floor plus a 512-square-foot garage and a lower level which includes family room and a full basement. It is two stories high at the rear and one story high at the front. Tailoring a house to the lot used to be strictly a custom-built undertaking but this is a model planned specifically for land that slopes, prefabricated for $39,000 by builder Donald Scholz. It is built of pre-cut lumber, has prefabricated wall and roof panels, uses ready-made component parts which standardize construction and cut costs. In design it has the individuality of a custom-built house.
Starting more than a year ago something big and exciting happened in the high-price housing field; prefabrication moved in. By concentrating upon quality and top-flight design (often by nationally renowned architects) prefabbers began turning out houses that are not merely livable but good looking. What Ford began with the Model "T" ended with the mass-produced Cadillac, and the same sort of evolution is beginning in housing. You, the home buyer of the next few years, will profit by getting a better house, whether you buy it completely packaged or built of prefabricated parts.

Prefabrication is as old as the Pyramids, as old as building with bricks. A surprisingly large part of even today's best custom-built house is prefabricated: think—not only fixtures like furnaces, tubs, ranges, refrigerators (nowadays even complete bathrooms and kitchens) but also doors and their frames, windows complete with screens and weatherproofing, storage walls, wall and floor materials. About the only thing that can't be pre-packaged is your own individual taste. This latter quality is what most people fear to lose, but, truth to tell, few of us want a house that is radically different from our neighbors': better perhaps, but no Moorish castle. Mostly we want a variation of a familiar type to suit our own specific requirements, as nearly as we can afford. By producing a wide choice of models (as many as 32 in one case) and hundreds of exterior and interior variations of style, finish, color schemes, these new-grade prefabbers are beginning to offer just that—enough, they hope, to satisfy many different needs and tastes, and to get rid of prefabrication's stigma of uniformity. And to clinch the deal they are trying to make up in solid value for what is lost in choice, by giving better materials and equipment, more extras like air-conditioning, carports, even garden terraces and fences thrown in for the fixed price.

Today there are more than two dozen prefabbers listing package houses at $20,000 and more (one goes to $70,000) which is evidence of the upgrading of this industry. These manufacturers realized that because builders of individually designed homes put up only one or two at a time, they have had to buy expensively, build expensively, charge relatively high profits. But by bulk buying and mass manufacturing, costs can be cut. One prefabber is producing a custom line of houses in the price range of

(Continued on page 114)

---

**SMALL HOUSE BUILT OF PREFABRICATED PARTS**

Here's a different kind of prefabricated house. It doesn't come from factory or prefabrication dealer but from the local lumber yard. It is built of standard 4' x 8' wall panels (there are solid panels, window panels, door panels) and roof trusses which can be assembled by the lumber dealer and put up by any builder. This system was developed by the University of Illinois Small Homes Council who also designed this compact 1,008-square-foot house. Where building costs range from $12 to $15 a square foot this house structure should cost $12,096 to $15,000 using this building system. Working drawings can be had from local lumber dealers or developed by architects.
$15,000 to $40,000. His specifications are quality, brand-name products and his houses were designed by a notable architect and a color stylist few could afford on a single house basis. But the scope of their sales is such that the packaged house they sell can include landscaping and site planning (both means of enhancing appearance and achieving variety), mortgage loan financing (F.H.A. and V.A.) and a multitude of services to their dealers: advertising, labor training, assistance on accounting and finance. Say the dealers: "There's no complicated purchasing or warehousing, no inventory, little delay for weather, less bookwork, faster turnover of capital—and the customers are satisfied with the finished products."

Not everything in the prefabricated house field is sweetness and light of course. Most of the big prefab firms are located in the Middle West (where up to 40 per cent of all new houses are prefabricated now) and costs rise in proportion to the distance a house must be trucked or shipped (250 to 300 miles is the maximum distance from the factory most prefabricators can ship profitably). So if you live elsewhere there are still hitches at present to hinder you from picking your house from a catalogue, getting a local builder to erect it and stepping inside to live two weeks later. But with prefabbers seeking to increase their share of the national home building market from 7 per cent to 10 per cent this year and perhaps to 40 per cent to 50 per cent in five years' time, these problems are being tackled right now. New factories are mushrooming on the seaboard, in the South and West. They will reduce distances between factory and site and with them the newer, better prefab house models will begin to make full impact.

The efficiency and economy of building houses or major components of houses on a factory production line has not gone unnoticed by the regular builder. His response, and
defense, has been the sincerest form of flattery—imitation. He is adopting the methods of prefabrication in his own operations. In some cases he has become a builder-prefabricator himself. He is going to the manufacturer or the lumber yard for pre-assembled parts such as storage walls, roof trusses, whole window and wall sections. He is installing "packaged" heating systems, ready-made fireplace and chimney units, prefabricated plumbing systems, packaged kitchens, just as the factory prefabricator is. He is applying similar business techniques as well: bulk buying, new sales methods, extra services for the buyer. Most important of all, he is employing architects to improve the livability and design of new houses. The common direction in which both prefabricator and regular builder are moving indicates the fast-growing influence of prefabrication on the whole home building industry. This influence will have an effect on the form and structure of your future home.

It is the prospective home owner of course who is the cause of all this activity. The customer is the American family—man, wife, children, pets and automobile(s). This is the group whose willingness to spend currently maintains our present boom in commodities. It is a group of singularly solid citizens, whose purchasing is essentially realistic. They frankly want the better things of life and this applies particularly to their homes. For them a house must be considerably more than "a machine for living in." It must be worthy of the warmth of their own personalities, suited to the many different lives they lead there: family life, creative life, musical life, leisure life. They want a garden, plenty of space, plenty of labor-saving devices, play areas for their children, and all of it must not only be good but look good. For them, once-rare luxuries such as air conditioning have become attainable commonplaces. From the point of view of genuine comfort they probably live better than... (Continued on page 143)

**TWO-STORY SPLIT LEVEL IS A PREFABRICATED PACKAGE**

This house raises the standards of run-of-the-mill prefabrication by providing 2,000 square feet of space for about $16,000. It is a split level; you enter at the side, go down six steps to the ground floor, up seven steps to the upper level. Both floors provide full-time living space; no space is wasted on basement or attic. On the lower level a living kitchen opens onto a terrace and there are three bedrooms and a playroom-family room. For parents the second story has a master suite and a huge L-shaped living area. Designed by Techbuilt, Inc. and built through their franchised dealers this house package (and smaller models) includes house framing, floor and wall panels, trim and equipment.
How to choose windows wisely

The air you breathe in your house, the sun and light that enter, the outdoor view you enjoy all come to you through your windows. No single feature is more important to comfort or to appearance. So choosing the right windows for a new home is vital. Today, you can pick from wood windows, metal windows, large and small windows, windows complete with storm sash, screens and weatherstripping. But they divide into three basic groups; swinging, sliding and fixed. The casement, awning and jalousie windows swing open, the windows that move on horizontal or vertical tracks (double hung) slide open. The fixed window doesn’t open but gives wide, uninterrupted enjoyment of a view. You can also gain privacy and protection with windows by using banks of small units under overhanging eaves. Today, windows are placed to bring light and air in the house most efficiently for good ventilation and maximum “seeability.” They are not mere holes punched in the sides of the house at symmetrical intervals. That is why they are a decisive factor in the over-all design of today’s house.

To get the right window for the right job, the homeowner should follow a few basic rules. A window, whether of wood or metal, must provide sufficient light in adequate amounts, control the flow of air for ventilation and direct it where most needed. If the window swings or slides open, it must be equipped with proper hardware and be completely weathertight when closed. Its operation should not interfere with draperies or furniture arrangement, a fact often forgotten when planning a house, and it also should be easy to clean and maintain. Where exposed to hot sun, heat-resistant glass can be used, or the window can be protected by a roof overhang, or by trees and shrubs. For cold weather, insulating glass cuts heat loss from the house in half. If large areas of glass face south, the low rays of winter’s sun can often be used as a supplementary heating aid with subsequent savings on fuel bills. There is an infinite variety and type of window to meet all of these occasions. Turn to page 128 to study the many kinds of windows that are available today.
How to install wall panels

You can buy pre-cut plywood panels, 8' high and 32" or 48" wide at your lumber dealer’s in a large variety of hardwood and softwood veneers.

With a new contact cement you can permanently seal these panels to studs of new wall, or to wooden strips nailed 16" apart on existing wall, leaving no nail holes or hammer scars to mar the surface. Before applying cement, prop panels along the wall and number them 1, 2, 3, etc., so that you can see how the entire job fits. If there are door or window openings, cut the panels to fit around them. Arrange panels so that adjoining edges meet half-way across studs or wood furring strips on wall.

1. Two coats of contact cement are necessary to install panels. Apply first coat to stud faces and backs of panels where panel and stud face are to meet. Let dry for not less than thirty minutes. Apply second coat and allow it to dry.

2. Fit first panel to wall carefully. Panels can’t be moved once contact is made. Edges should rest half-way across wall studs. Seal panel to studs by tapping panel face with rubber mallet.

3. Fold second panel onto wall as you would close a door. Hold left edge tight to right edge of first panel so that no vertical joint will show. Folding panel toward wall lets you control its position until glued surfaces come in contact with each other. (See italics above.)

Genuine Ozite carpet cushion has exactly the proper resiliency...not too much...not too little...Ozite is soft, but not spongy...won’t tire you to walk on it, or give a creepy feeling to your carpet...keeps sharp heels from pounding through to the hard floor.

You will appreciate Genuine Ozite every day because your carpet cleans better and retains its sheen and beauty....In ten or twenty years you will appreciate the dollars saved by your investment in Genuine Ozite. No other product in house furnishings offers so much for so little.

For almost a century the makers of OZITE have been developing a master’s skill in the selection and blending of the finest cattle hair, creating an excellence in quality which has made Genuine OZITE the standard by which all other carpet cushions are judged.
platform with rubber or plastic matting, which is easier on your feet and helps dispel dampness.

Covering walls
With pegboard, you can utilize a good deal of the wall space for hanging up funnels, print tongs, immersion heaters, clocks, etc. You can buy it in sheets (this darkroom required two 4' x 8' sheets, @ $15), cut to size, fit them with assorted hooks, and use them strategically instead of dust-colllecting shelves. For the remaining wall space and the ceiling, use wallboard, painted with gray rubber-base paint. If you have a separate film room, you might use plastic linoleum on walls and ceiling, because it will shed dust more readily.

Building shelves and benches
If you happen to have scrap lumber left over from a previous project around your house, you can make good use of it in your darkroom. Sheathing (7") can be used for shelves on which you will keep bottled and packaged chemicals. You can also use it to make a narrow work shelf that runs around most of the room. Paint the shelf and all work surfaces with rubber-base paint to make them water-proof. Bench-es can be made of plywood and covered with plastic linoleum for cleanliness and dust resistance. Odd sizes of metal cleats will come in handy whenever you need additional supports (for shelves, etc.). You can either build special cabinets (such as the paper storage cabinet made of plywood, sketched on page 89), or utilize old kitchen cabinets or chests that you have around the house, for keeping odds and ends: hardware (it’s a good idea to keep some tools, screws, nails, electrical wire, pieces of hose in the darkroom), extra supplies, pieces of glass, etc. Another useful piece which you can build is a tray-storage bin beneath the sink. You can make it with 2 x 3 ft and ¾" plywood, giving it 3 coats of rubber-base paint.

Installing the plumbing
The amount of plumbing depends to a large extent on your decision about the sink. If you use an existing sink, you may have to do is add flexible hose connections which will make it possible to rinse and wash at any angle. You may also want to add a water cutoff to the washer so that you can set and forget it without fear of wasting any water. If you are not satisfied with the position of the sink, however, or want a larger, more professional model, you must call in a plumber to make the installation. (You can add the hose connections yourself.) Where you put the sink is entirely a matter of preference, but you will find that by installing it at right angles to the wall instead of flat against the wall, it can be reached from either side, for washing prints after developing and after fixing. This kind of assembly-line works very efficiently.

To give your sink (or sinks) a tough and resilient surface, paint them with three coats of neoprene rubber. So water- and leak-proof is this material that you could make your own sink of plywood and seal it completely with it.

Electricity
Your basic electrical installation is a job for a licensed electrician, for only in this way will you be assured of proper protection. Any additional installations such as plug-in strips, individual lights, etc. can be done by anyone who knows how to splice a wire and connect a plug. You will need two kinds of lighting: fluorescent (for general illumination) and safelights (for darkroom illumination). Contrary to what many people think, not all photographic finishing is done in total darkness. Actually, only panchromatic film requires it, and this process is a short one. The rest of the time, you will use safelights (for printing or enlarging) or regular fluorescent light (for washing, drying, cutting, sorting, mounting). Of course, you have to be able to seal your room tightly against daylight, and this can be done with removable window covers.

When all this is done, you can move in your equipment. Depending on the heating system in your house, you may need an additional floor heater. With a thermostat that can be regulated from upstairs, you can pre-heat the darkroom before you start working in it. A dehumidifier, controlled by a humidistat, is always an excellent investment, too. It keeps the paper dry and the metal parts of the equipment rust-free. If you can utilize the hot-air ducts of the general heating system as part of your darkroom source of heat, you will have additional comfort and dryness. In summer, when the heat is off and condensation occurs on base- ment surfaces, you should leave all the windows of the darkroom open when you are not using it so that fresh air will circulate freely.

A good photographer also has to be a good housekeeper. Remember to vacuum the floor every day or else your- self the time and trouble of spotting your prints if you keep all the surfaces of the room clean and give your en- largers and other equipment a thorough dusting whenever you are preparing for a big session. It's also well to remember that splashes of the developer or hypo leave a chemical deposit when they dry, and dust from chemical residue is death to everything photographic. For this reason, it's good practice to sponge off all surfaces as soon as you finish develop- ing and fixing.

Josephin von Miklos
For tips on darkroom procedure and a handy chart, write to House & Garden Reader Service, New York 17, N. Y.

**Coming in July:**

**How to Plan a Perfect Kitchen**

16 pages of new ideas, color schemes and equipment

**ON YOUR NEWSSTANDS JUNE 16**
Samsonite, THE OUTDOOR FOLDING FURNITURE
WITH THE WEATHER-PROOF AUTOMOBILE FINISH!

Samsonite All-Metal Folding Armchair

So smart, so strong! Brilliant colors resist fading and chipping — just like your car! Tubular steel frame: years of wear assured! Chartreuse, azure, green, coral with white; chartreuse and coral with black.

Get real enjoyment out of the good weather ahead with Samsonite. It's the outdoor furniture that's easy to relax in and easy to care for!

Don't worry about it when it rains. It comes clean and dry with the wipe of a cloth because it has the same weather-proof finish as your car!

The seat and back rest are posture-curved. The arms are extra wide. And because these remarkable chairs fold, you can store a lawnmful of them in practically no space at all. They make wonderful extra chairs indoors, too, all winter!

Samsonite 3-Way Tray Table — the most versatile outdoor table of all! Here's how it works: Stand the base one way, it's a 19" coffee table height! Stand the base on its side, it's a steady 23" high serving table. Either way, the top lifts off to give you a big 18 x 28" serving tray!

FOLDING CHAIRS
$9.95

3-WAY TRAY TABLE
$6.95

Samsonite OUTDOOR FURNITURE
BY THE MAKERS OF SAMSONITE LUGGAGE
... as personally yours
as your thumbprint...

only glamorous new Airlume Awnings
in Reynolds Aluminum offer you
AWNING FASHIONS UNLIMITED!

Exclusive new awnings developed by Eastern with Du Pont and Reynolds!
Luxurious Airlumes are styled-to-order... in any color scheme, style and trim
you choose... yet cost no more than ordinary look-alike awnings!

Have you hesitated to "awning" your home or set up awning patio or carport—because all you could get was the style monotony of "look-alike" awnings? Then, wait no more. Airlume Awnings bring you a world of fashion, style, colors, designs... indoors and outdoors. And function, too: cooler summers, warmer winters inside (and lower fuel and air conditioning bills!). And Airlume Awnings up the value of your home often above their cost!

Airlume Awnings are doubly guaranteed: 1. by Eastern and 2. organizations in your community who custom-manufacture and install them. Most wonderful—an Airlume Stylist will visit you—and, with you, design and sketch in color the Airlumes best suited for your house... without charge or the slightest obligation. There's a world of fun for you in the coupon below. Send it.

EASTERN AIRLUML AWNINGS, Baltimore 30, Md.
I want the Airlume Awning brochure broadside □ the Airlume Stylist to visit me □. No charge, no obligation, of course.
Name__________
Address _______________________________
City __________________________ State
Number of rooms in my home__________

**DINNER**
Cucumber salad, light dressing
Lean, tenderized roast beef
Brussels sprouts
Short-cooked carrots
Open face fruit pie
Demi-tasse
MEN: Take larger helping of beef

**GOOD NIGHTCUP**
Before retiring, relax and enjoy one of these delicious hot drinks: Cup of instant protein broth, hot fortified tomato juice, hot milk with licorice or rose hip tea with honey. Or if you like something cold—yogurt.

**7 SUNDAY MENU**

**BREAKFAST**
Melon, sprinkled with lemon
Pouched egg on asparagus
Whole wheat toast, buttered, P. and T.
Clear coffee or preferably Swiss coffee
MEN: Another egg plus another piece of toast

**MID-MORNING BRACER**
To keep energy high, choose any one: yogurt, lean milk, milk shake, butter-milk or pepecocktail.

**LUNCH**
Salad bowl: Place half cup fresh cottage cheese on bed of mixed greens, sprinkled with lemon juice and chives. Bran muffin, buttered, P. and T.
Coffee, tea or lean milk

**MID-AFTERNOON PICKUP**
Your choice fresh fruit or 4-ounce glass of fruit juice, fortified tomato juice, mixed vegetable juice or another glass of lean milk.

**DINNER**
Hot or cold borsch
Chicken or lamb liver on skewers with mushrooms, green pepper
Half cup fluffy brown rice
Fresh fruit cup
Demi-tasse
MEN: Take larger portion of meat

**GOOD NIGHTCUP**
Before retiring, relax and enjoy one of these delicious hot drinks: Cup of instant protein broth, hot fortified tomato juice, hot milk flavored with lemon peel, or hot strawberry tea with honey.

**9 TUESDAY**

**BREAKFAST**
Berries, in season
Soft-cooked egg
Wheat germ muffin, buttered, P. and T.
Clear coffee or preferably Swiss coffee
MEN: Add another egg and wheat germ muffin

**MID-MORNING BRACER**
To keep energy high, choose any one: yogurt, lean milk, milk chocolate, buttermilk or pepecocktail.

**LUNCH**
Salad: Stuff large tomato with half a cup of chopped lobster, some chopped celery and marinate with light dressing.
High protein toast, buttered, P. and T.
Coffee, tea or lean milk.

**MID-AFTERNOON PICKUP**
Your choice fresh fruit or 4-ounce glass of fruit juice, fortified tomato juice, mixed vegetable juice or another glass of lean milk.

**DINNER**
Choice of 12 cooking tops

---

**THERMADOR presents a new, large**

**Bilt-in electric oven**

Superbly styled in lifetime stainless steel, the brilliant new “Masterpiece” oven is proudly added to the celebrated selection of Thermador Bilt-in Electric Ranges...the Original and the Finest. Only in the “Masterpiece” will you find:

- More usable space in oven 18” wide, 18” high, 19¾” deep (even a 37-lb. turkey leaves space to spare!) • Ventilated oven door, never too hot to your touch • Cool, plastic handle and inclined controls finished in deep Master Blue • Amazing new baking element distributes heat quickly, evenly, for the most perfect results! • Recessed Infra-Red broiler, with specially designed pan and tray for smokeless broiling • Electric Tele-minute Timer, with chime reminder • Clear-Brite oven interior in stippled, acid-resistant white porcelain • New, exclusive indicator lights • Automatic thermostat controls • Automatic interior light • Heat-deflecting hood • Plus many other meal-time miracles in a “Masterpiece” oven installed exactly where you want it. Thermador is the genuine Bilt-in Electric Range, made only by Thermador Electrical Manufacturing Co. Insist on and ask for Thermador by name! Send today for complete information.

Choice of 12 cooking tops

---

**THERMADOR presents a new, large**

**Bilt-in electric oven**

Superbly styled in lifetime stainless steel, the brilliant new “Masterpiece” oven is proudly added to the celebrated selection of Thermador Bilt-in Electric Ranges...the Original and the Finest. Only in the “Masterpiece” will you find:

- More usable space in oven 18” wide, 18” high, 19¾” deep (even a 37-lb. turkey leaves space to spare!) • Ventilated oven door, never too hot to your touch • Cool, plastic handle and inclined controls finished in deep Master Blue • Amazing new baking element distributes heat quickly, evenly, for the most perfect results! • Recessed Infra-Red broiler, with specially designed pan and tray for smokeless broiling • Electric Tele-minute Timer, with chime reminder • Clear-Brite oven interior in stippled, acid-resistant white porcelain • New, exclusive indicator lights • Automatic thermostat controls • Automatic interior light • Heat-deflecting hood • Plus many other meal-time miracles in a “Masterpiece” oven installed exactly where you want it. Thermador is the genuine Bilt-in Electric Range, made only by Thermador Electrical Manufacturing Co. Insist on and ask for Thermador by name! Send today for complete information.

Choice of 12 cooking tops
9 out of 10 combination screens bought last year were aluminum!

This year screen your home with the finest... with screening made of ALCOA ALUMINUM

What an improvement! Screens of ALCOA Aluminum add beauty and value to your home. And you never have to give them any attention. They last for years and years because the ALCOA special alloy wire resists wear and weather... will not rust, burn, rot or sag.

For the home you're in now—or for your new home

Ask for framed screens made with screening of nonstaining ALCOA Aluminum. The screens you get will be the finest money can buy—made by America's leading screening fabricators.

ALCOA does not make screens or screening. We supply manufacturers with corrosion-defying ALCOA ALUMINUM for frames, and long-lasting ALCOA ALCLAD Wire for screening.

ALCOA ALUMINUM
ALUMINUM COMPANY OF AMERICA

GOOD NIGHTCUP
Before retiring, relax and enjoy one of these delicious hot drinks: Cup of instant protein broth, hot fortified tomato juice, hot milk flavored with orange peel or hot peppermint tea with honey.

10 WEDNESDAY
BREAKFAST
Fresh or frozen grapefruit juice
Scrambled egg and tomatoes
High protein bread toasted and buttered, P. and T.
Clear coffee or preferably Swiss coffee

MEN: Add an egg plus another slice of toast

MID-MORNING BRACER
To keep energy high, choose any one: yogurt, lean milk, milk shake, buttermilk or pepecocktail.

LUNCH
Salad: Place half cup of fresh cottage cheese on two large halves of fresh or canned pears or other canned fruit, sprinkle with fruit juice.
Corn or bran muffin, buttered, P. and T.
Coffee, tea or lean milk

MID-AFTERNOON PICKUP
Your choice fresh fruit or 4-ounce glass of fruit juice, fortified tomato juice, celery juice or another glass of lean milk.

DINNER
Chicken breast with chives
Chinese chicken with cucumber
Half cup fluffy brown rice
Fresh fruit cup
Demi-tasse
MEN: Add another helping of chicken

GOOD NIGHTCUP
Before retiring, relax and enjoy one of these delicious hot drinks: Cup of instant protein broth, hot fortified tomato juice, hot cinnamon milk or hot herb tea with honey. Or if you like something cold—yogurt.

MID-AFTERNOON LIFT
Fortified tomato juice, fresh fruit, vegetable sticks, or glass of lean milk.

DINNER
Spring salad bowl
Broiled liver or large hamburger
Asparagus
Onions
Half cup mashed potatoes
Demi-tasse
MEN: Take a larger helping of liver

GOOD NIGHTCUP
Before retiring, one of these hot drinks: Instant protein broth, cinnamon milk, peppermint tea with honey.

EAT THE FOODS YOU LIKE BEST—MORE OFTEN

Eat what you like. If any of our menus appeals to you especially, you may eat it over and over. I am happy to see that many of my students like lean, chopped steak tartar and eat it several times a week. Others who have lean pocket-books eat the fortified hamburger frequently, and those who prefer an occasional dinner without meat enjoy a golden omelet repeatedly, or a good portion of baked soy beans; they are excellent and nutritious when mixed with a few broiled mushrooms.

If you are a fish lover, by all means eat fish often. Lean, broiled fish is an excellent protein dish. It has fewer calories than meat and is much cheaper; also, seafood contains some iodine which is so valuable for reducers. And I do hope most of you like liver. It really is a lean, lean wonder food. It need not be the expensive calf liver; the very inexpensive, nutritious lamb liver, served with onions or apples, is delicious.

Of course two of the cheapest and best sources of proteins are cottage cheese and that new, wonderful skim milk which dissolves instantly and has lost that chalky taste. Cottage cheese is a great favorite, and the protein in a three-dollar filet mignon is no better than the protein in thirty cents' worth of cottage cheese. As for skim milk powder—do you realize that just half a cup of this wonder food mixed in a quart of fresh skim milk gives you over 30 grams of the finest kind of protein? This is practically a whole day's supply for a small woman.

I cannot urge overweighters too often to make fortified lean skim milk a favorite standby, and here is an additional reason why: Scientists have discovered that adults often lack the enzymes to digest the sugar in milk (lactose) and that reason milk products fail to produce their full quota of calories. Do you see what that means? If you absorb only half the lactose from a glass of lean milk, yogurt or milk

(Continued on page 123)
10 DAY DIET continued from page 122

shake, you get only about instead of 110 calories.

Enjoy All These To Your Heart's Content

Soups
Bouillon
Clear lean soups
Jellied clear soups
Tomato bouillon
Jellied madrilene
Hammer Broth
Clear clam broth

Lean Drinks
Clear coffee
Café espresso
Chinese tea
Maté tea
Peppermint tea
Papaya-mint tea
Mineral water
Sparkling water
Licorice Fizz

Relishes
Old-fashioned dill pickles
Pickled onions
Green tomato pickles

The above foods can help to make your meals much more tasty and attractive. Try them all: they are non-fattening when used in customary amounts.

Your best friends, the lean green vegetables
Enjoy all you want: raw or short-cooked
Asparagus Celery
Beans, green Chard
Beet tops Cucumber
Broccoli unpeeled
Cabbage Dandelion greens
Cauliflower
The average portion of half a cup contains only about 12 food calories.
Beets Pickles, dill and sour
Brussels sprouts Sauerkraut
Carrots Spinach
Eggplant Turnip tops
Mincemeat Watercress
Leek Okra
Parsley Swiss chard
Peppers, green and red Turnips
The average portion of these vegetables contains only about 25 food calories.
The magic “uncooked” fruits Enjoy them: fresh or in honey compote
Cantaloupe Strawberries
Casaba melon Gooseberries
Cranberries Honeydew melon
Currants Lemons and limes
These are the “leanest” of all fruit.
Half a cup contains only about 25 food calories.
And here are some more fruits to make life lean and pleasant:
Apple juice, fresh Nectarines
Applesauce Oranges
Apricots, fresh Papayas
Blackberries Peaches
Blueberries Pears
Cherries Pineapple
Grapefruit, half Raspberry
Grapes Tangerines

(Continued on page 126)
How can we protect our children from LUNG-DAMAGING FUMES, DUST AND SMOG?

The answer to smog-borne irritants, germ-laden dust and polluted city air is here at last. It's a new Philco air conditioner with Activated Charcoal Filter—yes, for the first time a filter with the same ingredient used in gas masks to purify the air. That's why, more than ever, a Philco air conditioner is an investment in better health. In the hottest, most humid weather, it brings you cool comfort—eases the strain on your heart—helps young and old alike get restful sleep—brings amazing relief to many allergy sufferers. Get the full story now—write for a free booklet, "The Weather and Your Health".

GUARD AGAINST HEAT, DIRT AND SMOG WITH A PHILCO Air Conditioner


Mail Coupon Below for Free Booklet

Philco Air Conditioners, Dept. S-6
Post Office Box 570, New York 46, N. Y.

Send me, without obligation, your FREE booklet, "The Weather and Your Health."

Name ________________________________
Address ________________________________
City, State ________________________________

Mail this coupon today for your FREE booklet.

How to install plastic wall tile

Ready-to-use adhesive and lightweight tile make it an easy job

Plastic wall tile is light in weight, easy to cut and apply. It comes 4¼" square or 8½" square in a wide range of solid colors and marbleized patterns. To install it yourself you will need: a notched trowel, putty knife, spirit level, ruler and sponge. To estimate the number of tiles you need, multiply the length times the height of the area to be tiled. Subtract area of door or window openings. Add 5% for safe estimate.

Tiles are available at floor covering stores for about 75c a square foot.

1. Measure up from the floor the height of the wall space you wish to tile. Figure how many rows of 4¼" or 8½" tiles this will require. Mark height with pencil and draw a straight line across wall using a spirit level. This will be your top guide line, since you work from the top down when applying plastic wall tile. Use the spirit level again to draw a vertical guide line from center of top line to the floor.

2. Apply adhesive to notched trowel with putty knife. Recommended surfaces for plastic tile are: plaster, gypsum board, fiber board, concrete block above ground level and clay or glass tiles. Painted walls should be scored with a screwdriver or can opener down to the bare plaster to help adhesive grip wall tightly. (This step can be eliminated if walls are covered with an oil-base paint.)

3. Spread adhesive uniformly on clean wall with trowel. Do not cover more than 6 to 8 sq. ft. of wall at one time, since adhesive hardens after 30 minutes. Hold trowel at an 80 to 90 degree angle to wall. Slowly comb a wavy pattern of ridges on wall. Notches in trowel insure even coating of adhesive to make tile adhere firmly.
Apply regular 8½" square tiles to wall after top row of border tiles has been fitted in place. Press tiles to wall firmly, being careful not to slide on wall. Insert blade of putty knife between tiles as you set them to maintain an even joint, which will later be filled with adhesive.

Place top row of border tiles on adhesive with firm pressure on 4 corners. Start in center of wall so that end tiles in top row can be cut, if necessary, to the same size. Top edge of border tiles should fit just beneath level line drawn across the wall.

Apply adhesive to backs of base tiles and place them against the wall. Base tiles are molded in a curve to eliminate any dust-catching crevices between wall tile and floor.

Cement the joints between tiles with adhesive. If you fill them carefully, you’ll appreciate a professionally finished appearance. Adhesive dries white, does not yellow or discolor. Work adhesive into spaces between tiles with your fingers, and wash off excess with a wet sponge before it hardens (takes about 30 minutes, depending upon the amount of moisture in room).

Wash face of tile lightly with clean, wet sponge. This will leave a light film which can be removed easily after adhesive in joints hardens. Keep plastic tile walls clean with ordinary soap or detergent, water and a soft cloth. Plastic tile cleaners and polishes are available for restoring original gloss finish.

There are lots of good ways to polish apples...and lots of good ways to polish silver...and lots of good ways to polish mirrors...

...but there's only ONE GOOD WAY to polish floors...

REGINA

Polisher & Scrubber

America's Most Widely Used Polisher!

Many still giving trouble-free service after 25 years in use!

"Like having a handy man...all around the house!"

In handsome new driftwood and copper color combination

$64.50 only

plus excise tax

Ask your dealer for a free demonstration

Send Today for New FREE Booklet

The Regina Corporation, Rahway 39, N. J.

Please send me new free "Bulletin 444 — Care of Floors" and name of my nearest dealer.

NAME__________________________

STREET________________________

CITY__STATE____________________

In Canada: Switson Industries Ltd., Welland, Ontario

By makers of Regina Elecikbroom — lightweight vacuum for daily use
Look once—twice—forever
at these more-than-lifetime bathroom fixtures
in cast iron, formed steel, vitreous china!
Their smart, unfading shades will spark
each changing fashion. Their bright chrome fittings
serve you faithfully and well. Eljer, Division
of The Murray Corporation of America,
Three Gateway Center, Pittsburgh 22, Pennsylvania.

Half a cup of any of the above fruits contains only about 50 food calories.

Note: *P, and T. means "put on, take off", or, a light spread of butter.
Swiss coffee means hot, fresh coffee
and hot skimmed milk, half and half.
A "peppercorn" means a cool drink of fresh fruit or vegetable juice, orange,
apple, grape, tomato. Or a tall glass of
golden carrot and celery juice, fresh and
freshly, tinged with bright green of
parsley juice added at the last moment.

Finger-salad
Crisp carrot sticks, chilled radishes,
tender celery stalks, strips of green and
red peppers, fresh cauliflower chunks,
cool, unpeeled cucumbers, nutlike kohl-
rabi. Small ripe tomatoes stuffed with
cottage cheese. Serve with only a
shaker of vegetable salt.

Fortified tomato juice
Mix 1 tsp. instant celery-flavored yeast
into a 4 oz. glass of tomato juice (hot
or cold).

Lady Mendel compote
Cut in pieces all sorts of ripe berries
and fruits. Make a syrup of honey and
water (1 tsp. honey to 1 cup water).
Let it come to a boil and pour over the
fresh fruit. Cover at once. When cooled,
place in refrigerator to chill.

Fortified hamburger
1 lb. lean chopped beef
2 tbsp. wheat germ
½ cup water
1 ½ tbsp. non-fat dry milk
2 tbsp. chopped onions
2 tbsp. chopped parsley
1 tbsp. chopped celery
(optional)
Make into 4 flat patties and put into
frying pan, bottom covered with ½ tsp.
salt. Brown both sides. May also be put
in skillet slightly greased in order to
broil them, but make patties ¼ inch
thick for broiling.

Hausser broth
1 cup finely shredded celery,
leaves and all
1 cup finely shredded carrots
½ cup shredded spinach
1 tbsp. shreeded parsley
1 tbsp. vegetable salt

1 quart water
1 cup tomato juice
Put all shredded vegetables into the
quart of water, cover and cook slowly
for about 25 minutes; then add tomato
juice, vegetable salt and a pinch of
brown sugar. Let cool for a few min-
utes. Strain and serve.

Chinese chicken and cucumber
1 double chicken breast
2 ½ tbsp. soy sauce
1 small onion, chopped
½ tsp. powdered ginger
2 ½ tbsp. oil
1 ½ lb. mushrooms, sliced
1 lb. fresh peas, shelled
1 1/2 cup consomme
¼ cucumber, unpeeled
1 tbsp. cornstarch or vegetable
thickener
2 tbsp. water
Cut chicken into thin slices. Mix the
soy sauce, onion and ginger. Heat oil in
a frying pan. Add mushrooms and
cook, covered, for 5 minutes. Remove
and set aside. Place chicken mixture in
frying pan with peas and consomme.
Cover and cook 10 minutes. Add cu-
cumber, cut in half, lengthwise, then in
½ inch slices; combine cornstarch or
thicker and water and stir until
smooth. Add with mushrooms to chick-
ken and cook, covered 3 minutes.

Chinese pepper steak
1 lb. round steak
1 tsp. brown sugar
3 tbsp. soy sauce
2 tsp. soy or peanut oil
1 medium onion, sliced
2 cloves garlic, minced
4 stalks celery, cut in slices
2 green peppers, cut in small squares
1 tbsp. cornstarch or tsp. of
vegetable thickener
2 tbsp. water
Cut meat into thin slices. Mix with
brown sugar and soy sauce. Heat oil in
frying pan. Add onion and garlic and
cook until onion is golden. Add meat.
Cover and cook 8 minutes. Add vege-
tables, combine cornstarch or vege-
table thickener with water, stir until
smooth, and add. Cover and cook 12
minutes longer. Serve immediately
over brown rice.

TO: HOUSE & GARDEN'S READER SERVICE
420 LEXINGTON AVE., NEW YORK 17, N. Y.

Please send me a blueprint of the portable workshop (page 73). I en-
close 25¢.

NAME.

STREET.

CITY.

ZONE.

STATE.
GET SET FOR SUMMER  continued from page 107

Folding contour chaise stows compactly in closet when not in use. Tubular aluminum frame is fitted with woven plastic webbing in a choice of 8 colors. $29.95. Made by Sunray Chairs, Inc.

Folding camp chair is rugged enough to leave outdoors in any weather. Folds flat to only 4”. Frame is aluminum, seat and back are webbed in colored plastic. $9.95. By Adams Engineering Co., Inc.

Alum-A-Swing is a new version of the garden swing, now made of heavy gauge aluminum tubing. Operates on ball bearings. Seats and backs are plastic webbing. With duck canvas canopy, as shown, $99.95. Without canopy, 889. By Comfort-Craft.

SENSATIONAL NEWS FOR HOME OWNERS!

Choose a paint color...any color, any type paint...get your color, fresh-mixed automatically in seconds!

NEW HORIZONS IN HOME DECORATION!

For paint colors individually, personally yours, visit your Color Carousel Dealer soon. See the fabulous Automatic Color Carousel fresh-mix your colors in seconds! There's no "out of stock", no waiting, no extra cost! Ease of application and covering qualities of Color Carousel Paints are result of a century of pioneering. It has been "Standard for Quality for Over 100 Years!"

WRITE TODAY for name of nearest Color Carousel Dealer: Standard-Toch Chemicals, Inc., 2600 Richmond Terrace, Staten Island 3, N.Y., or 2606 Federal St., Chicago 16, Ill.

STANDARD-TOCH CHEMICALS, INC.
Standard for Quality for Over 100 Years

You get the exact color you want! You buy only what you need, because you can get the identical color again — a week, month or years later — with 100% color-matching accuracy!

You pick your shade...house paint, wall color, decorative enamel, etc. Dealer dials it on the Automatic Color Carousel. Your color is fresh-mixed in 30 to 90 seconds, no more!

Color Carousel Paints are amazingly easy to apply. Cover beautifully, dry fast...with no "painty" odor! Advanced "alkyd" or latex types...washable and long, long lasting!
HOW TO CHOOSE WINDOWS WISELY  continued from page 116

Packaged units include regular window, storm sash, screens and weatherstriping. They provide ample ventilation, lock automatically, are easily installed and can be removed for cleaning from inside.

Jalousies consist of series of narrow horizontal glass slats like Venetian blinds, operated from inside by crank. They open outward, shed water, and direct air up or down as desired. Screens, storm sash are inside.

Casements swing out and storm sash and screens are installed on the inside of the window. Windows are easy to clean if extension hinges are used.

Awning type windows hinge at top, swing out to shelter room, can be left open during rain. Install singly or in groups which open or close by crank.

Double-hung windows consist of panels that slide up and down in the window frame. (Springs or weights control movement.) Some models are removable for easy cleaning.

Horizontal sliding windows operate in sill tracks or on rollers. Unit includes two movable panels in sizes to standard door heights.

Table Invitation
to Luxurious Dining
SHADOW STRIPE
by ALICO

write for the name of your nearest dealer.

ATLANTIC LINEN IMPORTING COMPANY
37 West 37 Street, New York 18, N. Y.

If it's fine...it's Flintridge China

Chalice
An exquisite blending of traditional and modern design, CHALICE features graceful sprays of soft grey wheat on fine translucent ivory china. Available in standard shoulder or coupe shape... finished in gleaming platinum. $13.50 a five-piece place setting.

Write for your free, illustrated folder

HOUSF & GARDEN

write for the name of your nearest dealer.

Flame, charcoal, platinum, jade green, lime, caribbean gold, snow.

Elegant simplicity highlights these magnificent imported damask table cloths of combed cotton and lustrous rayon. In high shades from the House and Garden Color Palette. Dinner size cloth, about $5.00 at leading stores everywhere. Matching napkins available.

ATLANTIC LINEN IMPORTING COMPANY
37 West 37 Street, New York 18, N. Y.

If it's fine...it's Flintridge China

Chalice
An exquisite blending of traditional and modern design, CHALICE features graceful sprays of soft grey wheat on fine translucent ivory china. Available in standard shoulder or coupe shape... finished in gleaming platinum. $13.50 a five-piece place setting.

Write for your free, illustrated folder

FLINTRIDGE CHINA • 350-380 South Raymond, Pasadena 1, California • Dept. HGA
A WOMAN'S WONDER SINK

Wonderful the way Lustertone stays new looking year after year as no other sink can do... wonderful the way Lustertone cradles your finest china, reduces breakage and chipping... wonderful, too, the way Lustertone speeds your kitchen chores with its ever gleaming stainless steel surface that stays spotlessly clean without scouring or scrubbing. Now for the big surprise: Lustertone costs less than you think (less than ordinary sinks that chip, discolor and wear out) when you figure their repair and replacement costs.

ELKAY Lustertone is the only sink guaranteed to outlast your home! Ask your plumber or cabinet dealer about genuine Lustertone.

Regardless of kitchen design, color scheme or style of home, Lustertone fits right in. Blends with any decor — complements every color — never restricts future choice of kitchen colors. There is a model Lustertone sink to make your dreams come true—to fit any plan. Choose from 32 standard sink tops ranging from 39 inches to 12 feet, or get Lustertone custom-built in any size or shape. Investigate the fabulous new Sit-Down Sink available in peninsula and counter models, or Lustertone Sink Bowls that enhance any type of composition counter top. Send coupon today for more complete information.

ELKAY MANUFACTURING COMPANY
1880 South 54th Avenue, Chicago 50

Please send folder in full color showing the many styles of Lustertone lifetime sinks.

Name __________________________
Address ________________________
City ______________________ State ________
Have Fun Kitcheneering...

with the NEW
Rival KITCHENEER

combination GRINDER • CHOPPER
SHREDDER • SLICER • GRATER
with interchangeable base

Imagine!
this all-in-one Kitchen Wonder for only

$12.98

Now! Hundreds of exciting ways to delight your family and guests with tempting salads and tasty, money-saving meat dishes... easily... quickly. All with one versatile unit. Leads a double life-use it as a meat grinder! Change heads—it's a salad maker! Slices, grates or shreds. So relax, you're prepared now for "drop-in" friends or planned company. All this for so little money!

EASY TO CLEAN
Exclusive! Removable, silvery Magaloy® hopper for easy rinsing under the faucet!

NO LOST TIME
Changes with a flick of the wrist from meat grinder to salad maker and back again!

LIGHTWEIGHT! PORTABLE!
A Perfect Gift!

GRINDS
CUTS
CHOPS
SHREDS
SLICES
GRATING
MINCES
CRUMBS

IN HOUSE & GARDEN COLORS
RED, WHITE, YELLOW OR PINK

Models in Chrome or New Copper Touch Slightly Higher

Grind-O-Mat® $7.98 • Shred-O-Mat® $8.98
(Meat Grinder) (Salad Maker)

Have FUN Kitcheneering with these fine Rival products...

At your favorite store or write us!

RIVAL MANUFACTURING COMPANY
KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI

RIVAL MANUFACTURING COMPANY OF CANADA LTD. • MONTREAL
**Chicken liver paste**

1 pound chicken livers
1 onion
3/4 cup rendered chicken fat or melted butter
4 tablespoons grated onion
2 teaspoons salt
1/2 teaspoon pepper
1 1/2 teaspoons dry mustard
1/4 teaspoon anchovy paste
1 tablespoon brandy

Wash the livers carefully, removing any discolored areas. Place them in a saucepan with the onion and water to cover. Bring to a boil, cover and cook over low heat for 20 minutes. Drain completely and discard the onion. Grind the livers in a food chopper three times, or until very smooth. Add the chicken fat, grated onion, salt, pepper, mace, mustard, anchovy paste, and brandy. Mix together until completely smooth. Place the paste in a mold or attractive dish, pressing it down smooth. Place the paste in a mold or bowl. Chill. Serve with crusty French bread. Freshly ground pepper may be sprinkled on top. This is delicious as a cocktail spread.

**Coconut fish balls**

2 pounds halibut or red snapper
4 tablespoons butter
2 onions, chopped
2 cloves garlic, minced
1 cup grated coconut, fresh or dried
2 teaspoons salt
1/2 teaspoon pepper
1 tablespoon curry powder
2 eggs
3 tablespoons cold water
1/2 cup bread crumbs
1 cup shortening

Cut the fish away from the skin and bones. Melt 2 tablespoons butter in a skillet. Sauté the onions and garlic in it for 10 minutes. Remove onions. Melt remaining butter in the skillet. Brown the coconut in it. Watch carefully as it will burn quickly. Chop the fish or grind in a food chopper. Add the onions, coconut, salt, pepper and curry powder. Continue chopping until smooth. Add the eggs and water. Mix well. Form into walnut-sized balls. Roll lightly in the bread crumbs. Heat the shortening in a skillet and fry the balls in it over low heat until browned. Place a toothpick in each ball and serve hot. This quantity will make about 36 balls.

(Continue a batch of the fish balls and freeze them. Fry them when needed.)

**Meat pâté**

2 cups cooked chicken or veal
1/2 pound boiled ham

**Cold cream of cucumber soup**

3 tablespoons butter
2 tablespoons grated onion
4 cucumbers, peeled, seeded and sliced
2 tablespoons flour
3 cups chicken stock or canned chicken consommé
1 cup milk, scalded
1 cup heavy cream
2 tablespoons lemon juice
1/2 teaspoon salt
1/4 teaspoon white pepper
1/2 cup chopped cucumbers

Melt the butter in a saucepan. Add the onion and the 4 cucumbers. Cook over low heat for 10 minutes. Add the flour, stirring until smooth. Add the stock, stirring constantly until the boiling point. Add the milk. Cook over low heat 10 minutes. Add the cream, salt and pepper. Chill. Serve with the chopped cucumbers sprinkled on top.

**Cold beet soup**

8 beets, peeled, and halved or 4 cans julienne beets and their juice
3 quarts water (if canned beets are used reduce water to 2 quarts)
1 onion, finely chopped
1 tablespoon salt
3 tablespoons lemon juice
4 tablespoons sugar
2 eggs
1 1/2 cups sour cream

Combine the beets, water, onion and salt in a saucepan. Bring to a boil and cook over medium heat 45 minutes (if canned beets are used, cook 30 minutes). Add the lemon juice and sugar. Cook over low heat 15 minutes. Correct seasoning. Purée beets in an electric blender, or grate fine. Return to soup. Beat the eggs in a bowl. Gradually add 2 cups of the soup, beating steadily to prevent curdling. Return to soup, mixing well. Chill. When ready to serve, add half the sour cream, mix well. Float a tablespoon of the remaining sour cream on top of each serving. (The soup will keep for a week without the cream.)
YOU'LL WANT THIS AMAZING NEW
HARKERWARE
STONE CHINA

The modern two-purpose dinnerware the hottest ovens can't
tam; it's safe, too, from the harshest detergents. And its
registration certificate gives you one year replacement assur-
ance should it chip or crack! Stone China is open stock dinner-
ware in these House and Garden colors: Blue Mist, Shell Pink,
White Cap, and Seafare (hand-decorated). 16-piece Starter
Sets as low as $7.95 in the East.

Styled by
THE HARKER
POTTERY CO.
EAST LIVERPOOL, OHIO

INDOOR COOK BOOK continued from page 131

Berry soup

5 cups berries
1/2 cup sugar
1 tablespoon lemon juice
1 tablespoon flour
2 tablespoons cold water
1 cup heavy cream

Combine the berries, sugar and lemon juice in saucepan. Bring to a boil. Mix
the flour and water until smooth, and add. Cook over low heat 5 minutes.
Force through a sieve, or puree in an electric blender and strain. Chill. Add
cream and serve.

The piquant flavor of the berry soup will taste particularly good before
grilled pig's feet (see Outdoor Cook Book).

Strawberries, raspberries or blue-
berries can be used for this soup. It's
delicious served with cold chicken
sandwiches at a lazy Sunday lunch. The
dish will keep for days. Add the cream
when ready to serve.

Fresh pea soup

2 tablespoons butter
3 scallions (green onions) sliced
1 1/2 pounds green peas,
shelled, or 1 package frozen
3 cups chicken stock or
 canned chicken consomme
3 cups water
1 1/2 teaspoons salt
1/4 teaspoon pepper
1 stalk celery
1 bay leaf
2 sprigs parsley
1 egg yolk
1/2 cup heavy cream
2 tablespoons chopped parsley

Melt the butter in a saucepan. Add the
scallions. Sauté 5 minutes, but do not
allow to brown. Add the peas, stock,
water, salt, pepper, celery, bay leaf
and parsley. Bring to a boil and cook
over low heat 23 minutes. Discard cel-
ery, bay leaf and parsley. Purée the
pens in an electric blender or force
through a sieve. Beat the egg yolk and
cream together. Gradually add 2 cups
hot soup, heating steadily to prevent
curdling. Return to balance of soup.
Serve sprinkled with parsley.

(Pour hot soup into a tureen or
thermos jug and take it outdoors to
serve before baron of lamb (see Out-
door Cook Book). Prepare on a cool
day. Just reheat and add egg and cream
before serving.

MEAT

Chinese spareribs

6 tablespoons honey
6 tablespoons vinegar
1 tablespoon sugar
6 tablespoons soy sauce
2 cloves garlic, minced
1/2 teaspoon powdered ginger
1 1/2 cups stock or
2 bonillon cubes dissolved
in 1 1/2 cups boiling water
2 tablespoons sherry
3 pounds spareribs

Combine in a bowl the honey, vinegar,
sugar, soy sauce, garlic, ginger, stock
and sherry. Mix well. Cut the spare-
ribs into individual ribs and place
them in the bowl. Spoon the sauce over
the ribs for 3 minutes. Marinate at
room temperature for at least 3 hours,
basting frequently. If possible, mari-
nette overnight in the refrigerator. Re-
move the ribs from the marinade and
place them on a flat roasting pan. Roast
in a 350° oven for 1 hour. Pour off the
fat as it accumulates. At the same time,
baste the ribs with the marinade. When
properly roasted the ribs should be
crisp but not dried out. One 3-pound
rack of spareribs is enough for 6 peo-
ple as an appetizer. If it is to be served
as a main course, use 2 racks of spare-
ribs and serve with rice. The quantity
of marinade in this recipe will be suf-
cient for 2 racks.

Sukiyaki

4 tablespoons sesame oil
or salad oil
2 pounds sirloin steak,
cut into strips ¼" x 2".
1/2 cup stock or
1/2 bonillon cube dissolved
in 1/2 cup boiling water
3/4 cup soy sauce
1/4 cup sugar
1 tablespoon sherry
3 onions, sliced thin
1 cup sliced celery
1 cup sliced, canned bamboo shoots
2 pounds mushrooms, sliced thin
4 scallions (green onions), sliced
1 pound vermicelli,
boiled and drained

Heat the oil in a large frying pan. Add
the meat and brown on all sides. Com-
bine the stock, soy sauce, sugar and
sherry in a bowl. Add half of this mix-
ture to the meat, reserving the balance.
Place the meat to one side of the fry-
ing pan. Add the onions and celery and
cook over low heat for 3 minutes. Add
the remaining stock mixture, bamboo
(Continued on page 133)
shouts and mushrooms. Cook over low heat for 5 minutes. Add the scallions and cook for 1 minute. Place the vermicelli on one side of a platter and the sukiyaki on the other side and serve immediately. Note: In Japan, this dish is made at the table. This custom may be duplicated by preparing the sukiyaki in a chafing dish. It is very important to follow the cooking times specified, as the vegetables should be very crisp at the time they are served.

*Pot roast, Swedish style*

1 tablespoon salt  
½ teaspoon pepper  
5 pounds beef (eye round, cross rib or similar cut)  
2 tablespoons shortening  
3 onions, sliced  
3 carrots, sliced  
2 ¼ cups boiling water  
1 bay leaf  
3 allspice  
1 tablespoon corn syrup  
2 tablespoons cognac  
3 ginger snaps, crushed  
1 cup heavy cream

Combine the salt and pepper. Rub into the meat. Melt the shortening in a heavy skillet. Add the meat, onions and carrots. Cover over medium heat 3 hours or until meat is tender.

Remove meat. Strain gravy and keep separate until ready to use. Then add cream. Reheat and serve.

*Chicken with wine sauce*

2 ¾ pound chickens, disjointed  
4 cups water  
2 ½ teaspoons salt  
1 onion  
1 stalk celery  
3 sprigs parsley  
1 ½ cups white wine  
1 cup seedless raisins  
1 lemon, thinly sliced  
3 tablespoons butter  
2 tablespoons flour

Combine the chickens, water, salt, onion, celery and parsley in a saucepan. Bring to a boil; cover and cook over low heat 15 minutes. Melt the butter in a saucepan. Add flour, stirring until smooth. Gradually add the stock, stirring constantly until the boiling point.

Cook over low heat 5 minutes. Add wine and raisin mixture. Reheat chickens in sauce when ready to serve.

*Chicken diable*

1 tablespoon salt  
½ teaspoon freshly ground black pepper  
3 ½ pound broilers, split  
¾ pound butter, melted  
1 ½ cups bread crumbs  
3 tablespoons dry English mustard  
2 teaspoons paprika

Mix the salt and pepper together. Rub into the chickens. Place in a broiling pan skin side down and brush with butter. Broil in the infra-red broiler or regular broiler for 15 minutes. Baste frequently. Turn, skin side up, and broil 15 minutes. Mix the bread crumbs, mustard and paprika together. Dip chickens in it, coating them thoroughly. Return to broiler, sprinkle with melted butter, and broil 5 minutes on each side. Serve with sauce diable (see Outdoor Cook Book).

The chicken is served cold, so prepare when convenient.

*Tongue with raisin sauce*

1 6-pound picked tongue  
2 bay leaves  
1 onion  
2 stalks celery  
8 ginnesnaps, crushed  
1 cup water  
½ cup brown sugar  
½ cup cognac  
½ cup seedless raisins  
1 lemon, sliced thin  
¼ cup blanched almonds

Place the tongue, bay leaves, onion and celery in a saucepan with water to cover. Bring to a boil; skim the top. Cover and cook over medium heat 3 hours or until tongue is tender. Add boiling water as necessary to keep the tongue covered. Let tongue cool in liquid for one hour. Drain; remove skin and fatty parts.

Mix the ginger snaps and water until smooth. Add the sugar, vinegar, raisins and lemon. Bring to a boil. Slice the tongue and pour sauce over it, or reheat sliced tongue in the sauce.

(The tongue may be bought cooked, or you can cook it yourself. Serve hot or cold for sandwiches or cold cut platters and then with the raisin sauce as an indoor hot dish.)

**Seafood**

1 cup sifted flour  
1 teaspoon salt  
2 eggs, beaten  
1 ½ cups milk  
1 tablespoon melted butter  
2 tablespoons butter

(Continued on page 134)
INDOOR COOK BOOK
continued from page 133

(Prepare the pancakes and filling in the morning.) In an 8- or 9-inch butted casserole arrange alternate layers of the pancakes and seafood mixture starting and ending with the pancakes. Pour melted butter over it. Bake in a 350° oven 20 minutes. Cut in pie-shaped pieces and serve.

Sift flour and salt into a bowl. Add the eggs, milk, and melted butter, beating until smooth. Chill for one hour. Beat again. Melt 1 teaspoon butter in an 8-inch skillet. Pour about 2 tablespoons of the butter into it, turning the pan quickly to coat the bottom. Bake until delicately browned on both sides. Stack while preparing the balance, and add butter as necessary. Cover with a damp napkin and chill until ready to use. Now prepare the filling:

3 tablespoons butter
1/4 pound mushrooms, chopped
1 1/2 teaspoons salt
1/4 teaspoon pepper
3/2 pound cooked lobster, crabmeat or shrimp, fresh, frozen or canned
2 tablespoons bread crumbs
1 cup sour cream
2 tablespoons chopped parsley
2 tablespoons melted butter

Melt the butter in a skillet. Sauté the mushrooms in it for 5 minutes. Add the salt and pepper. Cook 15 minutes. Add the seafood, bread crumbs, sour cream and parsley. Chill until ready to use.

Curried fish
12 thin slices salmon, cut in half
4 teaspoons salt
1 teaspoon pepper
1/4 cup olive or salad oil
6 large onions, sliced in thin rings
3 tablespoons curry powder
1/2 teaspoon dried ground chili peppers
1 cup seedless raisins
2 tablespoons sugar
1 teaspoon turmeric
3 cups vinegar

Wash and dry the salmon. Mix 1 teaspoon of the salt with the pepper and sprinkle the fish with it. Heat the oil in a skillet and brown the fish in it on both sides. Remove the fish and let cool. Add 4 onions to the oil remaining in the pan and fry until brown. Combine 2 tablespoons of the curry powder, the chili peppers, raisins, sugar and turmeric. Add 3 tablespoons of the vinegar and mix well. Arrange several successive layers of fish, fried onions and the spice mixture in a bowl or jar. Combine the remaining onions, vinegar, salt and curry powder in a saucepan. Boil for 15 minutes. Pour over layers of fish and allow to cool for 1 hour. Cover and keep in refrigerator at least 2 days before using. Prepared this way, fish will keep about 2 weeks. Serve cold as an appetizer.

Cold boiled lobster
Swedish style
3 live lobsters
4 quarts boiling water
3 tablespoons salt
12 springs dill
1/2 cup olive oil
2 tablespoons wine vinegar
1 1/4 teaspoons white pepper
1/4 teaspoon sugar

(The lobsters may be bought cooked, but some of the dill flavor will be missing. However, you can produce the additional flavor by using chopped dill sprinkled over the cooked lobster. The recipe will use uncooked lobsters, which may be cooked early in day.)

Plunge the lobsters into the boiling water. Add the salt (reserving 1 teaspoon) and 9 springs dill. Cover and cook over medium heat 20 minutes. Let cool in stock. Split lobsters, and remove veins. Chill. Beat the olive oil, vinegar, mustard, pepper, sugar, and remaining salt together. Chop remaining dill and add. When ready to serve, arrange lobsters on a platter. Garnish with hard-cooked eggs, lettuce, black olives and sliced lemon. Pour dressing over lobsters.

(Continued)
VEGETABLES

Summer squash in sour cream

6 yellow squash (3 pounds)
2 tablespoons rice
2 teaspoons salt
2 tablespoons lemon juice
1 tablespoon sugar
3 tablespoons butter
1/2 cup sour cream

Scrape the squash; slice very thin. Place in a heavy saucepan; cover and cook over low heat 10 minutes. (There should be some liquid from the squash in the saucepan now. If not add 2 tablespoons water.) Add the rice, salt, lemon juice, sugar and butter. Cover and cook over low heat 45 minutes. Mash until smooth. Add the sour cream. Cook 5 minutes. Put the squash in a thermos jug and serve with stuffed lamb chops (see Outdoor Cook Book).

Prepare the squash the day before it is to be served, or early in the day. The flavor improves when reheated. The smaller the squash, the better the flavor.

Riz vert

1/2 cup olive oil
2 stalks celery, sliced
6 scallions (green onion) chopped
2 cloves garlic, minced
1/2 pound spinach, chopped
1/2 carrots, grated
2 cups rice
4 cups hot chicken stock or canned consommé
2 teaspoons salt
1/2 teaspoon freshly ground black pepper
3 tablespoons butter
3 tablespoons chopped parsley
1/2 cup grated Parmesan cheese

Heat the olive oil in a saucepan. Add the celery, scallions, garlic, spinach and carrots. Cook over low heat for 20 minutes stirring occasionally. Add the rice. Cook for 5 minutes, stirring almost constantly. Add the consommé, salt and pepper. Mix gently. Cover and cook over low heat 20 minutes, or until rice is tender. Add the butter and parsley. Mix lightly. Serve with the cheese.

The rice is perfect with the liver steak (see Outdoor Cook Book). Place it in a casserole and reheat on the open fire.

Baked bean casserole

3 cans (#1) baked beans
4 green peppers, thinly sliced
4 onions, thinly sliced
6 tomatoes, thinly sliced
1 1/2 teaspoons salt
3/4 teaspoon freshly ground black pepper
2 teaspoons sugar

In a greased casserole, arrange layers of beans, green peppers, onions and to­

tatoes. Sprinkle the tomato layers with

Hungarian potato casserole

3 tablespoons shortening
2 onions, sliced
1 tablespoon flour
1 tablespoon paprika
2 cups water
2 tablespoons tomato paste
1 clove garlic, minced
2 teaspoons salt
6 potatoes, peeled and sliced
1/4 cup heavy cream

Melt the shortening in a casserole. Sauté onions in it for 10 minutes. Sprinkle the flour and paprika on it, stirring until smooth. Add the water, stirring constantly until the boiling point. Add the tomato paste, garlic, salt and potatoes. Cover and cook over low heat 20 minutes. Add cream. Cook 10 minutes or until potatoes are tender. If desired, the casserole may be baked instead of cooked over direct heat. Complete baking time is 50 minutes in a 350° oven.

Serve with garlic chicken, or with braised corned beef (see Outdoor Cook Book).

SALADS

Caesar salad

1 cup olive oil
6 slices white bread, trimmed and cubed
3 cloves garlic, minced
3 heads romaine lettuce, washed, drained and chilled
6 anchovies, minced
1/2 teaspoon dry mustard
1/2 teaspoon coarsely ground black pepper
1 teaspoon salt
1/2 cup wine vinegar
1 egg, boiled 1 minute
1/4 cup grated Parmesan cheese

Heat 1/2 cup of the oil in a skillet. Add the croutons and garlic. Sauté until brown. Set aside. Break the lettuce into 2 inch pieces, discarding any dis­
colored or tough pieces. Place in a large bowl. Add the anchovies, mus­
tard, pepper, salt, and the remaining oil. Toss with two spoons until the lettuce is well coated. Add the vinegar and toss. Add the cheese and toss. Add the croutons before serving. Note: Caesar salad is served as a first course.

The salad is delicious before al­
together. The top layer should be tomatoes. Bake in a 350° oven 35 minutes. Delicious with any outdoor dish, but particularly with deviled pork chops (see Outdoor Cook Book).

(Arrange layers in morning. Just heat and serve.)

Your favorite music comes to life with this breath-taking high fidelity!

Now, hear all the music on your records—from the playful lift of the piccolo to the mellow tones of the cello—just as the artists recorded it! Stromberg-Carlson “Custom 400” high fidelity is specially designed and built to bring you the full tonal range of all your records—so life­like you can almost reach out and touch the artists!

This is true high fidelity, produced in the fine tradition of Stromberg­Carlson, an established leader in quality music reproduction for the home.

And you can bring “Custom 400” beauty into your home in a variety of physical forms: The components may be assembled in fine cabinets; or built into your home; or used as replacement parts to modernize a cherished old radio­phonio cabinet. Your dealer will gladly explain how easily you can have “Custom 400.” Mail the coupon for his name and descriptive literature.
Tropical salad
1 honeydew, peeled and cubed
1 orange, peeled and diced
1 avocado, peeled and sliced thin
2 peaches, peeled and diced
1 cup French dressing
¼ cup currant jelly, melted

Combine the honeydew, orange, avocado and peaches in a bowl. Mix the dressing and jelly together and pour over the fruit. Chill for one hour. Serve with crisp lettuce or endive.

Cucumber aspic
4 cucumbers, peeled and sliced
¾ cup white wine
1 ¾ cups cold water
2 tablespoons chopped onion
1 ½ teaspoons salt
1 ½ teaspoon white pepper
2 tablespoons gelatin
1 cucumber, unpeeled and sliced thin

Combine the 4 cucumbers, ½ cup wine, ¾ cup water and the onion in a saucepan. Cook over low heat 15 minutes. Force through a sieve. Add the salt and pepper. Soak the gelatin in the remaining water for 5 minutes. Add to the hot mixture, stirring until dissolved. Add remaining wine. Arrange the cucumber slices in a lightly oiled mold. Pour the gelatin mixture over it. Chill until firm. Carefully unmold. Serve with 1 cup mayonnaise, mixed with ¼ cup whipped cream.

Delicious with fish in foil (see Outdoor Cook Book).

Chicken and corn salad
3 cups diced boiled chicken
2 cups cooked or canned corn kernels
6 tomatoes, cubed
3 green peppers, minced
3 cups mayonnaise
1 teaspoon salt
½ teaspoon pepper
Lettuce leaves
3 hard-cooked eggs, quartered

Combine the chicken, corn, tomatoes, green peppers, 1 cup of the mayonnaise, salt and pepper. Mix gently but thoroughly. Arrange the lettuce leaves on a platter or individual plates. Heap the chicken mixture on it and smooth out as evenly as possible. Cover with the remaining mayonnaise. Arrange the quartered eggs around it. If desired, radishes and olives may be placed around the salad. Chill and serve very cold.

Smart idea:
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of the coal bed. Actually, you'll seldom find it necessary to add fuel for an average family meal.

A good firebox is essential for controlling temperature. The best sort is one that can be raised and lowered. If, for instance, you are cooking rare steak, raise the firebox so the coals are 3 to 4 inches from the meat; for medium well-done steak, 5 to 6 inches. For pork or veal you should maintain low even heat for long cooking, with the meat about 6 inches from the coals.

For roasting meats outdoors, you'll find it helpful to have a thermometer fixed to one of the meat prongs. The best heat for roasting on a spit varies from 275° to 325°.

Meat thermometers that are inserted into the flesh of the roast are very helpful. There are excellent ones available that register from 0 to 220 degrees. But if you follow the rules set down by most authorities, you will get overdone meat nearly every time. Experiment on your own, remembering that meat cooks after it is removed from the spit, gaining several degrees of internal temperature. Plan to remove your roast from the heat 15 to 30 minutes before carving. The juices settle and the texture is firmer and easier to slice.

If you want additional crust on a roast, bird, or steak, you can raise the fire at the very end of the cooking so that the meat is almost enveloped in flame for a short time. I know one authority who actually burns wild ducks, chickens and turkeys at the end of the cooking to burn off excess fat.

Keep a sprinkler bottle of water handy to spray the fire if it flames up.

TERRACE  continued from page 90

To obtain pattern for building the terrace on page 91, fill out and mail this coupon.

HOUSE & GARDEN DEPT TP, GREENWICH, CONN.

Please send (_________) Pattern #HG 591 Terrace Paving @ 50¢.

I enclose $_________ in cash or money order (not stamps).

NAME______________________________

STREET_____________________________

CITY_________ ZONE_________ STATE____

new decorated patterns
in melamine

Designed for living... with carefree, lasting beauty

GUARANTEED 2 FULL YEARS AGAINST BREAKAGE

ANGLES ... a fresh, versatile pattern* with angular designs in subtle tones of Texas gold, pink, turquoise and black on bone-white. The delicate colors of the design are echoed in cups, bowls, and service pieces. Pattern is molded in... will not wash off or fade. Also available in six other designs.

*By Philip M. Brody, Associate I.D.A., designer.

Lyon Metal Products, Incorporated
Dept. 55, 660 Monroe Ave., Aurora, Illinois

Please send me a copy of your 16 page booklet in full color on Lyon Steel Kitchens. Enclosed is 15¢ to cover mailing cost. (No stamps, please)

SEND for Helpful Booklet

Texas-Ware
Molded Dinnerware

Beautiful Colors!

Write for free illustrated folder. Texas Ware Division, Dept. HG6, 825 Trunk Avenue, Dallas, Texas.
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APPETIZERS

Miniature hamburgers
Buy ground sirloin, ground rump or ground round steak. Season with dry mustard, grated onion or garlic, salt, pepper and a dash of Worcestershire sauce. Form into bite-size hamburgers and arrange on skewers. Grill quickly.

Broiled shrimp
Soak raw shrimp (peeled or unpeeled) in olive oil flavored with oregano, garlic, salt and pepper to taste. Arrange on skewers and broil. These will take about 5 minutes. If you leave the shrimp unpeeled, supply your guests with plenty of paper napkins.

FROM THE GRILL

Tourneados
Tourneados are slices cut from the very heart of beef tenderloin and wrapped with strips of suet or salt pork. They are very expensive; they are very delicate; they are the perfect grilled meat for an elegant outdoor dinner party. You can order them cut from 1 to 3 inches thick, depending on the size of your pocketbook and the appetites of your guests.

Grill tourneados carefully over a low flame. They should be nicely browned on the outside, but rare in the center. Serve them with Sauce Bearnaise, crinsly sauteed potatoes and a great dish of fresh green peas cooked just until done, drenched with melted butter (sweet butter is best) and seasoned with salt and freshly ground pepper. If you are fortunate enough to have your own garden and the peas are ready, gather them at the last minute. Then pass out handfuls of them to your guests and ask them to shell the peas while they have their first cocktail. They won't mind this bit of work in view of the treat to come; for peas, like corn, should be eaten as soon after picking as possible. Cook young garden peas in very little water. Let them simmer gently and give them only a few minutes.

Gazpacho (see Indoor Cook Book) would make an excellent first course for this dinner.

Stuffed veal chops
Select good thick chops of the palest veal you can find and have the butcher cut pockets in them. Stuff each pocket with a tablespoon of chopped green onions and 1 or 2 thin slices of prosciutto. Fasten securely with toothpicks. Veal must be well done, so grill it very slowly until it is cooked through and tender. Season to taste as you cook with salt and freshly ground black pepper.

OUTDOOR COOK BOOK
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These chops go well with tiny new potatoes steamed in a generous amount of sweet butter. Just before you remove the potatoes from the pan, season them well with salt and pepper, ladle some heavy cream over them and add a dash of dill. Heat these through thoroughly and serve piping hot.

Stuffed lamb or mutton chops
Buy thick lamb or mutton chops and have the butcher cut a pocket in each one. Into each pocket put 1 tablespoon of chopped chives and a few chopped leaves of tarragon (or ½ teaspoon dried tarragon) bound together with a little soft butter. Broil them over a hot even bed of coals until they are crispy brown on the outside but still rare in the center. Season to taste with salt and freshly ground black pepper as they cook.

Serve these hearty chops with new potatoes, new green peas and crisp French bread toasted and buttered.

Stuffed breast of lamb
For those who like to gnaw on crunchy bones, breast of lamb can be as tasty as spareribs. Select the leanest you can find. The major fault of this cut is an excess of fat, and lamb fat is not very good tending. Rub the pieces of meat thoroughly with a cut clove of garlic, salt and pepper and grill as you would spareribs, very slowly. They should be well done and crusty, with most of the fat cooked away. Baste them during the cooking process with garlic butter.

Pepper hash (see Indoor Cook Book) would go well with this lamb dish.

Marinated chicken
Buy broiling chickens, allowing ½ chicken per serving. Soak the chicken halves in a marinade of equal parts of red wine and soy sauce seasoned with a little grated ginger and crushed garlic. Let the chicken stand in this marinade for 2 to 3 hours, before grilling, turning it now and then to be sure it is thoroughly basted.

When you are ready to cook them, arrange the chicken halves on the grill, bone side to the heat. They should be about 4 inches from the coals. Cook them for 10 to 15 minutes before turning. Brush them with some of the marinade during the cooking process. Toward the last, turn them several times to get an even glaze. Do not overcook; for chicken can become very dry if too done. Test at the leg joint to see if the juice still runs red. If it does, the chicken needs more cooking.

Turkey breasts
Buy turkey breast at a poultry-in-parts store. You will have to judge the amount from the size of the turkey.

(Continued on page 139)
Generally speaking, a hungry man can easily consume ½ breast from a small turkey.

Chop rosemary (or use dried rosemary) and parsley together, and bind them with soft butter. Cut slits in the flesh of the turkey breasts, making quite a few incisions. Fill the slits with the herbed butter. Arrange the pieces of turkey on the grill, bone side to the flame and cook as you would broiled chicken. Baste during the cooking with melted butter and season to taste with salt and pepper. Be sure you do not over-cook the turkey breasts or they will be dry and tasteless. Note: if the breasts are very large, slit them and roast, basting frequently with melted butter.

Try Caesar salad as a first course (see Indoor Cook Book).

Kidneys flamed with gin

Buy whole veal kidneys, one per serving. Remove most of the fat and place two kidneys on each skewer. Grill over hot coals until browned on the outside but still rare in the center. Remove the kidneys from the skewers and slice them. Sauté mushrooms (allow ¾ pound for each serving) and green onions (one for each serving) in butter. Add the sliced kidneys and pour over this ½ ounce of gin per serving. Blaze the gin. When the flame has died down, season to taste with salt and pepper and add a liberal amount of heavy cream. Heat thoroughly, and serve.

Liver steak, Bearnaise

Buy a large slice of calf’s liver—about 1 inch thick. Season it with salt and pepper, brush with butter, and grill it quickly over hot coals. It should be crusty and brown on the outside but pink in the center. Serve it with Bearnaise sauce (page 101).

Riz verte would be excellent with this liver steak (see Indoor Cook Book).

Fish in foil

Delicate small whole fish or filets of fish can be cooked in foil at the outdoor grill. Simply season to taste with salt and pepper and brush well with butter. Then wrap the fish or filet in a piece of foil. Be sure the fish is thoroughly encased and the ends of the foil are tucked in well. Place the fish in foil directly on the hot coals or on the grill. Small fish or filets take little time to cook. Generally speaking they should be done in 5 to 8 minutes.

Cucumber aspic goes well with all grilled fish (see Indoor Cook Book).

Liver steak. Bearnaise (Continued on page 140)
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Deviled dishes

Devilling, originally an English cooking process, has become popular on the Continent and in this country. Food prepared in this manner is removed from the broiler shortly before done, rolled thoroughly in seasoned buttered crumbs, and then returned to the broiler to finish cooking. It is especially tasty when served with a sauce diable (page 101). Here are suggestions:

Grilled pigs' feet

This dish takes a little advance preparation, but it is well worth it. When you shop for pigs' feet, try to find the long ones. They are meatier. Allow 1 per serving. Wrap each one in cotton material and tie it securely. Into a large kettle put an onion stuck with cloves, 2 cloves of garlic, a bay leaf, salt and a little vinegar, the pigs' feet and water enough to cover. Bring this to a boil, then turn down the flame and simmer for 5 hours. Remove the pigs' feet, unwrap them and place them in a bowl. Strain the broth and pour it over them. Let them cool.

When you are ready to grill the pigs' feet, dip each one in beaten egg and then roll it in crumbs. Grill over hot coals until nicely browned and heated through. Serve with sauce diable (page 101). Try berry soup as a first course (see Indoor Cook Book).

Deviled lamb shanks

When you buy the lamb shanks, try to get the meatiest. Allow one per serving. You will need to parboil these and you will need a very large kettle for lamb shanks take up a great deal of room. Into the kettle put 2 cloves of garlic, 1 onion, a few sprigs of parsley, 1 or 2 teaspoons of oregano, salt, and enough water to cover the lamb shanks. Bring this to a boil and plunge in the meat. Return it to the boil, lower the flame and skim off any scum that comes to the surface. Then cover the pan and simmer slowly until the shanks are tender. This should take about 1/2 hours. Remove the shanks from the liquid, strain the broth, pour it over the lamb and let it cool.

When you are ready to grill, dip each shank in egg and then roll it in seasoned crumbs. Grill until the crumbs are crusty and the meat hot through. Serve with sauce diable (page 101).

Deviled lamb cutlets

Grill the cutlets over a hot even bed of coals until almost done. Then remove them from the grill and roll them in fine crumbs, well seasoned and heavily buttered, pressing the crumbs in thoroughly. Continue cooking until the crumbs are crusty and brown and the meat done to your satisfaction. Serve with sauce diable (page 101).

Add EXALGAE® to your swimming pool water:

- Destroys slime and algae- cling immediately.
- Prevents further plant growth.
- Less water changing—saves money.
- Helps prevent slippery pool bottom.
- Can't harm pool finish.
- Guaranteed colorless, odorless, non-poisonous.
- Harmless to skin and eyes.
- Four gallons protect average-size swimming pool all summer.

Today—write for free folder “Pool Water Stays Clean”—please include your pool's dimensions.

INERTOL CO., INC.
140 Frelinghuysen Ave., Newark 5, N. J.

STOP
Moisture Damage
in Your Basement!

Keep your basement dry. The Kelvinator Air Drier, operated by electricity, removes up to three gallons of water from the air every 24 hours. No more rust, mold, swelling paint, musty odors, warping woodwork or floors. Call your Kelvinator Dealer—listed in your phone book under electric appliances.

Kelvinator Air Driers
Dept. 9, Columbus 13, Ohio
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Deviiled pork chops

Pork needs thorough cooking, and the chops must be grilled slowly. Allow plenty of time. When they seem almost done to you, remove them from the grill and cover them with well seasoned, buttered crumbs, pressing the crumbs into the meat. Continue grilling until the chops are thoroughly done and the crumbs crisp. Serve with sauce diable (page 101).

Baked bean casserole would go well with these pork chops (see Indoor Cook Book).

FROM THE SPIT

Stuffed baby turkey

Have your turkey cleaned and prepared for stuffing. Allow about 1 cup of stuffing per pound of turkey. The average size baby turkey will take about 5 cups. To make the stuffing cook 1 1/2 cups of ground veal and 1 1/2 cups of ground ham in a little butter or bacon fat until nicely browned. Add to this 1 1/2 cups of toasted crumbled bread crumbs, 1 1/2 cups of cooked rice and 1 cup of chopped pistachio nuts. Season to taste with salt and pepper and moisten with 2 eggs slightly beaten and 1/2 cup of cognac or Bourbon. Stuff the bird with this mixture, sew it up, truss it and roast it carefully, being sure it is well-balanced. Rub it on the outside with butter and roast until nicely browned on the outside and tender and juicy. Test with a fork at the thigh joint as you do for chicken. Baste during the cooking process with a little melted butter and season to taste with salt and pepper just before the bird is done.

Serve this stuffed turkey with a barley and mushroom casserole and a good dry red wine.

Try sorrel soup as a first course (see Indoor Cook Book).

Roast young lamb

This succulent dish, popular with Italians, has been neglected in this country. You will have to place your order for baby lamb in advance, as your butcher undoubtedly does not keep it on hand. Have it dressed, ready for cooking, and delivered with the liver and heart.

Rub the lamb well with salt and pepper and a cut clove of garlic. Not too much garlic, however, as the meat is very delicate in flavor. It is wise to tie some thin strips of salt pork on the saddle and the legs to keep the skin from getting too done during the cooking. Tie the front legs together under the saddle and the legs to keep the skin from getting too done during the cooking. Tie the front legs together under the body and let the hind legs stand straight out in back. Spit it carefully so that the lamb will stay in position and be properly balanced during the roasting. Roast over a medium bed of coals, brushing frequently with mixture.

(Continued on page 141)
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Deviiled pork chops

Pork needs thorough cooking, and the chops must be grilled slowly. Allow plenty of time. When they seem almost done to you, remove them from the grill and cover them with well seasoned, buttered crumbs, pressing the crumbs into the meat. Continue grilling until the chops are thoroughly done and the crumbs crisp. Serve with sauce diable (page 101).

Baked bean casserole would go well with these pork chops (see Indoor Cook Book).

FROM THE SPIT

Stuffed baby turkey

Have your turkey cleaned and prepared for stuffing. Allow about 1 cup of stuffing per pound of turkey. The average size baby turkey will take about 5 cups. To make the stuffing cook 1 1/2 cups of ground veal and 1 1/2 cups of ground ham in a little butter or bacon fat until nicely browned. Add to this 1 1/2 cups of toasted crumbled bread crumbs, 1 1/2 cups of cooked rice and 1 cup of chopped pistachio nuts. Season to taste with salt and pepper and moisten with 2 eggs slightly beaten and 1/2 cup of cognac or Bourbon. Stuff the bird with this mixture, sew it up, truss it and roast it carefully, being sure it is well-balanced. Rub it on the outside with butter and roast until nicely browned on the outside and tender and juicy. Test with a fork at the thigh joint as you do for chicken. Baste during the cooking process with a little melted butter and season to taste with salt and pepper just before the bird is done.

Serve this stuffed turkey with a barley and mushroom casserole and a good dry red wine.

Try sorrel soup as a first course (see Indoor Cook Book).

Roast young lamb

This succulent dish, popular with Italians, has been neglected in this country. You will have to place your order for baby lamb in advance, as your butcher undoubtedly does not keep it on hand. Have it dressed, ready for cooking, and delivered with the liver and heart.

Rub the lamb well with salt and pepper and a cut clove of garlic. Not too much garlic, however, as the meat is very delicate in flavor. It is wise to tie some thin strips of salt pork on the saddle and the legs to keep the skin from getting too done during the cooking. Tie the front legs together under the saddle and the legs to keep the skin from getting too done during the cooking. Tie the front legs together under the body and let the hind legs stand straight out in back. Spit it carefully so that the lamb will stay in position and be properly balanced during the roasting. Roast over a medium bed of coals, brushing frequently with mixture.

(Continued on page 141)
of oil and white wine. Unlike older lamb, this baby lamb should be fairly well done—just past the pink stage. It should cook in about 12 to 15 minutes per pound. If you have a meat thermometer, insert it in the fleshiest part of the leg; when it registers 160 degrees the lamb should be done.

Remove the lamb from the spit and arrange it on a large carving board on top of a bed of sliced potatoes fried crisp and brown in goose fat. While the lamb is cooking, slice the liver and heart and sauté them quickly in butter. Toj) of a bed of sliced potatoes fried crisp and brown in goose fat. While the lamb is cooking, slice the liver and heart and sauté them quickly in butter. Season to taste with salt and pepper and serve them with the lamb.

Variation
You may like to stuff the lamb before you spit it and roast it. Chop the liver, heart and kidneys very fine. Sauté 2 large onions, finely chopped, in 6 table­spoons of butter until they are just soft. Add the giblets and sauté quickly until browned. Remove from the pan and put 1 pound of ground pork in the skillet to cook slowly. Add this to the giblet mixture, and also 1 ½ cups of dry bread crumbs, salt to taste, 1 tea­spoon of freshly ground black pepper, 1 teaspoon of thyme, 1 teaspoon of tarragon and 1 cup of chopped pistachio or pine nuts. Blend together and add 2 eggs lightly beaten.

Stuff the baby lamb with this and sew it up. Allow 20 to 25 minutes ad­ditional cooking time. If you use a meat thermometer, the internal temperature should be the same as for unsluffed baby lamb.

Marinated pickle slices would be excellent with this baby lamb (see Indoor Cook Book).

Baron of lamb
If you prefer to use the baron of baby lamb, tie the legs together at the knuckle and spit the meat through the saddle into the legs. Balance it well. Season as for whole baby lamb, and put a bouquet of fresh herbs—parsley, basil and tarragon—between the legs. Roast as for baby lamb.

Fresh pea soup would be a good choice for a first course with this roast lamb (see Indoor Cook Book).

Capretto: roast young kid
Baby kid is even more of a rarity in this country than baby lamb, but can be found sometimes in the Italian markets. If it is available, it is a treat that can hardly be surpassed. Rub the kid well with garlic and olive oil inside and out. Put a few sprigs of basil or some dried basil leaves inside the ani­mal and sprinkle it on the skin. Split it as you would a baby lamb and roast it for the same length of time, basting during the cooking with a mixture of olive oil and lemon juice.

Serve baby kid with crisp sautéed potatoes or a casserole of rice, and broccoli dressed with oil and garlic. A chilled bottle of good rose wine adds the final touch of elegance.

VEGETABLES
Zucchini
Cut young zucchini squash into very thin slices, uniform in size. Dredge them with flour and fry them at 365 degrees until nicely browned. Drain on absorbent paper and season to taste with salt and pepper. These are es­pecially good with barbecued meats.

Pepper rings
Select perfect sweet green or red peppers. Seed them and cut them into thin rings. Soak the pepper rings in ice water for 1 hour, dry them and dip them in flour. Fry at 365 degrees until brown and crisp. Drain and season to taste with salt and pepper.

Cooked in foil
Unpeeled potatoes and onions may be wrapped tightly in foil and roasted in the coals or on the grill. When they are soft they are cooked through. Remove the foil, split them in half and serve with plenty of butter, salt and pepper.

The potatoes may be served with sour cream, crumbled bacon and chopped chives.

VEGETABLES FROM THE STOVE
Potatoes with cream
Steam new potatoes in plenty of butter in a skillet with a tight-fitting cover. Season with salt and freshly ground pepper and just before you take them up, pour plenty of heavy cream over them. Heat this through and serve.

Variations
1. In place of the cream add a goodly amount of chopped chives and parsley. Cook a minute or so longer and serve.
2. Add a tablespoon (or more, according to taste) of curry powder to the butter in which you cook the potatoes. Serve with crisp French fried onion rings.
3. Cook the potatoes and season them with salt and pepper and serve them

Water Clings and Cleans!
from a faucet with Spring-Flo Aerator
Water is transformed by a faucet with Spring-Flo. Comes from the tap in a higher-velocity bubbly stream that clings and spreads, instead of splashing! The bubbly stream dissolves and mixes soaps and detergents more thoroughly.

Makes suds aplenty—washes cleaner, rinses more efficiently!

LOOKS, TASTES BETTER
Millions of tiny air bubbles completely aerate, replenish lost oxygen. Trap clouding gases, off-tastes, odors, then flow and vanish—leaving water crystal-spring clear, mountain-stream fresh!

Leading faucets are Spring-Flo equipped. Ask your plumber!
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Cold coffee soufflé

1 1/2 tablespoons gelatin
1/2 cup cold strongly brewed coffee
1 1/2 cups hot strongly brewed coffee
2 1/2 cup sugar
1 1/2 cups creamed cottage cheese
2 egg yolks, beaten
3 tablespoons brandy
2 cups heavy cream
2 egg whites
Dash salt

Combine the gelatin with the cold coffee, and let soften for 3 minutes. Add hot coffee and sugar, and stir until gelatin is completely dissolved. Let cool for 30 minutes. Place over ice or cold water and beat with a rotary beater 5 minutes. Force cheese through a sieve. Add the egg yolks and brandy, and beat thoroughly. Use electric or rotary mixer for at least 5 minutes. Add gelatin mixture and mix again. Whip the cream; fold into the cheese mixture. Batter a 1-quart soufflé dish. Butter a doubled band of waxed paper, and tie it around the top of the soufflé dish, so that it extends about 2 inches above the edge. Beat the egg whites with salt until stiff but not dry. Fold them into the cheese mixture carefully. Pour mixture into the soufflé dish. Chill for at least 4 hours. To serve, remove band carefully and decorate the top with whipped cream.

Strawberry roll

5 egg yolks
1/2 cup sugar
1/2 cup sifted flour
5 egg whites
2 cups sliced strawberries
2 cups whipped cream

Grease a jelly roll pan; line with waxed paper and grease again. Beat the egg yolks well. Add 1/4 cup sugar, beating until light. Add the flour. Mix well. Preheat oven to 400°. Beat the egg whites until stiff, but not dry. Fold into the yolk mixture carefully but thoroughly. Pour into pan. Bake 10-12 minutes, or until a cake tester comes out clean. Sprinkle top with sugar and turn out onto a piece of waxed paper. Peel off paper in which it was baked. Roll cake up carefully. Chill. Sprinkle remaining sugar on the berries. Fold into whipped cream. Unroll the cake, spread with cream and roll. Chill and serve.

Coming in July:

Complete Onion Cook Book

By Eloise Davison

ON YOUR NEWSSTANDS

JUNE 16
Louis XIV ever did at Versailles and, being critical, they will have to be convinced that they will get better value before they commit themselves to buying any mass-made house.

However, the history of mass production in this country has been that it has constantly created better value. It has been a continuously upgrading process in automobiles, refrigerators, kitchen ranges, etc., etc. The steady introduction of the new model and outmoding of the old is one of the causes of recent American prosperity, of an unparalleled popular demand; of steadily rising incomes, increasing purchasing power. Housing alone, especially in the quality range, has lagged. There have not been sufficient houses built and builders have not made maximum use of the technological knowledge or design ability we possess. Underbuilding during the depression years and concentration on low-price houses in the immediate post-war period are among the causes of this anomaly; one of the results is that as many as nine out of ten upper income families are living today in smaller, relatively cheaper houses than they would have had in 1929. Just to bring nationwide housing standards back to the level of that year will require building at least 1,000,000 new homes a year for the next five years, and more will be needed after that just to cope with the children of war years and the general increase in population. All this will continue the present boom in building as far ahead as the experts can see.

But the larger, necessarily higher priced house has not received the attention due it. With families increasing in size everywhere the home deserves least 1,000,000 new homes a year for the lot of your own choice, for tree booklet that gives complete details.

There are numerous houses and concentration on low-price houses in the immediate post-war period are among the causes of this anomaly; one of the results is that as many as nine out of ten upper income families are living today in smaller, relatively cheaper houses than they would have had in 1929. Just to bring nationwide housing standards back to the level of that year will require building at least 1,000,000 new homes a year for the next five years, and more will be needed after that just to cope with the children of war years and the general increase in population. All this will continue the present boom in building as far ahead as the experts can see.

But the larger, necessarily higher priced house has not received the attention due it. With families increasing in size everywhere the home deserves least 1,000,000 new homes a year for the lot of your own choice, for tree booklet that gives complete details.

Site planning, particularly, will be better and provide the variety that many prefabricated house communities lack. Right now, prefabricators have turned away from the old gridiron streets, laid out in checkerboard fashion, and are incorporating delightful winding streets, existing trees, natural contours of the land, recreation areas, schools and shopping districts in their land plans. Houses too are being placed on lots in various ways that avoid a peas-in-a-pod look. There is now variety in the juxtaposition of individual houses so roof lines, garages, terraces, landscaping and fences differ from house to house and “sameness” is eliminated. Best of all, it is possible, in some instances, to order a prefabricated house for the lot of your own choice, one that is not in a builder’s development at all.

These are the healthy signs of an improved product. But, like women in business, prefabricators, to succeed, must be better. They have gained in efficient use of materials, in soliciting good architectural design, in producing uniform quality and speedy construction. There is still, inevitably, some loss of choice compared to the custom-built house. In the lower prices they will probably capture the major market; in the higher brackets their influence will certainly be felt. In general, they are sure to revitalize the whole home building field. Competition is healthy, prices will come down, values will rise and you, the home buyer, will benefit.

NICHOLAS GIPP

Coming in July:

Have a good summer

on your own home grounds

ON YOUR NEWSSTANDS JUNE 16

HOLY SMOKE!

what a wonderful new idea!

Soss Lev-R-Latch

Here's the newest way to open a door. This smart, streamlined Soss Lev-R-Latch accentuates the beauty of modern architecture. It operates silently with but the flick of a finger. Never needs adjusting... eliminates door knobs and door stops... amazingly simple to install... high in quality and low in cost. Use it whenever you build or remodel. Write today for free booklet that gives complete details.

SOSS Manufacturing Company
21777 Hoover Road—Dept. 121
Detroit 13, Michigan

Please rush me free booklet on the amazing Soss Lev-R-Latch accentuates the beauty of modern architecture. It operates silently with but the flick of a finger. Never needs adjusting... eliminates door knobs and door stops... amazingly simple to install... high in quality and low in cost. Use it whenever you build or remodel. Write today for free booklet that gives complete details.

Soss Lev-R-Latch is a fitting companion to the world-famous Soss Invisible Hinge, the Hinge That Hides Itself."

The Soss Hinge has no protruding hinge butt. It's completely hidden from view when doors or lids are closed. Use it whenever you build or remodel.
Shopping Information

Cover

Here is the shopping information for the merchandise shown on the cover, for prices on the items below, write to House & Garden Reader Service.

Some china plates, robin's egg blue on gray body, by Harker Pottery, at Chepton Inc., N. Y.

"Fjord" pattern stainless steel flatware and carving set with teakwood handles, by Dansk Designs.

"Marjatta" clear handblown goblets, by Waerstella-Notojoe of Finland.

Japanese skimmers with natural cherry handles, through Vincent Lippe.

"Party-O" electrical rotating barbecue with motor, stand, chrome steel spit with hardwood handles. Adjusts to 4 cooking positions, has 3 meat forks, spit lifter. Fits any outdoor grill or fireplace, by Party-O Corp.

Vat-dyed blue "Colortone" napkins, heavy weave butcher rayon, through Leacock and Co.

Chop block of mixed hardwood, small oval walnut platter, copper salt and peppers, teakwood salad bowl and servers, tile trivets, copper coffee pot (by Country Kitchen), all at Bloomington's, N. Y.

Woven yacht cord side chair with arms, black wrought-iron frame; slate top table with wrought-iron legs, both by Lee L. Woodward & Sons.

Do-it-yourself pattern for fireplace. (See coupon on page 58.)

Kitchen

Here is the shopping information for the merchandise shown on pages 68-69 and 75. For prices on the items below, write to H&G Reader Service.

Pages 69-70:

Stainless steel sink with double bowl, and Pic-A-Door steel cabinets with safe sliding doors, by Tracy Kitchens, division of Edgewater Steel Co.

Bitter green leather used on some cabinet doors, through Upholstery Leather Group.

Refrigerator, Automatic Ice Maker, by Servel, Inc.

"In-A-Wall" gas oven in antique copper finish and four-burner gas stove, both by Chambers.

Axel Gruel Danish handmade earthenware, wrought-iron French imported table and chairs, all at Mayhew Shops, N. Y.


Blossom red counter top, by Formica.

Truth About Pools" and "How To Plan a Swimming Pool." For a vacation-land in your own back yard, nothing takes the place of a swimming pool—and your family deserves one! If you live in the Los Angeles or San Francisco areas, we'll build your pool. Elsewhere in the U.S.A., Canada, Mexico, Puerto Rico or Hawaii, your authorized Landon Contractor-Dealer will build it, with equipment manufactured and warranted by Landon, pioneer builders of fine swimming pools.

But—before you buy any pool, at any price, investigate! Be sure it's built of concrete or Gunite, the time-proved and permanent. San Francisco areas, we'll build your pool. Elsewhere in the U.S.A., Canada, Mexico, Puerto Rico or Hawaii, your authorized Landon Contractor-Dealer will build it, with equipment manufactured and warranted by Landon, pioneer builders of fine swimming pools.

NO MORE FOOT FATIGUE!

...even if you do your housework in high heels!

TRED-WELL Foam Rubber Mats— the original anti-fatigue foam rubber rugs—banish foot fatigue in kitchen, bathroom, service room. New in decorator colors, 4 convenient sizes, at housewares and floor covering departments, everywhere.

16" x 24"...$1.98 21" x 36"...$4.98

18" x 30"...$2.98 30" x 48"...$9.98

Write for free folder:

TRED-WELL FOAM RUBBER MATS
105 Est St. 17th St., Los Angeles 15, Calif.

LANDON EQUIPPED

BLUE-LAKE SWIMMING POOLS

The lifetime pool for the time of your life!

For a vacation-land in your own back yard, nothing takes the place of a swimming pool—and your family deserves one! If you live in the Los Angeles or San Francisco areas, we'll build your pool. Elsewhere in the U.S.A., Canada, Mexico, Puerto Rico or Hawaii, an authorized Landon Contractor-Dealer will build it, with equipment manufactured and warranted by Landon, pioneer builders of fine swimming pools.

But—before you buy any pool, at any price, investigate! Be sure it's built of concrete or Gunite, the time-proved answer, in any climate, to permanence. Send 75c today, for your copy of "The Truth About Pools" and "How To Plan Your Pool."

LANDON, INC.
7240 Fulton Ave., N. Hollywood, Calif.

---Send booklets. I enclose 75c. ---Send name of my Landon dealer.

Name
Address
City State

HOUSE & GARDEN

KITCHEN continued


Frying pan, burnished black cast-iron on porcelain enameled inside, by Griswold Mfg. Co.

Pink double boiler, by Belleair Enamel Co.

Page 75, lower right:

"Continental Porcelainware" covered casserole, marbled black outside, white inside, Bakelite handles, by Belmont Co.

Room Divider

Here is the shopping information for the merchandise shown on page 70. For prices on the items below write to House & Garden Reader Service.

One-arm sofa with walnut frame, teakwood side, white table. wicker chair with dark steel frame, teakwood drop-leaf table, oak side chair with seat of rush, all at George Tanier, N. Y.

White iron "Feeney" curtain on cloth sofa, from Patterson Fabrics.

"Lazy-back" pillows on sofa, by Nettle Creek Industries; covered in black and white green finish, from Central Felt Co.

Southwest American Indian wool rug, at B. Altman & Co., N. Y.

Nylon thread panel suspended in room divider, by Gerald Farmer, at Jack Lener Larsen, N. Y.

Table model television set, by General Electric.

Cone-shaped Akari Japanese lantern, at Bonniers, N. Y.

"Antimo" Permalife vinyl tile, by American Bilrite Rubber Co.

Adjustable black metal "Dec-Erector" poles, through Advertisers Services, Inc.

Prefinished limed-oak plywood panels (on back wall), by U. S. Plywood Co.

Large enamel ash tray, wood and brass-cigarette box, gunmetal ceramic bowl, blue vase, gray opalescent covered bowl, gray ceramic bowl, tall beige vase and white plastic ice tongs, at Georg Jensen, N. Y.

Brass and copper sculpture by Jane Lyon, through G. A. Leaman.

Hardware

For further information regarding the hardware shown on pages 82-85, write to the following:

Page 82:

All hardware from William Hunthaus Co., Inc., 760 Third Ave., N. Y., with the exception of #16, which are from Manhattan Marine and Electric Co., Inc., 116 Chambers St., N. Y. C., and #3, which is from Crafts Metal Co., Laguna Beach, Calif.

Page 83, top:

All hardware from Macke-Dale Associates, 247 E. 51 St., N. Y. C., except #15, #16, #17, #18 from House of Peter de Guard, 207 E. 51 St., N. Y. C.

Bottom:

All hardware from William Hunthaus with the exception of #8 from Macke-Dale.

Page 84, top:

All hardware available at local hardware stores, or write to Reynolds Metals Co., Louisville, Ky., with except-

(Continued on page 145)
 tion of #2, available at Macke-Dale.

Bottom: All hardware from William Hanrath, except for #19, #22, #23, from Macke-Dale, and #5, from Patterson Bros., 15 Park Place, N. Y. C.

Page 85, top: All hardware available at William Hanrath except for #3, at Manhattan Marine and Electric.

Do-it-yourself table

Here is the shopping information for the merchandise shown on pages 86-87. For prices on the items below write to House & Garden Reader Service.

U-Do buffet table comes in carton containing top, four legs, screws, finishing kit. Table is birch, warp-resistant, measures 38" x 34" x 29" high. By General Plywood Corp.

Do-It-Yourself nylon and viscose rug comes unwashed, undyed, by the yard. Purchaser cuts, dyes, puts together. Needed are nylon tape, liquid rubber, dye (Tintex suggested). Available at Do-It-Yourself Decorating, N. Y.

"Antico" Permalife vinyl tile in citron, by American Bitrite Rubber Co. One arm sectional and chair upholstered in pumpkin viscose and cotton fabric, individually designed replicas of old Dutch cookie boards (made of plywood), at Robert Barber, Inc., N. Y.

"Sunstar" woven textured casement fabric, by Standish Fabrics, Inc.

Colorstone heavy weave butcher rayon napkins are vat-dyed in solid colors, through Leacock and Co. All other accessories at La Cuisiniere, N. Y.

Windbreak

Here is the shopping information for the merchandise shown on page 91. For prices on the items below write to House & Garden Reader Service.

Aluminum tubing frame for windbreak, by Reynolds Metals Co.

Striped canvas used for windbreak and chartreuse Indantone used for cushion, both 31" wide, through John Boyle & Co., Inc., courtesy of National Cotton Council of America.

Do-it-yourself pattern for terrace floor, (See coupon on page 157.) Pedestal table with clear glass top, dining chairs, both wrought iron (available in six colors), from "St. Moritz" by Kosta, available from Mac-Kee-Bargo.

The Oasis Air Drier, operated by electricity, removes moisture from the air — up to 3 gallons of water in 24 hours. Stops rust, mold, warping floors, sweating pipes, musty odors. Get FREE book "How to Stop Moisture Damage." Use coupon below.

THE EBCO MANUFACTURING CO.
Department D, Columbus 13, Ohio

Send free book "How to Stop Moisture Damage."
IMPROVED! ACTS EXTRA FAST
IN SPRAYING LAWN WEEDS AWAY!

Now it's easier than ever to have a beautiful weed-free lawn.

New formula End-o-Weed goes to work faster, making it extra effective and extra sure. Destroys over 100 different kinds of lawn weeds, including DANDELION, PLANTAIN, and RAGWEED. 8-oz. can treats 1600 sq. ft. of lawn area. Get it now!

NEW! THE MOST EFFECTIVE ROSE DUST EVER DEVELOPED!

New End-o-Pest Rose Dust controls more rose pests and diseases than any dust or liquid ever offered. Controls not only aphids, black spot, and all common pests, but also those that are resistant to other insecticides or fungicides such as red spider and powdery mildew.

Formulated from new materials, End-o-Pest Rose Dust is available in handy, refillable dust gun container or economical 3-lb. canisters.

And that's not all! In addition, there are other Vigoro gardening aids made to control specific pest and weed conditions in your area. Look for them at your dealer's.

*CURSES OR PREVENTIVE MEASURES FOR CONTROL OF VARIOUS DISEASES ARE NOT CLAIMED AS NO CURE IS POSSIBLE TODAY.
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Humidifier with automatic control sends vapor circulating through greenhouse by means of a built-in fan; for use with orchids, tropical plants, etc. Easy to install, costs about $95.00.

Automatic alarm warning of power failure is equipped with thermostatic control and bell. Device saves you from possible plant loss, costs about $18.50.

Galvanized plant trays are rustproof, 1" deep, 32" x 44" or 53" long. Standard support of rust-proof metal is 30" high; 70", 88" or 107" long. Supports only, about $30. With trays, cost will be from $35 to $50.

Electric cable to heat propagation and seed beds with thermostat control helps greenhouse gardeners to produce better plants more quickly. About $35 with a 30-ft. cable.

For manufacturers of equipment write H & G Reader Service.

GARDEN FENCES YOU CAN ASSEMBLE YOURSELF

are sturdy, well fastened, firmly set to proper depth (usually 5 ft.) in accurately placed holes. Minimum size of uprights to hold fence panels should be 4" x 4", with the lower ends treated with a standard wood preservative to at least 6 inches above ground level. The posts of rail and hurdle fencing come ready-treated, usually with creosote or asphalt compounds.

Digging good post holes (bottom of page 79) may not be an art, but there is a knack to digging them in dozens lots. A post hole digger, either two-handled clam shell or auger type, is good for small posts in rock-free soil. It is excellent, for example, for digging holes for the pointed posts of hurdle panels. But for stony ground and big holes (over 6") you will need a round-pointed shovel, with long or short handle. You will also need a crowbar and sledge; two stout stakes and a long cord to insure a straight fence line; a carpenter's level to insure upright posts, level rails. Whether you set your fence posts in concrete, or simply tamp or pile the excavated earth back around them, depends on the type of fence used and the care you want to take. Screen types of fencing, especially those more than 4 feet high, will stay plumb longer if posts are set with stones or in concrete. The important thing is to set your fence well in the beginning, for easy maintenance.

For manufacturers of fencing and fences write to H & G Reader Service.

Vigoro is a registered trade-mark of Swift & Company. Copyright 1950, Swift & Company.

THERE'S A VIGORO PLANT FOOD FOR EVERYTHING YOU GROW!

New Golden Vigoro Lawn Food... specifically for LAWNS. Made a new, patented way (Pat. Nos. 2618546, 2618547, and others pending) so it WON'T BURN GRASS when used in recommended amounts. One feeding provides season-long nourishment.

Regular Vigoro Plant Food... provides complete, balanced nourishment for everything else you grow... flowers, shrubs, trees, vegetables. Makes garden soils rich like finest greenhouse soils.

YOUR BEST BUYS IN GARDENING SUPPLIES—THE VIGORO FAMILY OF GARDENING AIDS Also available in Canada.
Greenhouses in ALUMINUM

It's all aluminum, alloyed for greatest resistance to corrosion. The perfect "forever metal" for greenhouses. Nothing to wear out. No putty or paint. Glass is rubber cushioned and sealed with Aluminum Bar-caps—the only construction that is maintenance-free. Easy-to-put-up any season, anywhere. Nothing to cut or fit. No expensive foundation needed with our wall kit.

Your house heating system can usually be extended for the greenhouse. Automatic heat and ventilation moderately priced like the greenhouse.

Write for colorful 32-page Catalog No. JN-35.

Distributed from many cities

Good tools for garden hand work

Whether it's sweeping clippings from your lawn, trimming a hedge, digging holes for fertilizer to nourish a favorite tree, the right equipment will help you do the job better, more quickly.

Lawn sweeper has 5 height settings for rotary brush and a plastic wind apron to cover the load on breezy days. The two-wheeled, canvas and steel ham- per can be detached for use as a garden cart. 21" Sweep-O-Matic, about $51; 30" width, about $60; both are slightly higher in the west. Lambert. Incorporated, Ansonia, Ohio.

Hole digger makes cone-shaped holes 1½" or more in diameter, 9" to 24" deep. Pok-A-Hole's hammer-weight drives the rod, depth guide simplifies deep root feeding of trees and shrubs. About $10; priced slightly higher in the west. Atlanta Tool Co., Atlanta, Georgia.

Hedge shear with 8" scalloped blades has spring device that reduces the effort of cutting. Shock-absorbing rubber handles of Doe-Klip Model DK505 are molded for easy finger grip. List price, $4.50. Lewis Engineering & Mfg. Co., Alliance, Ohio.

All-purpose sprayer that holds 2 qts. of solution supplies pressure to reach up to 10'. Sprayer Kne is a hollow plastic tube that operates with downward push; spring action returns it to position. Weight of sprayer rests on ground. About $7. Donaldson Co., St. Paul, Minnesota.

Unfailing quality
is a Wayside tradition

VIBURNUM
Carlscephaleum

The finest new shrub in 50 years

Wayside Gardens' reputation for unfailing quality and perfection has become a legend in the gardening world. Whenever gardeners want the newest and best, they always look to Wayside. The two unusually fine subjects shown here may be seen in true-color in Wayside's new fall-planting catalog. It contains over 1,300 other new and rapidly used items especially suited for American gardens. New shrubs, perennials, roses and hardy lilies from every part of the world, as well as Holland's finest tulips, daffodils and other bulbs.

SEND FOR THE WORLD'S FINEST
Horticultural Book-Catalog

Be sure to enclose 50¢, coins or stamps, with your request to cover mailing and handling costs of this bulky book. It has no equal ... Wayside's catalog accurately describes and illustrates in true-to-life color photographs, the world's largest and most complete selection of prize roses, hardy plants, bulbs of every description. Helpful cultural directions.

VIBURNUM, Carlescephaleum

Magnificent new Wayside introduction. May 6" clusters of very fragrant white flowers shown above bloom lavishly on graceful 6 ft. plants shown at left. Fragrant Snowball grows anywhere and is hardy at below zero temperatures. Plant pat. 776.

Apricot Attraction

Never before so rare or exquisite coloring in a daffodil. Short frilled cup of deep, warm amber—perianth also shows suffusion of rich amber. Finest daffodil in 100 years.
Keep your grounds free of weeds

Selective weed killers properly applied do a better job of weeding your lawn and grounds than you could ever hope to do with tools or by hand. Some herbicides eradicate weeds by killing the seeds before they can germinate; others kill seedlings and full grown weeds, as explained in the chart below.

Before using any weed killer, read the directions on the label, and follow the manufacturer’s recommendations. Use special spraying or dusting equipment for the application of products that contain 2,4-D and 2,4,5-T or other hormone weed killers, since complete removal of residue is impossible, and plants may be injured if the equipment is used later for insecticides and fungicides. Remember that the first and last defense of a weed-free lawn lies in maintaining healthy grass. Because weeds are sun lovers, a good stand of grass will prevent many weeds from starting, will smother crabgrass seedlings, and encourage durable turf.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>WEEDS</th>
<th>HERBICIDE</th>
<th>APPLICATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Broadleaf weeds:</td>
<td>2,4-D (2,4-Dichlorophenoxyacetic acid)</td>
<td>Sprayed on growing weed on a sunny day when there is no wind. Do not use 2,4-D on bent grass.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carpet weed, chickweed,</td>
<td>Sodium 2,4-Dichlorophenoxyethyl sulfonate</td>
<td>Make the first application in the spring before the seeds germinate. Follow by additional treatments at three-week intervals. Water-in the herbicide thoroughly.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poison ivy, poison oak,</td>
<td>Ammonium sulfamate</td>
<td>Use on fully grown weeds 2 to 3 times at weekly intervals in summer before seeds develop.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blackberry, brambles,</td>
<td>2,4-D or 2,4,5-T alone or combined</td>
<td>Apply during the growing season. Control pressure so that material cannot drift onto trees, shrubs, or vegetables.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Narrow-bladed grass</td>
<td>IPC (Isopropyl N-Phenyl carbamate)</td>
<td>Apply to soil early in season before the weeds appear. Avoid getting material too near to broad-leaved plants and roots.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Narrow-leaved ornamental</td>
<td>TCA (Arsenic trioxide)</td>
<td>Apply with sprayer or sprinkler can. One application is generally good for one year.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GARDENING**

ARM YOURSELF NOW against insects, weeds, blight...with low-cost HUDSON sprayers and dusters

You can be sure you have the right equipment to control pests that attack you, your family, your home and garden when you have Hudson quality sprayers and dusters to apply today’s effective insecticides, weedicides and fungicides. Hudson makes the only complete, quality line...the brand to demand!

**WEEDS**

Crabgrass: pre-emergence treatment

Crabgrass seedlings

Crabgrass fully grown

Poison ivy, poison oak, poison oak

Blackberry, brambles, brush, honeysuckle, Osage orange

Chickweed, knot grass or knotweed, purslane

Narrow-bladed grass weeds in borders among broad-leaved ornamental plants

Weeds in paths, walks, driveways

**HERBICIDE**

2,4-D (2,4-Dichlorophenoxyacetic acid)

Sodar (Di-sodium monomethyl arsenate)

PMA (Phenyl mercuric acetate)

Sodium 2,4-Dichlorophenoxyethyl sulfonate

Potassium cyanate

Ammonium sulfamate

Sodium 2,4,5-T (2,4,5-Trichlorophenoxyacetic acid)

Sodium 2,4-D (2,4-Dichlorophenoxyacetic acid)

Crabgrass: pre-emergence treatment
This Weedone-treated lawn is free of dandelions, plantains and other weeds.

**WEEDONE® is the World's Largest-Selling WEED KILLER**

Weedone makes weeds go—lets grass grow! Tough problem-plants yield to Weedone's magic—such as dandelions, plantains, brambles, poison oak, honeysuckle, and over 100 other weeds and woody plants. Even prevents crab grass from growing. Start your spring clean-up with Weedone, and you banish weeds all season long. Let Weedone give you a lawn your neighbors will envy! 8-oz. can $1.50; 1-gal. can $27.50; 1-gal. can 67.50.

At Garden Supply and Hardware Stores

AMERICAN CHEMICAL PAINT CO., Ambler, Pa. • Niles, Calif. Pioneers in Chemical Gardening Iris • Originators of 2,4-D and 2,4,5-T Weed Killers


---

**Introducing—the newest and finest modern varieties of...**

**Peonies • Iris • Daylilies**

Our Beautiful New 1955

**64 Page Book**

America's Finest Catalog

The biggest, most beautiful book of Peonies, Iris & Daylilies ever offered! Giant edition is packed with gorgeous natural-color pictures. Descriptions and prices of more than 1,000 varieties—new and old favorites. Many money-saving offers and special economy collections plus helpful information and advice. Our newest and greatest catalog. Order Now!

Send 25¢ Today!

FREE Dwarf Iris... (Catalog and Dwarf Iris BOTH FREE with every Iris order.) Send 25¢ or order Iris TODAY!

FOR SPECTACULAR DISPLAY AND GLORIOUS COLOR... Iris

Our "BAKER'S DOZEN" Collection 13 of the newest and finest Iris in existence at fantastic savings off regular prices! These hardy easy-to-grow perennials are lavish each year. True variety and top quality guaranteed. Order 1 of these colorful colonial collections today! No C.O.D.'s, please.

**ANY** 6 @ 50c—Only 4
**ALL** 13 @ 60c—Only 8

FREE Catalog & Dwarf Iris with Iris Collection—ORDER TODAY:

--

**OUTDOOR COOK BOOK**

continued from page 93

for four weeks later, their broad fans spread out to cover the ground with a uniform carpet of grass. The plants are an average light loam in full sun. Their principal requirements are an average light loam in full sun, and division and replanting of the rhizomes in July or August every second or third year. Among the best varieties of recent introduction but modest price are excellent clear colors, such as blue Helen McCreary ($1.50) pictured #7 on page 92; Ranger, crimson red ($1.50); and Ola Kala, yellow ($1); to name but three of hundreds. Newer colors and varieties such as lilac pink Cherie and Ballerina, may cost from $5 up. You can pioneer with tomorrow's prize winners at as much as $20 each, or wait just a few years until the supply increases and prices come down. New names to mark this year include: rose pink Mary Randall, winner of 1954's highest award, the Dykes Medal; hyacinth-blue Helen McCaughy; coppery Fortune's Gift; tawny-gold Onliwon; Briar Rose.

All the other iris types in H & G's selected dozen are available for well under $1 each. The Siberian and Japanese groups, now being augmented yearly by fine new hybrids, are becoming increasingly useful in the perennial garden to supplement and follow foliage beautifiers. All iris types except the bulbous ones are best transplanted soon after blooming, in every case before late summer if the plants are to become well established in their location before winter. They may be divided every second or third year, or when they become so crowded that flowering suffers. Bulbs should be moved only between early summer, when the foliage has ripened, and autumn.

For where to buy these 12 kinds of iris write to House & Garden Reader Service, 620 Lexington Ave., New York, N.Y.

OUTDOOR COOK BOOK

continued from page 141

with a bowl of cold sour cream with caraway seeds added.

Kidney beans with red wine

To 2 cans of kidney beans, add a touch of grated garlic and 1 cup of red wine. Heat thoroughly and let it simmer for a time to mellow the flavors.

**Sautéed lentils**

Put 1 cup of lentils in a pot, cover with water, season to taste with salt and pepper and add an onion stuck with 2 cloves. Cook slowly until the lentils are well established in their location before winter. They may be divided every second or third year, or when they become so crowded that flowering suffers. Bulbs should be moved only between early summer, when the foliage has ripened, and autumn.

Chop several strips of bacon and try them out in a skillet. Remove the cooked bacon and sauté 1 or 2 onions in the bacon fat until just soft. Add the drained lentils and a handful of chopped parsley. Sauté the lentils until they are a little brown and thoroughly blended with the other flavors. Add the bacon bits, mix all together. Lentils are especially good with duck or fowl.

Add beauty and neatness to your lawn and garden

Near grounds, attractive gardens are easy with Akay solid white plastic trellis and Akay Add-A-Fence, the white sectional plastic picket fence. Both break-resistant—won't rot, rust, crack, or fade.

Akay's trellis comes in two 3' by 15' sections that assemble into one 6' trellis. Each Add-A-Fence section is 16½' wide by 14½' high. Get yours now from your dealer or direct from AKAY at $2.98 for the trellis set and $2.94 for 8 Add-A-Fence sections. Postage paid. No COD's.

INSIST ON

**Doo-Klip GRASS SHEAR**

Model DK-202

Up-and-Down Action. America's Favorite!

Model DK-303

Long Handle GRASS SHEAR

$10.25

$4.25

STAND UP AND SHEAR!

Available at all leading hardware, department, household and garden supply stores.

---

**Houses & Gardens**

Write for free literature

Dept. HG-6

Denver 2-0202

Chicago 41, Illinois

INSIST ON

**Doo-Klip**

GRASS SHEAR

**Long Handle**

GRASS SHEAR

**Up-and-Down Action. America's Favorite!**

Model DK-303

$4.25

Available at all leading hardware, department, household and garden supply stores.

---

**LENS ENGINEERING and MANUFACTURING CO.**

ALLIANCE, OHIO

"Pioneers in the Lens Foot Industry"

(House & Garden)
are all within the scope of a good home handyman, though an extra pair of hands will be helpful. Third, you will probably need to call in a plumber, an electrician, a heating contractor or all three. You may also need, in your locality, a building permit from the village or town office before you attach a greenhouse to your home or erect one on your property. If you do all the construction work yourself and make no demands on plumbers or electricians, a small lean-to greenhouse can cost as little as $150 to $200. Your greenhouse manufacturer will give you much help and advice about all your special requirements, as well as complete how-to-build-it instructions for both wood and aluminum structures.

For an aluminum greenhouse like the one we photographed on pages 80 and 81, your basic cost, including glass, would be approximately $500. Benches, knocked down, would add about $100 more. For motor and thermostat to control roof ventilator, figure almost $100. As for the cost of individual heating, electrical and plumbing adaptations, only specific estimates are of any value. Two other greenhouse types are shown below. For greenhouse equipment, see page 146. It will take only a matter of hours to erect the framework of your greenhouse. To insert the glass will take but a few hours more, provided no putty is required. Laying glass in putty is a time-consuming job for the amateur. Once the greenhouse is weather-tight, actual gardening can begin and structural refinements be done at leisure. In fact, thereafter neither they nor the gardening are likely to stop again.

For the names of manufacturers of home greenhouses and equipment write to House & Garden Reader Service, 420 Lexington Avenue, New York 17.

A freestanding greenhouse or an attached lean-to model may suit your needs

Separate structure of aluminum and glass is easily erected on any level spot, requires only simple foundation. House shown has sliding doors at one end; gas or oil heater at other. Price for 9' x 9' greenhouse about $400.

Let Davey safeguard your trees, too

*the most valuable possessions in your outdoor living room*

What a joy your trees are—shade and color, whisperings to a breeze and blessed privacy for your leisure hours.

Don't they deserve good care, expert care?

Trees become straggly in wornout soil, especially on well-cared-for lawns where they're deprived of natural conditions. Feeding now with modern Davey methods can assure full lush foliage. And strength, too, to fight off disease and insect attack. Pruning is also desirable to remove unsightly dead and dangerous limbs which may cause great harm to your priceless trees. Trees are subject to damage from many causes which a professional can diagnose in early stages. Davey men have saved many a client money by catching trouble while it was still small.

A Davey man will gladly give your trees a checkup. At the same time you can ask about lightning rods for trees, or ways to protect your trees from wind damage. Or perhaps you may wish to consider the planting of additional trees for a vista. These are all important considerations in the beauty and enjoyment of your outdoor living room.

If you can't find "Davey" in your phone book, please write for information or estimates direct to Kent, Ohio—

DAVEY

Tree Expert Company

THE OLDEST AND LARGEST TREE SAVING SERVICE IN THE WORLD

KENT 2, OHIO

MARTIN L. DAVEY JR., PRESIDENT
Write for these
INFORMATIVE BOOKLETS

The literature listed below is offered by House & Garden advertisers as an extra service to you. Many booklets are free of charge...others are available at small cost. Write for yours today.

DECORATING
Wall-to-wall carpet. News in comfort, colors, patterns, tackleless installation. The Roberts Co., HG-6, 1536 N. Indiana St., Los Angeles 34, Calif.


Colorclues kit shows how to professionally coordinate colors; includes 27 fabric swatches, 25c. F. Schumacher & Co., Waverly Fabrics, HG-6, 60 West 40th St., N. Y. 18.

Colorful, Canvas, Mic. (Ass't Prof.)

GARDENING

Picture windows. Fleetlite extruded aluminum windows include storm sash and screen for protection against weather. 25c. Fleet of America Inc., 502 New Walden Ave., Buffalo 25, N. Y.

Pease homes for 1955. 64 pages of budget homes. Floor plans, construction data, exteriors, base prices. 35c. Woodwork Co., Home Div., HG-6, 900 Forest Avenue, Hamilton, Ohio.

How to choose and use awnings to make the most of your home; facts about Otsa Woven Fabrics. 10c. The Falls Co., HG-6, 84 Front St., Winchendon, Mass.

Beautiful woods for beautiful homes. 10c. U. S. Plywood Corp., Box 51, N. Y. 36.

Room-Makers for Homemakers. simple steps to make an old attic livable. United States Gypsum Co., HG-1, 300 West Adams St., Chicago 6, Ill.


FURNITURE
History of Cherry Valley Furniture. Traditional pieces for every room, craftsmanship, 50c. L. & J. G. Stickley Inc., HG-6, Fayetteville, N.Y.

Italian marble-topped tables shown in every size, shape, color. Rene Brancusi, HG-6, 996 First Avenue, N. Y. 14.

Furniture Show. Photo-cards of bedroom and dining rooms; an invitation to visit displays in 16 cities. With Furniture Co., HG-6, Sheboygan, Wisconsin.

Beacon Hill Collection. New brochure presents time-honored and new pieces from this famous group, 50c in coin.

Kaplan Furniture Co., HG-6, 871 Albany St., Cambridge, Mass.

American Craftsmanship in Solid Rock Maple Colonial furniture for every room. Sprague & Carlston Inc., HG-6, 27 Avon St., Keene, New Hampshire.

Furniture-planning ideas. Heritage-Henredon's entire collection shown in booklet. Heritage-Henredon, HG-6, Morganton, N.C.

CHINA, GLASS
The fine art of dining, 26 china patterns, table setting guide, prices. 25c. Jackson China Co., Dept. 1, 9 East 55th St., N. Y. 22.


Selecting your crystal to blend with your china; how to judge quality, prices. 10c. Fostoria Glass Co., HG-6, Moundsville, West Va.

BUILDING
National Homes for 1953. 32 basic floor plans, exterior designs by Charles M. Goodman, AIA; includes size, number of rooms, interiors. National Homes Corp., HG-55, Lafayette, Ind.

TRAVEL
Bermuda welcomes you. What to see, where to stay, history, sports. Bermuda Trade Development. G-56, 620 Fifth Avenue, N. Y. 20.

Caribbean Cruises. Highlights on board ship, sightseeing; deck plans of Santa Rosa and Santa Paula: accommodations, prices. Grace Line, HG-6, Hanover Square, N.Y.C.
How to lay vinyl tile

You can lay vinyl tile directly on concrete if it is a clean, level floor, waterproof, dry and above ground level.

Step 1.

To start, you will have to mark off the floor into four quarters. Take a string and stretch it from the middle of one wall to the middle of the opposite one. The string should be dipped in chalk first and it will have to be secured to both walls. Now snap the string so it leaves a chalk mark on the floor across the middle of the room. Then repeat the process between the other two walls. This marks off your floor into four quarters. The chalked lines are your guide lines for laying the tile.

Step 2.

To lay the tile you begin in the middle of the room, not at the walls. You start at the center point, which is the intersection of the chalk lines. Before applying any adhesive you have to figure out whether or not the 9" tiles will work out evenly between the walls. To test this, place a row of loose tiles from the center point along two chalk lines to each of two adjoining walls. If the tiles do not come out evenly you will later have to cut the tiles around the edge of the floor to make them fit.

Step 3.

In laying the tile you apply the adhesive to the floor, not to the tile. Use an adhesive recommended by the manufacturer of the tile you have chosen. Follow his directions telling you how much to use and how soon it will dry. Work in one quarter at a time. Spread adhesive on the floor with a notched trowel in a series of wavy patterns. Make it a thin, smooth coat and cover enough area for about 10 tiles. Starting at the center point, proceed to cover one quarter of the floor. Fit the tiles together tightly but do not slide them onto the floor—press them to the floor with the palm of your hand and wipe up excess adhesive with a damp cloth as you work. Leave the border tiles to the last.

Step 4.

After all center tiles are laid, there is usually a border space less than the width of a full tile around the edges of the room. You must cut the tiles to fit this. All such border tiles should be cut and fitted before any are laid. To do this evenly, set two loose tiles on top of the last row of tile already cemented down. Slide the top tile of the two over until it butts against the wall. Using the overlapping edge of this top tile as a guide, draw a line on the loose tile beneath it. Cut the top tile of the two over until it butts against the wall. Using the overlapping edge of this top tile as a guide, draw a line on the loose tile beneath it. Cut the top tile off along this line. This cut tile will fit the border space. Spread the adhesive and fit the tile in its place with the cut edge against the wall.
FOR THOSE WHO APPRECIATE THE FINEST

SHOPPING INFORMATION continued from page 145

shaker with cork stopper and brass top and finial, black luster and gold trim, by Ernest Sohn Creations, Inc. Stainless steel platter and covered dish, at Designed for Living, N. Y. Photographed at Windmill Farms.

Bottom: Enamed hardwood Director's chairs, rubber-tipped legs, seating of plastic saran or terry cloth over saran, by The Telescope Folding Furniture Co. Buch Port-O-Matic Rattanerie; self-powered, folds into all-steel luggage case, at Lewis & Conger, N. Y. Black metal folding snack tables, by Alexander-Wilson Co.

Page 107, top: Sectional arm chairs, sweep arm chair are aluminum with baked enamel finish (available in 6 colors) and weather-repellent sailcloth covers (available in 7 colors) over foam rubber cushions, fold away for easy storage: nest of tables with enamel frames and white milk glass tops, all from "Four Seasons" line, by The D. R. Bradley Co. DeLuxe brazier complete with stainless steel hood, warming oven, motor spit, cutting board, fire rake, by Big Boy Mfg. Co., at Hamburger Schlemmer, N. Y.

Round black covered enamel cigarette box, striped ash tray, teakwood salad bowl and servers, Italian earthenware plates with chicken design, smoky amber Finnish stacking glasses, all at Bonniers, N. Y.

Set of Hillcraft wooden barbecue tools, through Schiller & Assmus.

Bottom: Dining table with clear glass top, side chairs with cotton slip seats covered in sailcloth, both with wrought-iron frames, by Gallo Original Iron Works. "Royal Chat" barbecue cart has adjustable firebox, cutting board, spit with support, polished aluminum legs, by Chattanooga Royal Co. Glitterwave Princess texturamas, blue with silver, and pink napkins, through The Ullman Company. "Signe" stainless steel flatware, through Progreso Trading Co., N. Y. Highball glasses, Southern Pottery plates, casserole, stainless steel salt and pepper shakers, spatula and fork, black lucite salad bowl, at Designed for Living.

Androck Shish Kababers, stainless steel tray with 6 skewers, reversible to hold 4, by The Washburn Co. White china coffee server with brass lid and handle (12 cup capacity) and double-sized white china demitasse cups with brass sancers, by Ernest Sohn Creations, Inc. Photographed at Windmill Farms.

Silver

Here is the shopping information for the merchandise shown on page 103. For prices on the items below write to House & Garden Reader Service.

"Modern" sterling jug, four pint capacity, by International Silver Co.

Silver-plated bowl, 5½" in diameter, by Reed & Barton.

Silver-plated milk can, used as cocktail shaker, by Smith and Smith.

Silver-plated Heirloom "700" salad bowl with stand (5½" in diameter, 5½" high) and Heirloom Sterling "Reigning Beauty" salad servers, both by Oneida Ltd., Silversmiths.

HOUSE & GARDEN'S Book of Building 1955

$1.00 at all newsstands

or send to House & Garden, Greenwich, Conn.

WOVEN FENCES

BASKETWEAVE FENCE

Made of long-lasting Californian Redwood. Has same beauty on both sides, yet costs less than some one-sided fences. Provides privacy. Screens out objectionable views. Redwood posts supplied free with fence. Send for Illustrated Booklet

WOVEN PICKET FENCE

Made of Domestic Cedar or Imported French Chestnut, in "CLEFT" (1/4" between pickets) or "CLOSE" (pickets butted tight together). Made in several heights. Easy to erect. Particularly suited where privacy is desired.

The Authentic Wood Fence Co.

Woven Basketweave Fences

Imported Picket, Woven Cedar Picket, English Hedge, Port and Rail, Lawn Fences, California Redwood Marbled Board and California Children's Outdoor Play-Yards.
LIFE IS A BED OF ROSES...WITH

HAND-PRINTED BLANKETS AND SHEETS BY Fieldcrest.

Fieldcrest Summer Blankets pay you such pretty compliments, with dainty flowers hand-printed on fine American cotton.

Enchanting to combine with sheets in matching print or petal pastels.

Shown, the May Garden blanket—pink roses on white or pink, blue roses on white or blue. 72" x 90", $4.95
There's a new feeling about sterling.

Today's brides know their Heirloom* Sterling is meant to be loved and really used, not pampered—because every piece of this solid silver is made for tireless service. The graceful knife handle, for instance, is firmly and forever wedded to the blade. Oneida Ltd. will replace any Heirloom Sterling knife that ever becomes damaged.

And here's an exciting Heirloom Sterling "first"—the unique new "Six-plus-One" place setting! You get seven beautiful pieces for the price of six! The seventh piece—the wonderful extra teaspoon you always need—is free! See it now in all the fresh and lovely Heirloom Sterling patterns at a fine store near you.

Reigning Beauty*, most adorable young pattern—in the new "Six-plus-One" place setting. The extra teaspoon is free!